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If you’ve been 
choosing a mouthpiece 

because of a name alone, 
consider the new alternative:

Custom-crafted
mouthpieces in a broad 
assortment of styles 
and cup-sizes for trumpets, 
comets, trombones, baritones 
and sousaphones.



"What I need 
is a clear, 

clean sound."
A conversation about music, electronics and the future with 
one of America’s foremost keyboard artists—Chick Corea.

Return to Forever seems to be able to 
work as a team while each individual 
still does his own thing —such as solo 
albums —without hurting the group. 
What’s different about your group 
that allows you to maintain your 
cohesiveness?
“I guess what’s different is that we really con
front one another with our basic problems 
and always make an effort to communicate 
any kind of difficulties that occur. An artist 
who creates his own music would naturally 
have a problem working in a team with others, 
’cause there's the creative viewpoint of 
others to deal with, too. We all have the recog
nition of what it takes to work as a team. It’s 
being able to under
stand and work with 
each other’s creation.
One thing that relieves 
the stress of that is solo 
projects, which allow us 
to originate our own 
product and then come 
back and work for the 
group product. The 
main solvent there is 
communication;’

‘Chick's regular set-up uses a Kustom SRM VIII 
8-channel mixer with an SRS XII bi-amp slave which 
powers his MF-1212, MF-1012 horn and MT-15 horn/
tweeter. His monitor system includes the III monitor

power unit and III monitor cabinets.

As a group, how do you determine the 
direction your sound takes?
‘It’s a planning of our direction in terms of 
how we want to communicate to people, and 
how we want it to feel. After that is decided, 
the way we put the music together comes 
from that.”
How do you compose your music?

‘The way I usually compose is to conceive of 
a feeling, and then the kind of sound I want. 
Like on the solo record I’ve just done— 
there were parts where I wanted to use a 
string quartet or a brass quintet, so I found 
the musicians I wanted to work with and 
wrote music I knew would be suited to their 
abilities. I kind of like to write more toward 

the abilities of people I’m 
working with, rather than 
writing a piece of music 
and then finding people 
with the abilities.”

When you’re on stage, what kind of 
amplification equipment do you use 
to produce the sound you want?

“I’ve used so many different kinds of amplifi
cation. I’ve been using Kustom equipment, 
and I really like it* What I need as far as 
amplification goes is a clear, clean sound— 
which is what I’ve been getting with Kustom.”
Do you use any special equalization 
or any special setting on it?
“No, there’s a graphic equalizer on the mix 
board I use, but there’s no radical curve on 
it. I run it almost flat. I roll off a little bit of 
bass, and I even roll off a little bit of the highs 
sometimes—because I play in the high reg
isters on the synthesizers. But other than 
that, nothing special in the way of EQ.”
What instruments do you 
use currently?
“I have a stack of them: Fender Rhodes, 
Hohner Clavinet, a Mini-Moog, the new Micro- 
Mini-Moog, and a larger Moog Fifteen. I use 
a little ARP Odyssey and a Yamaha organ. 
And soon to be delivered is a new polyphonic 
synthesizer called a PolyMoog.”
Do you see your sound being much 
different in the future than the present 
sound of Return to Forever? And if 
so, how?

“I’m always one for expanding and evolving 
what I do. Musically, I see a lot of things I’d 
like to do, which I feel will begin to happen 
slowly. Return to Forever is not into radical 
change. We like to evolve things step-by- 
step. So our sound will be an evolving sound. 
We’re looking for new ways to use electric 
and acoustic instruments in performance— 
we devote half our concert now to acoustic 
instruments. Individually, I’d really like to do 
more composing. I haven’t done too much 
orchestral composing and arranging, which 
is something that I’d like to do. There’s a bit 
of that on my new 
solo album.”
What’s the next 
project for Chick 
Corea and Return 
to Forever?

“A new solo album of 
mine, called

‘The Leprechaun’, 
released in February. 
Right now, I’m 
rehearsing with 
Return to Forever, 
and our new recording (“The Romantic 
Warrior’’) will be released sometime in March?
Chick, what do you see in the future 
for electronic music?
“Electronic instruments are very young. As 
they’re used by people who write for them 
and create with them, the way they’re used 
and the way they’re built will be refined.
Then you’ll have something which I think 
you’ll be able to call a fine art.”

When sound is everything...

Chanute, Kansas 66720



Dave 
Mason 
got an 
Ovation.

Dave Mason and his Ovation 
have toured Europe and the United 
States almost non-stop for the past 
two years. A veteran instrumental
ist, Dave has played and recorded 
with Traffic, Eric Clapton, and 
Jimi Hendrix, and is presently on 
tour with his own group.

About two and a half years ago 
Dave changed to Ovation acoustic 
guitars because they are the most 
dependable, and can keep up with 
his hectic pace.

Getting a twelve string guitar, 
which has twice the tension as a 
six string, to hold up on the road is 
not easy. But the Ovation does. 
This is one reason why more top 
groups use Ovation for their tours 
than any other acoustic guitar.

When you're on the road as much 
as Dave Mason, you need an 
acoustic guitar you can count on. 
Ovation.

You can get a free catalog.
For a free new acoustic guitar catalog 

send to: Ovation Instruments Inc., 
New Hartford, CT. 06057
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16 Tito Puente and Machito: "Sounds From The Salsa Source,” by Arnold Jay Smith. 
The dynamic archdukes of Latin sound reflect on the past and the present of their 
craft. All bodes well for rhythmic infinity.

17 Ray Barretto: "Crossover Crisis," by Arnold Jay Smith. Caught in a schizoid void 
somewhere between pure jazz and feverish Latin boogies, Ray has had to 
overcome the prejudices of both audiences. Yet his music has managed to 
emerge the stronger for the battle.

19 Marvin Stamm: "Technical Magic/Subtle Persuasion,” by Michael Rozek. Capable 
of feats of studio legerdemain, Marvin has proven himself one of the ablest of 
sessionmen. He’s effortless with grace to spare.

21 Eddie Palmieri: "Salsa’s Prodigal Sun," by John Storm Roberts. Although he has 
certainly had his share of personal adversity, Palmieri is finally charting new 
courses for the world of salsa. Chalk up one Grammy for the avant garde.
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45 Workshop: Cherokee a la Powell, transcribed and annotated by Stan Polanski.
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Micromoog.
$695 buys you 

freedom of expression.

You may have thought of owning a Moog synthe
sizer someday. But. you may also have thought it 
costs loo much, or that it’s hard to play.
Wrong. Especially now, with the advent of the 
Micromoog.
It’s easy to buy. And easy to play. $695 suggested 
list. And it’s every inch a Moog. With that patented, 
"fat" Moog sound, and all the smooth, playable 
features people buy Moogs for. Plus a few new ones.
Like the built-in ribbon controller. Slide your finger 
up the ribbon and the pitch slides up. Slide it 
down, the pitch slides down. And the sound snaps 
back to the key you're playing the moment you re

By simply sliding your finger up 
and down the ribbon controller, 
you'll create effects that no key
boardist could play before.

lease your finger. It's 
a simple little work 
of genius that lets 
you duplicate the 
blues guitar bend, the 
trombone slide, or 
the violin vibrato, not 
to mention your own 
unique expressions.
Pitch drift is a thing 
of the past with this 
synthesizer because 
the Micromoog won’t 
go out of tune. It has 
an oscillator control
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The stage temperature may 
drift, but the Micromoog 
never drifts out of tune. 
It's thermostated oscilla
tor is continuously self 
heated at 130° F.

A roadie's dream, the 
Micromoog is surprisingly 
portable.

circuit that maintains it
self precisely at 130° F 
(55° C). No matter what 
the temperature is on 
stage.
But the Moog features 
don't stop here.
There's “noise” control 
for making drums, cym
bals, steam engines and 
thunderstorms. Fully vari
able wave shape to get 
right down to the harmonic 
structure of sound. Rapid 
filter modulation for din
ner bells, church bells, 
tubular bells. An eight 
octave range. Built-in 
sample and hold. And a 
lot more you'll discover 
when you visit your Moog 
dealer.
All this brings us to the 
most important point- 
freedom of expression.
And all for $695 suggested 
list.

Another Quality Product from Norlin 
7373 N. Cicero Ave.
Lincolnwood. Illinois 60646

i nA Write us for a free copy of the 
Moog publication. IMOOGINATION.



education in jazz
Pat La Barbera 

(currently with 
Elvin Jones):

Berklee really 
got me into music: 
writing, playing, 
and just concentrating on music. The 
first six months I had more harmony 
than most cats get in four years.

Berklee was the best choice I could 
have made. I studied all the reeds with 
Joe Viola, arranging with John La- 
Porta, improvisation with Charlie Ma
riano, and had the opportunity to play 
in and write for Herb Pomeroy’s re
cording band. I was learning all the 
time.

After my second year, my brothers, 
John and Joe, came to Berklee to see 
what I’d been raving about.

I still feel very close to the school 
and visit whenever I’m near Boston.

John La Barbera
(arranger for Bill 
Watrous’ Wild Life 
Refuge and others):

My experience in 
a state college was

similar to Pat’s. There was little that 
was practical, and compared to Berk
lee, everything seemed rudimentary.

My first impression of Berklee has 
remained: complete dedication to tra
ditional values and exposure to all the 
contemporary idioms. My teachers 
opened me up to what arranging was 
all about. My trumpet teacher made 
me learn traditional trumpet reper
tory, and, for example, what precision 
means in playing a Broadway show.

I feel that Berklee gave me a musical 
background broad and deep enough to 
operate as a complete professional.

Joe La Barbera 
(currently with 
Chuck Mangione):

Berklee encour
aged me to learn 
more about my in
strument and more about music.

My teachers at Berklee equipped 
me with what it takes to play drums on 
a professional level—in any situation.

I’m most impressed by Berklee’s fa
cility for every kind of player, whether 
it’s big band, small group, or arranging. 
I’ll always remember the guys I got to 
play and learn with: Rick Laird, Miro
slav Vitous, Alan Broadbent, Lin Bi- 
viano, John Abercrombie, and others.

I still go back to Berklee whenever I 
can. It’s where I started.

for catalog and information write to: 
BERKLEE COLLEGE OF MUSIC

Dept. D
1140 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02215

the first chorus
By Charles Suber
“Q

kjalsa” means, literally, a sauce, flavor, 
or gravy used in Latin cooking. Used lyrically 
as an exclamation, “Sal-sa!” means swingin’! 
Figuratively, it’s a cookin’ Latin music liber
ally flavored with hot sauce.

Rhythmically, salsa is a basic clavé two-bar 
phrase that can and does change with the tune. 
Harmonically, it’s related to jazz. Geneti
cally, its roots are in west black Africa. Geo
graphically, salsa lies on a line drawn between 
Havana and New York.

These and other explanations of salsa are 
discussed in this issue by Eddie Palmieri, Ray 
Barretto, Tito Puente, and Machito.

Machito, for 40 years the constant factor in 
the development of contemporary Latin 
music, was born in Tampa and raised in Cuba. 
He was part of the fabulous Havana music 
scene that began in the ’20s because of U.S. li
quor prohibition, easy air transportation from 
Miami, New Orleans, and New York; and be
cause Havana was, simultaneously: cosmopol
itan, wicked, rich, cheap, beautiful, and cor
rupt. (If you suspect similarities between the 
New Orlcans-up-the-river-to-Chicago trip and 
Havana-up-the-Gulf Stream-to-New York, 
you’re right.)

Machito, while not a jazz musician himself, 
used many jazz soloists—Charlie Parker, 
Johnny Griffin, Curtis Fuller, for example— 
who, in turn, used Cuban music in their own 
development. Machito’s style and music also 
had an effect on gringo brass bands such as 
Stan Kenton’s. The most faithful example was 
Kenton’s Cuban Fire album, written by the late 
Johnny Richards.

Tito Puente is very much a Latin from Man
hattan. His standard big Latin band sound has 
always been a fine blend of New York jazz 
and prime Havana, with the percentage vary
ing with the audience. But regardless of the 
ethnic character of the audience, Puente has 
always provided a most necessary ingredient: 
danceability. Whether the call is for a cha- 
cha-cha or mambo or Hustle, dancers want 
music to move by.

Percussionist Ray Barretto was heavily in
fluenced by the greatest Cuban drummer of 
them all: Chano Pozo, whose wild and excit
ing clavé beat and jazz improvisations were an 
important part of Dizzy Gillespie’s famous 
1947-48 big band. Barretto has been all 
through the Latin jazz mill. He kept bop com
pany with Max Roach and Art Blakey, re
placed Mongo (Watermelon Man) Santamaria 
in Puente’s band; and served time in Herbie 
Mann’s Afro-Cuban group and many, many 
New York-Miami Latin dance bands. Today, 
Barretto is a successful salsa musician-leader- 
composer who is still seeking an elusive ulti
mate Latin jazz liaison.

Eddie Palmieri is the youngest and hottest 
Latin star in the firmament but it’s all real, no 
hype. He earned his recent Grammy (for Sun 
Of Latin Music in the new Latin music cate
gory) and everything that goes with big record 
sales and sold out concert tours. He pays re
spect to his jazz sources: McCoy Tyner, Her
bie Hancock, and Chick Corea. He paid re
spect to his Spanish Harlem beginnings when 
he accepted his Grammy: “I took it on behalf 
of Latin music and in memory of the late Tito 
Rodriguez—you know, a giant in our field. 
And that broke the house up, and it was 
nice. ..db

JAZZ AIDS
from JAMEY AEBERSOLD

□ TIME TO PLAY MUSIC! Vol. 5
Intermediate level 8 tunes . . . Groove. Latin. Bossa 
Nova. Rock. Swing. Be bop by Aebersold and Haerle. 
Tunes include Killer Pete, Modal Voyage. Beatitude, 
etc. Guide book + LP Easy to play along with. For all 
instruments. $8.95
A New Approach to JAZZ IMPROVISATION, widely 
acclaimed series of Guidebooks + Stereo LPs lor all 
Instruments. Each book includes treble & bass, Bb & 
Eb scales/chord progressions, melodic patterns/ex- 
ercises. All tracks to improvise with recorded by ex
cellent rhythm section (Dan Haerle. p; Mike Moore or 
Rufus Reid, b; Charlie Craig, d; Mike Hyman, d) 
Each volume (Guidebook + LP).................... $8.95

(Canada add $150 per order)
□ Vol. 1, A New Approach to JAZZ IMPROVISATION 
(rev:sed 4th edition) . . for beginning improvisors; 
melody—modes-scales-blues scales-time. etc.
□ Vol. 2, NOTHIN’ BUT THE BLUES beginner
intermediate. Fun to practice with. 11 blues tracks 
□ Vol. 3, THE II-V7-I PROGRESSION intermediate 
A must for jazz players 10 pages of patterns/exer- 
cises 8 excellent practice tracks.
□ Vol. 4, MOVIN' ON intermediate-advanced. 9 
songs; Latin-fast-4/4-modal-Ballad-Waltz-etc
□ JAZZ/ROCK VOICINGS FOR THE CONTEMPO
RARY KEYBOARD PLAYER by Dan Haerle. An impor
tant, intermediate method includes voicings. princi
ples of chord function substitutions, melody har
monization. etc................................................ $4.95
□ SCALES FOR JAZZ IMPROV, by D Haerle $6.95

NEW ADDITIONS
□ JAZZ CLINICIANS QUARTET Play for You— 
featuring Jamey Aebersold. alto & tenor; Dan 
Haerle. piano; Rufus Reid, bass; Charlie Craig, 
drums Can also be used as play-a-long record 
for guitarist, bassist and pianist. Music provided 
for each tune STEREO LP ....$5.95 postpaid 
□ CHASIN' THE TRANE by J. C Thomas. The mu
sic & mystique of John Coltrane (hardbound) 

$7.95 
□ DAN HAERLE JAZZ-ROCK COMBO SERIES 
—12 combo arrangements scored for Trpt. Ten. 
Alto. Bone. & rhythm section

Each arr. $4.00. Write for catalog 
□ THE JAZZ IDIOM by Jerry Coker (paperback. 
1st printing) ................................................. $2.45

□ LYDIAN CHROMATIC CONCEPT by George 
Russell .........................................................$2650
□ THE EVOLVING BASSIST by Rufus Reid

SPIRAL BOUND $12.50
□ Jazz Styles & Analysis: ALTO SAXOPHONE 
by Harry Miedema. edited by David Baker; 125 
transcribed and annotated solos by 103 famous 
alto saxophonists ......................................$12.50
□ CONTEMPORARY TECHNIQUES for the 
TROMBONE by David Baker...................... $25.00
□ THE PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER COMPOS
ER by Russell Garcia. Standard text for big band 
writing .......................................................... $7.95
□ CHARLIE PARKER ORIGINALS—30 tunes in 
concert key ..................................................$2.95
□ PENTATONIC SCALES FOR JAZZ IMPROVI
SATION by Ramon Ricker. Study of Pentatonic 
scales in modern jazz. 6 transcribed solos by C. 
Corea. H Hancock. K. Jarrett. J. Henderson. J. 
Farrell, and W Shorter. 40 pages of licks and ex
ercises Spiral bound.................................... $755

□ ARRANGING & COMPOSING for The Small En
semble: jazz/r&b/rock by David Baker. 184 pp $15.00 
□ JAZZ IMPROVISATION by David Baker $15.00 
□ ADVANCED IMPROVISATION (with 90’ cassette) 
by David Baker. Spiral bound. 256 pp $25.00 
□ Jazz Style* & Analysis: TROMBONE (with trans
posing guide for all instruments) by David Baker

$15.00
COMBOE ARRANGEMENTS by Jamey Aebersold 
$3.00 ea. Trpt., tenor, alto, bone & rhythm section. 
□ Horizontal—Modal Blues □ Blue Mote—Med tempo jazz 
□ Bossi Nori De Jin □ Beatitude—Litin/Rock
□ Sunrisi—Easy Jazz-Rock □ Hot Shot—Easy Rock

□ JOHN COLTRANE combo arrangement* 
transcribed from original Blue Note recording (Blue 
Train): (Blue Train. Moment's Notice. Locomotion. Lazy 
Bird.) Complete parts for trumpet/tenor/bone/rhythm

All 4 only $7.00 (add 30c post) 
□ HORACE SILVER (combo arrangement»). Com
plete parts for trumpet'tenor/rhythm

All 4 only $5.00 (add 30c post) 
□ PATTERNS FOR JAZZ by Jerry Coker et al 
Excellent for daily practice ............................$14.00 
□ IMPROVISING JAZZ by Jerry Coker 
Paperback (1 2th printing) ..................................$2.95
Send check or M.O. Free postage In the USA for 3 or 
more Items; add 50c postage for 1 or 2 Items.

JAMEY AEBERSOLD
1211-D AEBERSOLD DRIVE 
NEW ALBANY, IND. 47150
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PHIL WILSON ON THE CONN 6H TROMBONE
Phil Wilson's always on. Whether he's playing the Big 
Apple-Manhattan, N.Y., or the Little Apple- 
Manhattan, Kansas. And he's always got a lot to say. 
This time with some random thoughts about himself 
and some things any trombonist would want to know.

ON HIS MUSIC...
"It reflects my personality. My humor...Long slurs, 
buzzes, whatever you call it...I wanted to play 
trumpet Like Louis Armstrong with his half valve slurs... 
But the trombone was there so I do on trombone what 
I wanted to do on trumpet... If s not the slide that does 
it, ifs the lips. Center position but moving the bottom 
lip down and away. Letting it buzz against the mouth

piece bottom...
"Like the first title tune 
from my new album 
'Sound of the Wasp' 
where that buzz is 
superimposed on top 
of a 12 bar blues with 
all those triads... Start 
with a principal note 
- low B flat-sing the 
5th and the 10th 
comes out in sympa

thetic vibrations. As the vibration changes you get a 
variety of effects. You can play entire chorals in fact—

singing and playing, even in falsetto. Here are some 
excerpts from the cadenza of my newest 'Sound of the 
Wasp.' What do you think?"

ON THE 6H...
"There's a special Conn horn 
sound —the openness...The 
secret may be the bell section... 
There's a difference between 
manufacturers . . . Sometimes 
very subtle but fascinating if 
you've got the ear... I've stayed 
with the 6H for 23 years.. .The 6H 
gives me that more compact 
sound I want as a soloist...But, 
more important, it gives easier 
articulation... Ifs more flexible so I don't have to fill up 
a large space to get a groovy line out."

ON ELECTRONIC EFFECTS...
"Everything else failed for me but the Conn Multivider- 
solid state, no batteries. Real state of the art in chang
ing tone qualities, overlaying octaves. The simplicity 
of design allows the artist to make up an infinite variety 
of colors. Ifs completely flexible, even with a regular 
amplifier. And it gives the trombone player, who's got 
something to say, a fighting chance to say it, es
pecially in this era of electronic sounds.

ON WHERE TROMBONE’S GOING...
No more limits. It can go with anything. Young players 

today are much more adventur
ous and game. Guys playing 
oboe parts up to F # above high 
BZ> in groups of 7-16th notes. Un
believable runs like we never 
dreamed of in the 50's. This is 
where trombone is going-ifs 
been further developed in the 
last ten years but its limits are 
still waiting to be expanded.

ON RECORD —"SPECIAL OFFER”...
You can get Phil Wilson's brand new Sound of the 
Wasp album and the annotated cadenza from the 
title tune by sending $3.50 to "Phil Wilson" at the ad
dress below. Don't miss Phil Wilson...not if you're 
serious about trombone.

SICONN
C. G. Conn, Ltd. • 616 Enterprise Drive 
Oak Brook, Ill. 60521 • 312/325-7080
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Awards Acclaim

I would like to commend you on the 
excellence of the recently televised down beat 
Awards Show (Soundstage, PBS). Never has 
the tube been blessed with so many giants of 
contemporary jazz! It was a real treat, albeit 
much too short to allow any extended 
blowing.

The two-part tribute to John Hammond . .. 
which aired on the same network was equally 
impressive. Jazz needs and deserves more of 
this exposure.

May I suggest that you explore ... the 
possibility of more contemporary jazz 
programming, possibly a summer jazz series. 
Nancy Husebye St. Paul, Minn.

I would like to congratulate all who were

Details, Details, Details

The Slinger
land snare 
drum. The 
standard of 
the industry.

Custom 
Cordova fin
ish illustrated. 
Available in 
seven super 
colors. Looks

plated 
hardware.
Designed for 
quick set-up. 
Wide-stance

Kashian Cym
bals. Bright 
tone, no over
tone. Many 
styles and 
sizes available. 
Priced com
petitively.

All wood 
construction. 
Wood drums 
sound best.

New heavy- 
duty tom 
mount. Set it, 
forget it. 
Designed for 
the most 
powerful 
drummers.

bases avail- rich. Wears
able. tough.

Adjustable 
bass drum 
pedal.

It's the details in the 
drum that make the 
difference. Like expertly 
finished shells. Quality 
constructed hardware. 
New heavyweight fea
tures available on all 

hardware. Slingerland 
builds drums to last! 
Look close at our 
drums. It's the crafts
manship and care 
which make our drums 
outstanding.

6633 N. Milwaukee Ave., Niles, III. 60648

involved in the first db Awards show. I felt 
that the concept of putting emphasis on the 
musicians rather than the awards made it the 
best awards show 1 have ever seen .... One 
thousand stars for the db crew.
John Walker Williamsville, N.Y.

Brubeck Blooper
Concerning your review of the 

Brubeck/Desmond The Duets album (db, 
2/26): the composer of You Go To My Head 
was not Dizzy Gillespie, but Haven.
P. S. Brown Cambridge, Md.

The Old Bugaboo
I just read the story on Bill Evans (db, 3/11) 

and take issue with something Bill said. I got 
the feeling he was protesting too much when

Slingerland 
Drums

The details make 
the difference.

Len Lyons asked how he felt about those 
people who say that black Americans are the 
real creators and innovators when it pertains 
to jazz.

The question is not whether jazz is 67.2% 
black influenced or 97%. It is a fact, however, 
that had it not been for blacks ... Bill Evans 
and other white jazz musicians would not be 
playing jazz as we know it.
Harriet Wasser New York, N.Y.

Feather To The Rescue
After attending many so-called jazz 

concerts recently, it’s readily apparent that 
even Watergate will soon take a back seat to 
the amplified junk being passed off as jazz 
today. For a typical example, take Chico 
Hamilton. If anyone goes to see him and 
expects him to play the kind of music that 
made him great, forget it. Chico now 
surrounds himself with “players” who play to 
match their general appearance. . . . What 
has happened to good old stage presence?

It’s time for notables like Leonard Feather 
... to come to the rescue of the only art form 
we can positively call 100% American. 
Al Renzulli San Diego, Cal.

Konitz Klunker
Re Arnold Jay Smith’s review of the Lee 

Konitz Nonet (db. 2/26): I arranged but did 
not compose Footprints, which is a Wayne 
Shorter composition.
Bill Kirchner Alexandria, Va.

Critical Blast
I am left absolutely cold by your choice of 

critics.. . . Mikal Gilmore defines jazz and 
rock as meaning the same to him. How can 
two different musical forms be one and the 
same?

In the Brubeck/Desmond The Duets review, 
Russell Shaw was quoted as saying Brubeck 
was “lacking the self-contained propulsive 
force of other pianists,” while Dave’s son, 
Darius, was interviewed and stated that his 
father "plays hard with a lot of attack, yet he 
is lyrical, too.” Anyone who has seen Brubeck 
in concert can attest to this.

How about a new staff of critics, people 
who can objectively look at music and respect 
each musician’s ideas, whether or not they 
happen to agree?
Alice Goebel Baltimore, Md.

Red Hot Rumor
Last night while listening to a Brecker 

Brothers album, a friend called me up to say 
that he heard Stan Kenton and Buddy Rich 
have recruited Leonard Feather to be 
publicity man for their RAIN Crusade ’76. 
The first rally is slated for a small town named 
Fernwood, with the cheerleading squad to be 
led by a Ms. Mary Hartman.
W. A. S. Pickford Alton, Ill.

Where’s Kuhn?
Steve Kuhn possesses both intense dedica

tion and a strikingly innovative style that 
establishes him as a stellar musician. Yet in 
the two years I have received db, Kuhn’s 
vital contribution to creative music has 
been ignored. He deserves an attentive and 
appreciative audience.
Jim Honaker Billings, Mont.
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Introducing SynKey. 
The synthesizer

you can program.

Creating music 
on a synthesizer 
used to be complicated. 
That was before SynKey.

Now all the effort you go
through in the studio or rehearsal 
finding just the sound you like won’t 
be wasted.

Preserve your creativity with SynKey.
Just punch up the settings of your controls 

on a SynKey Program Card.
When perform

ance time 
comes, plug the 
card in the 
SynKey card 

reader, turn it on, 
and play. Your 
SynKey will now 
re-create the 

sound you have 
programmed. 

Automatically.
We give you 25 

_____________ I ~ prepunched cards. 
And 25 blank cards to 

let your musical instincts run wild.
The sound of thirteen oscillators.

SynKey’s unique top-octave divider cre
ates a full, rich synthesizer sound you’d 
need 13 oscillators to duplicate.

And the great thing is you never have
A Kaman Music Product made by Electronic Music Labs, Inc. 
SynKey is a registered trademark of Kaman Corporation.

Electronic Music Laboratories, Inc.

EML o
The Programmable Synthesizer

ä 3 !

to tune oscillators 
to intervals to play 

parallel chords.
The intervals are precise, and 

the sound is huge.
The most playable synthesizer made. 

SynKey is easy to understand, and a joy to 
play. The clearly marked, white-on-black 
control panel is 
arranged for quick 
comprehension.

And, the 44 note 
Pratt-Reed keyboard 
incorporates Second 
Touch. You can dynam
ically modify the basic 
sound of a note any
of seven ways, simply by pressing harder 
on the key.

SynKey: A true performance instrument. 
Synthesizers in performance used to be limited 
to one, maybe two, arrangements. On stage, 
in a noisy auditorium it was difficult to get 
the instrument just right. SynKey changes all 
that. Insert the program card you want, and 

change from one arrange
ment to another instantly.

To find out more, write 
for our free SynKey cata
log: SynKey, Dept. E, 
Box 205, New Hartford, 
CT 06057.
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NEWPORT ’76 RUNDOWN

Chazz contemplates flamenco heaven
NEW YORK—"This year’s Newport Jazz Festival/New York will 

be more festive." So said Newport producer George Wein at a re
cent press party. The gathering was held at Wein’s new jazz club, 
Storyville.

The highlight of the 1976 Festival will be an outdoor 52nd Street 
Jazz Fair. "This is just our way of acknowledging the significance of 
52nd Street in the continuing history of jazz." It was on two blocks 
of West 52nd Street in Manhattan that most of the jazz stars earned 
their stripes and quite a few others got shot down in the process. 
Only one club lasted beyond the '30s and '40s into the '50s, that 
being Birdland, which was on Broadway, off 52nd. The others 
changed hands and names, finally succumbing to pressures not en
tirely economic.

Other Newport features will include an open-air gospel picnic, as 
well as the traditional Staten Island Ferry jazz cruise up the Hudson. 
The New York Jazz Repertory Company’s in-depth analysis of El
lington from the '20s through the '40s will be the first major retro
spective of the composer's work undertaken since his death.

Count Basie will do a midnight concert and dance, while the 
bands of Buddy Rich, Stan Kenton and Maynard Ferguson will also 
be on hand. Reverend John Garcia Gensel will be toasted with a mid
night Radio City tribute; John Hammond will produce an evening; 
Mingus will perform with flamenco dancers; Midnight Blues will fea
ture Fats Domino, Bobby Bland, and others; Keith Jarrett will front a 
30 piece orchestra; Braxton, Curson, Cobham, Blakey & Silver will 
appear with Freddie Hubbard; Monk and Diz qill get together; 
Weather Report joins up with the Breckers; a “Hancock Retrospec
tive" will hopefully highlight Herbie; Sassy will have her night; the 
Count will present a tree concert at the World Trade Center; and 
Goodman, Miles, and Roy Eldridge are also being lined up.

Opening night will feature Tony Bennett and the Bill Evans Trio. 
The Festival will run from June 25 through July 5. Look for addition
al details in City Scene.

Armstrong Memorial
NEW YORK—The Louis Arm

strong Memorial Project (LAMP) 
will be presenting its fourth an
nual concert on April 24 at the 
Beacon Theatre, NYC.

Hosts for the evening will be 
Ben Vereen, recent star of a 
television movie centering on an 
incident in Louis’ Chicago days, 
and Marion Etoile of Black News. 
The scipted notes will be histori
cal, coinciding with a souvenir 
journal that will depict Satch- 
mo's entire life in words and 
photographs.

Stars for the show, which will 
not be a retrospective of the 
trumpet player’s musical 
achievements, have been tenta
tively announced as Lou Rawls, 
Freddie Hubbard and Stephanie 
Mills, of The Wiz. More are to be 
added later.

"We do not want a star- 
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packed affair," a spokesperson 
for the organization told db. “We 
would like to present a good 
concert to raise funds for the 
center."

The center is the proposed 
Louis Armstrong Multi-Purpose 
Community Center in Louis’ 
home borough of Queens. Mrs. 
Lucille Armstrong is involved in 
the project because "Louis loved 
Corona, his neighbors and the 
children. It is something Louis 
would have greatly desired for 
his community."

All proceeds from the sale of 
the journal and tickets will go 
toward the center. Other con
certs have been held at Lincoln 
Center’s Philharmonic (now 
Fisher) Hall, and the Singer Bowl 
in Flushing Meadows (now the 
Louis Armstrong Memorial Sta
dium).

potpourri
professionals exposure to Strip 
talent buyers. Vegas jazzmen 
unite!

Guitarist Roland Bautista (see 
db, 4/8) has left Ronnie Laws 
and Pressure, opting to form his 
own unit.

•
Traffic director Stevie Win

wood recently jammed with 
salsa kings the Fania All-Stars 
during the Latin group’s London 
debut.

•
Woody Herman will celebrate 

his 40th anniversary as a band
leader on election day, No
vember 2. The first pay date for 
Herman was election day, No
vember, 1936—when FDR was 
reelected for his second term— 
at the Brooklyn Roseland, when 
he was paired with Count Basle.

•
Bobby Lewis’ Forefront will 

perform at the first International 
Brass Congress, Montreux, 
Switzerland, to be held from 
June 13-19.

•
Bill Lee's The 1002 All-Ameri

can Jazz Album has been re
leased by Charles Hansen Mu
sic. There are over 600 pages of 
articles, charts, music, chords, 
pictures as well as historical 
lessons in the blues, rag, dixie, 
boogie, swing, bebop, cool, 
modal, free and electric.

•
The Sahara Hotel in Las 

Vegas has initiated a "Sahara 
Showcase After Midnight," an 
afterhours “audition" on Fridays 
and Saturdays, from 1 a.m. to 6 
a.m. Not an amateur night, the 
showcase is supposed to give

The Southwestern College 
Jazz Festival (San Diego) takes 
place April 30-May 1, with spe
cial guest Art Pepper. For a $30 
entry fee, there will be competi
tions for everything from junior 
highs and swing choirs to col
lege combos. Contact Rich 
Robinette at Southwestern Col
lege, 900 Otay Lakes Road, 
Chula Vista, Cal. 92010.

Trombonist Raul de Souza re
cently suffered a broken leg af
ter being hit by a Los Angeles 
taxi cab. Unable to accompany 
Sonny Rollins on his West Coast 
tour, Raul would welcome cor
respondence at the USC Medi
cal Center, 1200 State St., Unit 
1/Ward 3800, Los Angeles, Cal. 
90033.

Leon Thomas has left Flying 
Dutchman and signed with Don 
Records, a fledgling New York 
company founded by Don King 
and Lloyd Price.

•
Brazilian singer/songwriter 

Milton de Nascimento has wax
ed a pact with A&M, his first re
cording due in June.

•
Keyboardist Joachim Kuhn 

has signed with Atlantic and is 
set to record a disc with John 
Lee, Gerry Brown, and Philip 
Catherine. db

GRAMMY WRAPUP
LOS ANGELES—This year's Grammy Awards did result in a few 

unexpected winners. Although the nominations tended toward the 
predictable, many of the more musically noteworthy items wound 
up copping the rewards.

Of the 48 individual categories, here are some of the more perti
nent winners:

Record Of The Year—Love Will Keep Us Together, Captain & 
Tennille
Album Of The Year— Still Crazy After All These Years, Paul 
Simon
Song Of The Year—Send In The Clowns. Stephen Sondheim 
Best Arrangement Accompanying Vocalists—Misty, Ray 
Stevens
Best Producer Of The Year—Arif Mardin
Best Jazz Performance By A Soloist—Oscar Peterson and 
Dizzy Gillespie, Dizzy Gillespie
Best Jazz Performance By A Group—No Mystery, Chick Corea 
& Return To Forever
Best Jazz Performance By A Big Band—Images, Phil Woods & 
Michel Legrand
Best Ethnic Or Traditional Recording—The Muddy Waters 
Woodstock Album, Muddy Waters
Best Latin Recording—Sun Of Latin Music, Eddie Palmieri

Five more recordings were also elected to the NARAS Hall Of 
Fame. The so honored include: God Bless The Child, Billie Holiday; 
Oklahoma, The Original Broadway Cast; Take The “A" Train, Duke 
Ellington and his Orchestra; Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No. 2 in 
C Minor, Rachmaninoff and the Philadelphia Orchestra; and Gersh
win: Porgy And Bess (the opera version), Lehman Engel, conductor.



THIS PICTURE 
MADE DRUM HISTORY.

JfpGERS
Rogers Drums, CBS Musical Instruments, 1300 East Valencia Drive, Fullerton, California

The patented new MemriLoc 
hardware on Rogers drums gives 
rigidity and strength never 
before possible. Even with the 
heaviest playing, there is no 
turning, shaking or slipping 
during a performance. You get 
all this strength with next-to- 
no-extra weight.

The "Memrl" gives faster 
more accurate set-ups. The "Loc” 
keeps it there. MemriLoc 
hardware: it gives you time to 
do what you enjoy most... 
drumming!

See it now at your 
franchised Rogers dealer.

MEMRILOC



Blockbuster At Bennington
BENNINGTON, VT.—Ben

nington Summers Jazz Labora
tory, the unique, creative educa
tional and experimental Ameri
can music program to be 
conducted July 5-Aug. 15, 1976 
at Bennington College, has ex
tended its deadline for applica
tions and audition tapes until 
April 15, according to Executive 
Director Omar K. Lerman.

The Jazz Laboratory, the first 
major project at Bennington 
Summers, is a comprehensive, 
non-academic structure involv
ing approximately 50 profes
sional ‘‘Master” musicians, sing
ers, composers and critics who 
will live, study and play together 
with the "Apprentices"—ad
vanced music students and be
ginning professional musicians. 
The Laboratory is not asso
ciated with the Black Music Divi
sion of Bennington College.

Strongest emphasis will be on 
personal experimentation in the 
jazz idiom. Technical instrumen
tal training, improvisation, ar
ranging, composing and ensem
ble playing by practitioners rath
er than theorists will be offered. 
Apprentices will choose their 
own mentors and divide their 
time among workshops, individ
ual practice and group inter
change.

Christopher W. White, director 
of the Institute of Jazz Studies, 
Rutgers University, and de- 
signer/consultant for many dis
tinguished music and arts pro
grams, and trumpeter-composer 
Jimmy Owens will serve as co
directors.

To date, Bennington’s roster 
of Jazz Masters includes David 
Amram, the Art Ensemble of Chi
cago, David Baker, Alvin Batiste, 
Patti Bown, Roy Brooks, Garnett 

Brown, Jaki Byard, Billy Cob
ham, Ornette Coleman, Ray 
Copeland, Nicholas Delbanco, 
Lou Donaldson, Ted Dunbar, 
Sharon Freeman, Leonard 
Goines, Jimmy Giuffre, Diane 
Green, Dick Griffin, William 
“Beaver" Harris, Andrew Hill, 
Don Jay, Eddie Jefferson, Rich
ard “Pablo" Landrum, Melba Lis
ton, Ken McIntyre, Billy Mitch
ell, Japeth Okari, the Original 
Storyville Jazzband, Horace Ott, 
Owens, Charlie Persip, the 
Revolutionary Ensemble, Larry 
Ridley, Warren Smith, Charles 
Sullivan, Billy Taylor, White, Er
nie Wilkins, John S. Wilson, Vish
nu Wood, and Larry Young.

Room and board are included 
in the tuition fee of $1,500. Some 
scholarship aid is available. Ap
plicants must be completely fa
miliar with basic music language, 
standard notation systems and 

diatonic harmony; read easily; 
construct and play scales, inter
vals and modes; differentiate 
qualities of major, minor, aug
mented and diminished chords 
through the ninth, and be able to 
perform—including solo inprovi- 
sation—with confidence. Audi
tion tapes or recordings of best 
performance or technical pro
ficiency must be submitted by 
April 15, or, in the case of appli
cants from outside the U.S., by 
May 1.

Applicants should state name, 
address, telephone, age, highest 
level and location of scholastic 
training completed, if self- 
taught, and principal jazz inter
est. This information, accompa
nied by an application fee of 
$5.00, and requests for addition
al details should be addressed 
to Bennington Summers, Inc., 35 
W. 92nd St., N.Y., N.Y. 10025.

Owens Scores Winner

NEW YORK—The Symphony 
Of The New World has been per
forming under the baton of 
Everett Lee for 11 seasons. It

on top with fluegelhorn and trum
pet, the rhythm section providing 
a strident pulse. The orchestra 
added punctuation and empha-

remains one of the only orches
tras to spotlight emerging black 
talent both from within its ranks
and from the worlds that sur
round it. In a recent Symphony 
concert at New York's Carnegie 
Hall, trumpeter Jimmy Owens 
proved himself a most capable 
writer for large ensembles. (His 
talents in that direction first be-

sis, several familiar faces from 
the jazz world nodding in tempo. 

Owens’ special arrangement 
of Ellington's Come Sunday was 
the delight of the afternoon, a 
fantastic kaleidoscope of colors 
bursting forth from the sensitive 
piece.

Never Subject To Change was 
dedicated to Marcus Garvey,

came evident through his ar
ranging for the New York Jazz 
Repertory Company.)

The first piece, Never Subject 
To Change, set the pace for 
what was to follow. It was Owens

Medger Evars, Martin Luther 
King, Malcolm X and Elijah Mu
hammad. Jimmy's rhythmic sup
port was comprised of Kenny 
Barron, piano; Brian Brake, 
drums; and Chris White, bass.

NeiATReleases
The initial releases in Warner 

Bros, jazz line include Return Of 
The 5000 Lb. Man, Rahsaan Ro
land Kirk; Mr. Fathead, David 
Newman; Eternity, Alice Col
trane; Starbright, Pat Martino; 
Breezin', George Benson; and 
Urubu, Antonio Carlos Jobim.

•
New from RCA are The New 

Phil Woods Album. Phil Woods;

Beyond Mobius, Cedar Walton; 
Eleven Plus, The National Youth 
Jazz Orchestra; and High On 
Music, The Memphis Horns.

•
Fresh from Flying Dutchman 

are Reflections Of A Golden 
Dream, Lonnie Liston Smith and 
the Cosmic Echoes and Scott 
Joplin: Interpretations '76, Mike 
Wofford. db

MJQ—ROUND TWO

NEW YORK—As if you hadn't already expected it, the Modern Jazz 
Quartet will reunite for a concert tour.

Colbert Artists Management are the people responsible for the 
MJQ's second coming. Colbert is planning two short tours, for the 
fall of this year and the spring of 1977.

The reasoning behind the new tours was spelled out in a recent 
conversation with Agnes Eisenberger of Colbert. “The MJQ occupy 
a unique position in out heritage. This being our bicentennial year, 
we felt that they could make a contribution. They will appear on our 
concert series at colleges and universities."

The first tour will commence in October, 1976 and run through 
November. The second set will begin April, 1977 and continue 
through May.

Count Does Bottom Line

NEW YORK—It's hardly news when William "Count" Basie packs 
a house so that the remaining air space lacks oxygen. It is news 
when that house is a rock emporium called the Bottom Line, New 
York's prima establishment of its genre. Owners Alan Pepper and 
Stan Snadowsky, founders of Jazz Interactions, and ardent jazz 
devotees, planned it that way from the start. Their idea was to bring 
in the young people with acts that would naturally attract them, 
keep them coming with more of the same, all the time feeding them 
taste and talent.

Basie was a special treat. The last time he played the rock circuit 
was with Alan Freed’s Rock 'n' Roll Show at the Brooklyn Para
mount (Brooklyn, N.Y., folks) in the early '50s. The thing that did it 
for him then was a tune called April In Paris, with an arrangement by 
organist Wild Bill Davis that included a begin-again ending.

At the Bottom Line the charts, were only familiar to those ac
quainted with the Pablo recordings of recent vintage. No jive, these 
performances spanning four shows in two days, they were straight 
ahead. 4/4 items included the virtuosity of Bobby Plater (on his Why 
Not?), Al Grey on plunger 'bone, Curtis Fuller on gutbucket 'bone, 
and immaculate tenor work by Jimmy Forrest on Body And Soul. 
Grey's smile was extra broad as Forrest took an extended coda fol
lowing some coaxing by the band and audience.

Bill Caffey’s vocals drew cheers as he launched into I Hate You 
Baby and Roll 'Em Pete. Drummer Butch Miles had the spot for 
Whirlybird, the Neal Hefti warhorse that punctuated the first 
Roulette recording for Basie. Another favorite, taken at breakneck 
speed, was the encore of the breathless evening. Jumpin' At The 
Woodside featured a tenor duel between Forrest and Eric Dixon 
and some unscheduled rifting from the brass.
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If you’ve been 
listening 

more than playing, 
listen to this.

Play in the U.S., Europe, the Orient, around 
the world. Play in any one of 50 bands ranging 
from post size to fully instrumented symphonic 
bands of more than 100 musicians. The choice is 
yours when you enlist to play an instrument in 
the Army.

You’ll study for up to 23 weeks at the Special 
School of Music at Norfolk, Va. With concentra
tion on private instrumental instruction, theory, 
harmony, ear training, sight singing, stage and 
band techniques, and all the things you need to 

know to help you get your program together.
After Norfolk, we’ll guarantee that you’ll do 

the thing you do best in the location of your 
choice. And wherever you are, you’ll have 30 days 
paid vacation a year (just a small part of the 
benefits you get). And that, with your normal time 
off, is plenty of time to catch up on your listening.

If you want to find out more, send us this 
card. Or write Commandant, U.S. Army Element, 
School of Music, Naval Amphibious Base 
(Little Creek), Norfolk, VA 23521.

Join the people 
who’ve joined the Army.



SOUNDS FROM 
THE SALSA SOURCE:

TITO and 
iUA€HITO
by arnold jay smith

VV hen you are a habitué of the dance halls scattered around a city 
like New York, and your training ground has been the hotels in the 
Catskill Mountains of New York State, certain names remain with 
you, like Joe Loco, Joe Cuba, Tito Rodriguez, Noro Morales ... and 
Tito Puente. While it is said that the legendary Cachao first arranged 
the mambo (he is playing Las Vegas these days); it took the likes of 
Xavier Cugat, Perez Prado .. . and Tito Puente, to carry the insinuat
ing tempo to the summits it eventually attained. The basic mambo 
beat remains the essence of what today’s Latin music is all about, and 
Tito Puente is at once a progeny and a progenitor of it.

“The young generation, and this is one of the beauties of the young 
of all ages, ‘discovered’ Latin music and had to call it something that 
differed from what their parents called it. So they called it ‘salsa.’ It’s 
been around for a long time and we never stopped playing it, nor did 
we just start playing it. The title you give to the music just went with 
the type of music that was popular at the time. Mambo was popular 
during the (N.Y.) Palladium days, the cha-cha, the guaguanco, it’s all 
just Latin music which stems from Cuba.”

Tito claims to have culled his big band Latin sound from both Cuba 
and the jazz that was happening at the time. Latinized jazz began to 
claw its way into the heads of the population in the ’40s, flourishing in 
the ’50s and ’60s. They didn’t call it crossover then, because it wasn’t, 
really. The musicians merely wanted to play and the medium was not 
the message; music was.

“We always kept the authenticity, no matter what. The Latin 
rhythm was ever-present in the form of the clave beat. The clave beat 
was either two and three, or three and two. We developed harmonical
ly over that. As we progressed, we Americanized our harmonic struc
ture. I guess we wanted a more diverse audience, a wider acceptance. 
We added ninths and thirteenths and made the whole orchestra work 
harder. It also made it more interesting for us. But the rhythms re
mained unchanged, for the most part. The clave beat must be adhered 
to by the entire rhythm section or it won’t work, it’s basically a two- 
bar phrase that can change, depending upon the tune. It is also based 
on the syncopated, rhythmic figuration of the melody line. It came 
from Africa and became the popular thing it is when it hit Cuba dec
ades ago.

“Of course, the music has been perpetuated by the young because it 
is easier for them to get into the music now than it was in our time. 
They are exposed to more records, books, teachers, media of all sorts; 
instruments are better to play and listen to. They can dig more bands 
at concerts and actually watch and listen to them. The fact that the 
public has accepted the music so thoroughly makes it more advantag
eous for the young musician to get into the business.

“There are certain pioneers in every business and music is no differ
ent. What is happening is that kids are seeking out their roots and not 
just accepting what is given them. What's more, they are participating. 
We do tours of colleges where we do not sit and play and leave. We 
arc asked questions about the music and where it came from. It’s also 
not new to us that we have a following of non-Latins. It has been my 
experience that other fields of music were equally as at home with us. 
Today a full 60% of the work I do is for non-Latin people. 1 work 
discos, beach clubs, and they all know us. Sometimes they are even 
more enthusiastic about the music.

“The practitioners of the music have also been non-Latin, to some 
degree. They have not always gotten along well with the Latins in the 
band—unless, of course, they are good musicians. However, there will 
always be a Latin musician who happens to be better equipped. It’s a 
natural thing most of the time. I know a lot of non-Latins who are re

ally into the music and play it very well. But the nitty-gritty of the > 
idiom is what counts.

“The fact that Latin music is experiencing such an explosion is due i 
to the danceable aspect of the bands. Dancing is very much a part of 
Latin music and always was. The music for the Hustle, for example, is 
not authentic Latin music, but a combination of the rock and pop ( 
rhythms. It is this coming together that helps expose the music 
throughout the world. Dance halls have not cooperated with Latin 
bands throughout the years. We have always been considered a second 
band, a relief band for the headliner. Despite this we have prospered. 
But we have become the main attraction only in the last decade, and 
that’s been because of organization.

“Santana’s use of Latin rhythms has helped expose our music inter
nationally. Rock really skyrocketed the music, due to its dominance 
in the field.”

To point up what someone like Santana has done, Tito mentioned a ! 
hit of his, Oye Como Va, that Santana recorded and made a hit all over 
again. The arrangement was the same one that made the charts 17 
years ago and, “it was even sung in Spanish! He added organ, rock gui
tar, rock rhythms—the new sound.”

Tico Records has been home for the vast majority of Latin artists, j 
Puente having been with them for over 20 years. He has recorded 
almost 90 albums for them. Once under the umbrella of the Roulette 
people, Tico has now signed a distribution contract with Fania, who 
now has the largest Latin stable in the world. Tico covered the market 
like a blanket: mambo, double mambo, swing mambo, cha-cha, 
merengue, charanga, pachanga, you name it, they recorded it. And Tito 
Puente rode the crest all the way. Some of his recordings have become 
classics: Mamborama, Dance The Cha-Cha-Cha, Mambo With Me, and 
Mambos For Lovers, are just a few of the very early ones.

He came up during the mambo craze about the time Prado had his 
Mambo Jambo smash recording. With RCA, he did such discs as Dance 
Mania, Puente Goes Jazz and Night Beat.

“My mambos were danceable, while Prado’s were more for listen
ing. We changed the tempo during the early ’50s to keep the dancers i 
moving, and the dance halls were alive all the time. Some of our ar
rangers kept us working real hard. A. K. Salim did some of the jazz 
things.

“I don’t see how music can change enough to leave out the Latin 
sound. We never are out of phase with the rest of the population so J 
much as to have to alter what we do significantly.”

T !:In whole-hearted agreement with Tito, Machito (ne Frank Grillo) j 
also sees Latin music as a music of encompassing universality. 
Machito is one of the men who founded it all, bringing jazz stars up 
front to blow with him, carrying Latin music to new heights, and keep
ing it there so that others might follow and prosper. The roll call of 
artists who have passed through his band and/or recorded with him is J 
utterly impressive, in part: Charlie Parker, Flip Phillips, Howard Me- f 
Ghee, Johnny Griffin, Curtis Fuller, Herbie Mann, Eddie Bert, Can- • 
nonball Adderley, Joe Newman, Doc Cheatham, and Sonny Russo.

The turn of events in Latin music never bothers Machito; he just 
keeps on setting forth what has come to be known by many as the 
definitive sound in Latin bands.

“Salsa has always been out there. 75% of the influence on rock and 
roll and the Hustle is Latin music. The word means ‘flavor.’ Better 
would be ‘feeling,’ a feeling for the music by musicians and listeners 
and dancers. It comes from Cuba—gravy, tasty, excitement.”

At 64, Machito insists on the high standards he set while in Cuba. co
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A
1 kt the moment, Ray Barretto is caught in a 
rip tide of changing musical ideologies. After 
having recorded with every major artist in the 
Latin field and a plethora of modern jazz tal
ent. his is a career in flux. He craves the jazz 
he started digging when he served in the 
Army, but he’s streetwise enough to know his 
big following is in the Latin communities. 
And Barretto's Latin audience has been 
gained through the dance bag (now the disco 
bag) that Ray has put himself in too many 
times. Oh, he’s had plenty of hits, but they’ve 
resulted from blatant chart-catering, immer
sion in what he thought was the proper direc
tion at the proper time, commercially. Ray 
Barretto, who sits in the Latin Hall of Fame of 
percussionist-innovators along with names 
like Pozo, Puente, Bobo, Santamaria, Valdez, 
and Candido, is at the creative crossroads.

"I have a great affinity for jazz. I started out 
playing jazz although 1 was in a Latin environ
ment. It was in the Orlando Club in Munich, 
Germany, that 1 first heard jazz. American 
Gl’s would go there to jam and listen. That’s 
where 1 met people like Bobby Jaspar (a 
Belgian reedman who passed away in 1963). 
Jutta Hipp, a German pianist, was there, too. 
And that’s where I first heard Chano Pozo 
with Diz,” Ray recalls.

After he heard Chano, Barretto became 
convinced that his own life should be spent 
doing the conga thing with jazz bands. For 
sessions in Germany, he first used the back of 
an old banjo head to simulate the sound of the 
drum. Later, stateside, he hit the woodshed in 
uptown Manhattan, testing himself and train
ing in the enigmatic, creative, masochistic 
arenas of bebop: the Apollo Bar, The Lido. 
Club Harlem, Minton's, Connie's, and the 
Bucket of Blood in Mount Vernon. “Looking 
back, it seemed as if everybody wanted to kill 
himself,” Barretto reminisces. "But there was 
so much electricity.” He met Parker. Blakey, 
Stitt, Roach.

But the Latin gigs kept him alive. After 
stints with Eddie Bonnemere and Jose Cur- 
belo, the big man himself, Tito Puente, called 
him in 1957 to take Mongo Santamaria’s spot, 
which the Watermelon Man was vacating to 
go with Cal Tjader and a rendezvous with a 

new kind of Latin jazz. While with Puente, 
Ray continued his own jazz diversions: Man
teca with Red Garland, Lucky Millinder’s 
Bongo Boogie, Blue Note dates with Lou 
Donaldson, and other sessions with Dizzy and 
Gene Ammons.

Moreover, Barretto was acquiring diverse 
skills and richer financial tastes. He was in 
demand for commercials. Since Puente was no 
slouch when it came to big band charts, Ray 
tried his hand at trap drumming on Basie and 
Herman arrangements. And all of this meant 
learning to read, his first formal training.

While recording with Wes Montgomery 
and Cannonball Adderley for Riverside, Orrin 
Keepnews asked if Ray knew of a charanga 
band. Charanga/pachanga was becoming a big 
dance craze similar to the cha-cha-cha and 
(much later, of course) the Hustle. Mongo’s 
recording of Hancock’s Watermelon Man was 
already hot. bubbling up to the smash level, 
and Barretto thought, "Why not me?” He told 
Keepnews that he would put a band together 
for him. Result: Barretto’s first album as a 
leader. Latino, now a collectors' item amongst 
Latin enthusiasts. Essentially a jam session, 
the music on the disc was a by-and-large suc
cessful fusion of jazz and Latin elements, 
much more rewarding than many similar at-

SELECTED BARRETTO 
DISCOGRAPHY

ACID—Fania SLP 346
HARD HANDS—Fania SLP362
POWER—Fania SLP 391
TOGETHER—Fania SLP 378
QUE VIVA LA MUSICA—Fania SLP 00437
INDESTRUCTIBLE—Fania SLP 00456
BARRETTO—Fania SLP 00486
FANIA ALL-STARS LIVE AT YANKEE STADIUM—

Fania SLP 00476
THE OTHER ROAD—Fania SLP 00448
CHARANGA MODERNA—Tico SLP 1087
BIG HITS LATIN STYLE—Tico SLP 1099
GUAJIRA Y GUAGUANCO—Tico SLP 1 114
TICO ALL-STARS—Tico SLP 1325 

tempts made previously by the likes of 
Machito and Chico O’Farrill.

There was also a stint with Herbie Mann’s 
famous Afro-Cuban band, but Barretto is re
served about both Mann and Cal Tjader, two 
jazz popularizers of certain Latin forms and 
accents. “Without getting personal about any
one,” Ray comments, “I will say that 1 don’t 
consider either one of them creators. They 
saw something that was good for them, so they 
went to it. George Shearing, on the other 
hand, was more authentic. He combined his 
own sound with the Latin flavor by adding Ar
mando Peraza’s Latin percussion to his 
group.”

But it was Barretto’s affiliation with Tico 
Records that brought him to full popularity 
with the Latin listening community. “I had a 
major commercial hit at Tico, a thing called 
El Watusi, which eventually went on to be
come a pop hit. All that did was turn my head 
around. Hey, 1 found a formula for making 
hits. For all those years, Machito and Puente 
never had an American hit. I got cocky and 
started turning out carbon copies. Mr. Blah, 
Blah and El Bantu followed. Real junk. The 
company tried to cash in on the pop success, 
so I made an album called The Big Hits Latin 
Style with tunes like The Hucklebuck. It was 
neither fish nor fowl. Three years and five 
albums later. I left Tico for United Artists and 
two more years of unsatisfactory meanderings. 
But 1 did some good Latin things for them. 1 
remember putting together strings from the 
charanga pachanga era and a trumpet and 
trombone; but they never got off the ground. I 
went with Fania in 1957-8, dropped the 
violins altogether and added two trumpets, 
which is called conjunto sound.”

Right from the first album. Acid, Ray knew 
he had made the right move in terms of sup
port from the company. “Even though I was 
recognized by the Latins, at least 1 had a di
rection. I followed the boogaloo craze with 
Soul Drummers on the Acid album, which was 
a moderate hit. But it didn't lock me into a 
bag again. A lot of the things that we did were 
involved with the political awareness of many 
young Latinos—the things that were happen
ing with the Young Lords, the awakening of
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“The young contemporary Latin is really torn between two things. He has been exposed to 
rock, to the synthesizers, to the electronic things, to amplifiers. He’s also heard Coltrane, 
Miles, his contemporaries in other fields. But he has also been imbued with the tradition his 
parents have given him. ... How much tradition do we hang on to?”

the stream of nationalism that became a part 
of the young Latin ghetto kids who started to 
relate more and more to their homeland. The 
lyrics were geared to that. Que Viva La Music, 
my third album for Fania, became like a cry, a 
banner.”

Reorganization time came around again, 
and Ray used a core of Latin musicians to 
form Tipica ’73. At the same time, he waxed 
The Other Road, another jazz excursion.

“I used a fine young pianist named Eddie 
Martinez, thoroughly versed in jazz; a 
Panamanian bass player, Guillermo Edgehill; 
my own flute player, Artie Webb; a Mexican 
trumpet player named Manny Buran, who has 
a turned up horn like Dizzy. So, with the Latin 
cats providing a background and the jazz 
soloists up front, and Billy Cobham sitting 
with the Latin rhythm section, we really went 
at it. It was the worst selling Fania recording 1 
ever made. I was just too involved in the Latin 
community. Had it been in the hands of At
lantic or someone like that, it would have 
been entirely different. After The Other Road, 
1 again returned to the other road—Latin.”

I I ere, then, is a conversation with Ray 
Barretto about the aesthetics of the salsa/ 
Latin road and where it intersects on Barret
to’s personal course with the jazz highway he 
so dearly loves.

Smith: What do you consider “salsa?”
Barretto: To any knowledgeable Latin who 

has any kind of background in Latin music, 
salsa is nothing new. People like Tito Rodri
guez, Noro Morales, Machito, all have been 
doing it for years. We are all influenced by 
Machito. He is to Latin what Ellington and 
Basie are to jazz. He is the direct link between 
Cuba and New York. By the mere fact of his 
having a fine band, Machito was the logical 
choice to start blending jazz with Latin. The 
orchestrations had jazz harmonies; it was a 
salsa band.

You see, salsa has become a commercial 
term. Somebody realized that we are comfort
able with labels, a name, a tag. The word 
means, literally, “sauce.” In one of my albums 
for UA. El Rey Criollo, I had a tune called 
Salsa Y Dulzura (translation: “Sauce And 
Sweetness”). “Salsa” has been used for 30 
years employed in the Latin language, in 
lyrics, as an exclamation: “Sal-sal,” just like 
“Swingin’!”

The major difference between Latin and 
jazz is that Latin sticks closer to traditions— 
folk music—so that it has evolved less. Jazz 
has undergone more repeated, radical changes 
from the times of King Oliver and Louis Arm
strong. We played for dancing; Latin music 
caters to the dancer. There was a formula that 
applied to that, too. You followed that for
mula. Machito was the first to incorporate big 
band harmonies and break away from that set 
pattern for dancers only.

Smith: What would you call the habanera as 
used in Scott Joplin and W. C. Handy?

Barretto: If you listen to Joplin and then to 
some Puerto Rican danzas, which I have done, 
you will hear a great affinity. If you listen to 
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Louis Armstrong and an old Cuban trumpet 
player named Chapotin, a contemporary of 
Louis', the similarity of styles in their respec
tive idioms is amazing. The parallels are not 
accidental. The same forces that made New 
Orleans, Paris, New York, and Chicago all 
meccas of jazz did the same for Cuba, a coun
try that went its own way and opened up gam
bling casinos long before it was fashionable to 
do so. There was that flow of Americans in 
general and jazz musicians in particular.

Puerto Rico did not develop in that direc
tion. Now, of course, with the political situa
tion in Cuba, they have become the successors 
and the young Puerto Rican musician is com
ing to the fore.

Smith: You mentioned different types of 
instrumentation: strings, Conjunto, big bands. 
Are there different instrumental configura
tions for the different types of music? And are 
they unique to various parts of the world?

Barretto: Each Latin country has its own 
traditional music. They are not all doing 
salsa, either. The traditional music of Panama 
is the merengue; in Colombia it’s the cumbia. 
For the cumbia, they have these hand harps 
which were handed down from the South 
American Indians. You know about the 
mariachis in Mexico, strings, guitars, and 
trumpets. What is happening now is what jazz 
has done. Jazz has infiltrated every music in 
the world. There are merengues that employ 
rich harmonies being performed by young 
groups. There is a young, Parker-sounding 
alto player in Panama, whose name I don’t re
member, playing in front of a merengue 
rhythm. There is an Argentine accordion, 
called a bandoneon, used in tangos. There is a 
guy down there called Astor Piazzola and if 
you listen to his tangos you’ll hear Coltrane, 
Bartok, Bird, every musical form.

The strings, especially used in pachanga 
music, came from a European influence on the 
music. Judging from the fact that Joplin used 
Latin tempos and European forms also, that 
seems to be part of a musical exchange that 
should never cease. The tango rhythms of Ar
gentina, for example, also came from the 
courts of Europe—only this time in the form 
of chamber music. There’s nothing new under 
the sun.

Smith: How did the music disseminate 
among the various countries? It had to start, it 
seems to me, from one central source.

Barretto: It all came from Africa, naturally. 
The Spanish and Portuguese slave traders 
bought the people who brought the rhythms. 
After that, it just blended with the music that 
was there. The guaguanco, which is a vocal ac
companied by drums, is sung in part flamenco 
and part African, whereas the charanga—vio
lins and flutes—is the result of a French influ
ence. We spoke about the tango before. The 
French pop music of the time, as played at 
those dances they had in ballrooms, came 
over and found its way into the music.

If we start talking about the Moors, we can 
be here all night and into the weekend. They 
had such a profound influence on all music as 
we know it today. Let’s just leave it at that, or 
for another interview. I mean, listen to a Jew
ish cantor and you find the same influence. 

After all, a large segment of the Jewish popu
lation came from Spain.

Smith: Let’s talk about the Spanish influ
ence on some perpetuators of the music. Take 
Gato Barbieri, an Argentinian by birth.

Barretto: You take him. 1 compare him to 
what happened when the honking tenor play
ers were the vogue. Some were good and could 
say something with it, like Illinois Jacquet. 
Others couldn’t and rode the coattails of those 
that could, like Red Prysock. Barbieri is just 
an old honker, that’s all.

Smith: OK, then let’s go to the other ex
treme, a real Spanish composer: Chick Corea.

Barretto: He’s of some Spanish derivation. 
He started out with the likes of Willie Bobo, I 
think. He was always into jazz, not like the 
real Latin writers: René Hernandez, or Gil 
Lopez, or even an Eddie Palmieri. Corea’s 
phrasing was always jazz, although his writing 
came from the Latins he hung around with. 
The tunes he writes are just all of those things 
combined. They are salsa by no stretch of the 
imagination. But they could be arranged to be 
performed as such. You can take anything and 
make it salsa. Puente used to re-write popular 
tunes for his band all the time.

Smith: When you travel, do you tend to play 
music that best fits the country you are in?

Barretto: No. We play what we play all the 
lime. Which reminds me—we’re going to 
Mexico and there is a group there called 
Sonora Matancera, the daddy of all the con- 
junto groups.

Smith: Conjunto is two trumpets, rhythm 
and vocals. When did the saxophones drop 
out of instrumentation’?

Barretto: Saxophones didn't drop out; they 
dropped in. There were always trumpets, gui- I 
tars, later strings. Saxophones came about 
from that jazz influence again. In Puerto Rico, 
the music was bomba, plena, and danza—their 
“classical” music, as it were. It was here that 
you found the use of saxophones, also tuba, 
trombone. That’s the type of music that 
sounds very similar to ragtime. The instru
mentation is very similar as well. They were 
concert orchestras.

Smith: Where do you place Perez Prado in 
this spectrum?

Barretto: He was a Cuban arranger with a 
heavy jazz influence. He was one of the first to 
incorporate a full band with Benny Moré, 
possibly the most famous of all Cuban singers. 
Moré was singing salsa long before the word 
was invented. Latins did not relate to Prado at 
all. He lost them, but he became a fairly 
wealthy man nonetheless. His Mambo No. 5 
and Mambo Jambo were done during a period 
when he was not prepared to go all the way i 
into popular music. He was in the forefront of ¡ 
those that wrote in broad octaves, minimizing 
the harmonic aspects and making it more pal
atable to the average American ear. When he 
did his big pop hit, Patricia, it was a Latin 
item, but it came from the West Coast and the 
brushes were added to it in the studio here.

Smith: Has the spread of Latin, via salsa, af
fected the musical community as much as it 
has affected the public at large?

Barretto: In a way. Seeing the influence of 
our music—and seeing so many so-called co
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Marvin Stamm
Technical 
magic/suode 
persuasion

by Michael Rozek

f A rum peter Marvin Stamm lives on Manhat
tan's West Side. His personality, like his 
home, reflects an air of gentility, an enjoyed 
understanding of things like wine and paint
ing: qualities, perhaps, that only the financial 
security of a busy life in the studios can bring a 
jazz musician. In fact, if the New York studio 
scene developed into a political movement, 
Stamm might become its most urgent spokcs- 
man: “One of the things that studio musicians 
have a perspective about, that other musicians 
don’t, is that they have to be a person first and 
have a life to live, as well as having the music. 
People put down studio work because it’s not 
purist, or because it doesn’t have a ‘suffering 
artist’ image. Look at Hubert Laws; as big a 
jazz artist as he is, he never turns down any 
studio dates. I worked with Hubert this morn
ing on a Playtex commercial. He walks in like 
any of the other guys, 1 mean everybody 
knows he’s a jazz star, as he should be, as well 
as one of the finest legitimate flutists in the 
world. And he’s a down-home, beautiful guy. I 
see Ron Carter quite a bit, Richard Davis, 
Garnett Brown, Thad Jones every now and 
then ... it seems that the studios don't inter
fere with these guys’ creativity.”

When Stamm speaks of “creativity,” he is 
talking, of course, about musicians’ individual 
efforts toward projects of a more independent 
nature than session work. He hasn’t pursued a 
solo career himself: “When I was growing up, 
I wanted to be a jazz player, strictly a jazz 
soloist. Then, when 1 got older, I began to feel 
that I didn't have the unique, emotionally 
moving quality that very few players have.” 
But Stamm explains his studio efforts—largely 
music for commercials—as equally, uniquely, 
“creative.”

“There are specialized problems on the 
trumpet. ... A lot of arrangers have certain 
musical requirements which require a special
ist—like a high note specialist, such as Jon 
Faddis. You wouldn’t call me to play altissi- 
mo B-flats because that’s not my bag. I'm con
sidered a lead player, but not a high-note 
player. For example, one part may include 38 
measures of rest and then the trumpeter has to 
come in mezzo piano on a concert high D. 
Well, that’s very difficult for anyone to do, 
and a lot of times in a situation like that you 
wait for it to come and when it does it’s just 
not laying there. You have to try excruciating
ly to get it out on the instrument, because it’s 
physically hard; of course, the higher you go, 
the more difficult it is to control the trumpet.
This would be a very easy entrance for an 
oboe player, or a piccolo player . .. but very 

few players would have the kind of control 
you would need here, since most of our music 
doesn’t call for that exacting kind of playing.

"So much depends on the person that you’re 
working for. So many times, particularly with 
the advent of rock, people come in who are 
either keyboard players or guitarists. They 
never have studied orchestration; they never 
have sat down with players of other instru
ments and asked, ‘Is this hard? Easy? Does it 
lay well?’ The old timers, on the other hand, 
even if they haven't studied formally, have at 
least had a lot of experience writing for many 
different instruments. Now many of the 
younger guys are very inventive, but unfor
tunately they have not done their homework. 
There’s a heck of a lot more involved than just 
hearing something and putting it on paper. I 
respect a writer who comes to me and says, 
‘What can I do to make this come off better? 
How does this lay? Is this your bag? If not, 
who would you suggest I call?’ Then 1 can sug
gest someone who can do it better than I can. 
If you’re going to struggle with it, inevitably 
you’re going to hurt yourself. But, of course, 
that’s the situation you put yourself in.

“If I’m called for a job, 1 perform to the ab
solute best of my ability. So if it’s a situation 
for a legitimate player, and 1 can still cover it 
well, then there’s no problem. But if it’s some
thing that specifically requires a fantastic 
amount of legitimate technique . . . well, in 
95% of situations that come up, 1 fit in and do 
well; but if that other 5% calls for a specialist, 
why should I play less than the best when 
someone else can walk in and do it 
beautifully?

“We all have a hard job, because we’re con
stantly listening to everything. When you walk 
into a session and somebody asks you to play 
this in this style, you should be able to do it. 
The musicians 1 work with are constantly 
practicing. 1 put in a lot of hours on basic 
stuff: Schlossberg, lip flexibility studies 
(which is about all I ever practice). Anyway, 
the easier that you make it on one another— 
helping one another out when it’s a difficult 
situation, always trying to make the other guy 
sound good—you have to remember, if the 
end product sounds good, they’re not going to 
remember one guy who plays well on the ses
sion, they’re going to remember everybody. 
It’s a pressure situation. You have a time prob
lem. You’re playing a large amount of music 
in a short time, and to very high standards. 
The only way to make this come off is for 
everyone to work together. This builds 
camaraderie.
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“Maybe one day my chops don’t feel so 
good, and 1 have to work hard, and I need 
somebody to cover me for a couple of bars so 
1 can rest. If a guy does that for me today and 
gets in trouble tomorrow, he knows I’m going 
to be more than willing to pay him back the 
favor. I couldn’t tell you the countless number 
of times, on days that I’ve felt bad, when engi
neers have helped me out and made me sound 
good on tape, and times when they needed my 
help because they couldn’t get the right situa
tion in the control room. Then I’ve made sug
gestions or worked things out and helped 
them out.”

Understandably, Stamm prizes the kinship 
he shares with the players he sits next to every 
day. “There’s a respect in the studios for the 
ability of each player, and that respect seems 
to bring about some very close friendships. It 
seems like out of all the guys who work in 
New York, there are only five or six that 1 do 
not take to—not dislike, but just that I’m not 
close to. I do a lot of work with Randy Breck
er, a fantastic musician, and one of my 
favorite jazz trumpet players. 1 suppose you 
could say that, indirectly, I’m in some sort of 
competition with him. Yet Randy and I have a 
great love for one another, and a respect for 
each other’s playing. For some reason, work
ing in the studios doesn’t breed the competi
tion that going out there and scuffling does. 
And I can understand having to scuffle . . . 
but 1 think it’s a shame, since there used to be 
a time when jazz musicians really dug one 
another. The creativity of the situation 
brought them together.

“The difference between the old days—15 
or 20 years ago—and now is that there used to 
be a lot of clubs, places to play. Guys could be 
very gracious and it seemed that guys who 
were in road bands had an understanding of 
what playing together with good feelings was 
all about. Guys used to work their jobs and go 
out and jam all night, because they wanted to 
get together personally, get together socially 
and spiritually. When the clubs dried up. a lot 
of that stopped and only a certain group of 
guys, the most proficient, got the jobs. So now,
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it’s an economic problem. And in scratching 
and fighting for work, you create negative 
feelings. 1 do feel there’s now a direct com
petition within a certain segment of jazz. I 
think a lot of guys practice their hot jazz licks, 
write the hardest tunes they can so they can 
put them on record and say, ‘Okay, now let me 
see so-and-so do that. 1’11 cut his ass.'

“When I came to New York in 1966, the 
recording industry was very busy. There was a 
need for players, the economy was good, 
money was being spent on producing televi
sion and commercials, jazz albums were being 
made. Thad had had the band going tor two 
years, and just after I got in town, Jimmy Not
tingham called me to sub for him. Eventually 
they asked me to be permanent sub for the 
band. Snooky Young was doing a lot of work 
with Peggy Lee, and so 1 did a lot of subbing 
for Snooky. At that time a lot of musicians 
came down to the Vanguard on Monday 
nights to hear the band, and 1 got a lot of ex
posure that way. A lot of guys started recom
mending me: Bernie Glow, Ernie Royal, Nar
ky Markowitz, Mel Davis—they liked work
ing with me because I would come in, sit at the 
bottom of the section, do a good job as third 
or fourth trumpet. Then they’d pass me a first 
trumpet part and I’d be able to do that, too. 
But I did it without stealing anybody’s 
thunder. They said, ‘You’re not going to take 
any work away from us, you're just going to 
take work away from the players who’re 
shuckin’ and jivin.’ That must have been true, 
because all those guys I named are still fairly 

“I hear people that are recorded all the time who, frankly, bore 
the hell out of me. When do you see somebody offer Thad an al
bum? Frank Foster, I haven’t seen an album by Frank in a long 
time ... Dick Hyman, Pepper Adams ... It seems that jazz is de
pendent on whatever style’s prevalent at the time, and if you 
don’t play that style, then you’re out.”
busy in the studios, and I seem to be tairly 
busy, so.. . .

“But today you don’t find this among the 
younger players. If a guy can’t make the job, 
he won’t say, ‘Well, this other guy is a great 
jazz trumpet player, let’s give him some ex
posure.’ The older guys aren’t like that. They 
came up through the bands, they know what 
it’s like to sit together and play music, to be 
on the road and pay your dues. Most of the 
younger guys have never been in a road band; 
they’ve been in rock bands.

“You know, there’s a human element in 
music that encompasses anyone in a road 
band; and if you’ve been on the road, you 
never lose it. But if you've never had it, you 
don’t know what it is. This kind of feeling is 
extremely important, because to me it’s the es
sence of music. Music is being together and 
creating something and making it something 
positive. There’s too many negative feelings 
going on in music today. Now whether it’s the 
economy or changing attitudes, egos, I don’t 
know. I’m happy to hear a new young player 
come along, and if I can recommend him or 
get him on dates, I do—every chance I get. 
Because if he’s a good player, he’s not going to 
run me out of work. It just means there’s going 
to be another good player for me to sit down 
next to.”

Stamm was born in 1939, in Memphis. He 

started playing trumpet in seventh grade be- 
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cause he didn’t want to sing in the choir or 
take art. “I had heard a record of Clyde Mc
Coy playing Sugar Blues, and then my brother 
was up on bands that came through Memphis 
and he listened to records. I had very fine 
teachers through junior high, both band and 
private. And by the time 1 was 14, I knew I 
wanted to be a professional musician. There 
was no doubt in my mind, and never has been 
since then.

“After high school, 1 went to North Texas 
State, in the jazz program, and studied with a 
trumpet teacher there. 1 got interested in the 
school because a friend had sent me a record 
of the lab band. At North Texas there was a 
fantastic group of teachers and students at the 
time ... I was playing and practicing eight 
hours a day. We’d jam three or four hours a set 
down in the student union, and varying with 
change of classes, sometimes ten people 
would be listening, sometimes 200.

“I graduated in 1961 and joined Stan Ken
ton the next day. He was judge at the Notre 
Dame Jazz Festival. He asked me to join 
and 1 said I would when I finished my school
ing. He kept a place open for me. I was 
with him for two years and we recorded five 
albums, which gave me a bit of exposure.

“Stan and Woody Herman, whom I joined in 
1965, were two totally different individuals, 
in their approach to music and in their ap
proach to the guys in the band. They’re both 
such strong personalities that I think they left 
a mark on any musicians who went through 
their bands. Besides providing the opportunity 

for playing next to great players, they both 
showed me the dedication they had, a direc
tion and discipline that 1 don’t think I could 
have received from too many other people. 
They demanded high quality and they pushed 
you, all the time. 1 didn’t have any problems 
in Woody's band, but in Stan’s band I went 
through an embouchure change. Stan stayed 
with me all the way through it. He said, ‘Don’t 
worry, when you take your solos, go back in 
the section and don’t worry about it.’ And he 
stuck with me through about four months of 
some heavy dues that 1 paid, and that he paid, 
too. I’ll never forget him for that.

"If 1 had been growing up in the ’30s, I 
would have gone on the road and not to 
school. You still can't get in four college years 
the experience of years on the road with 
different bands. Snooky Young was playing 
with Lunceford at 16. But almost any good 
college offers a jazz band, a brass choir, a 
woodwind quintet, a concert band. 1 think this 
experience in playing is very important. There 
are very few places now, other than college, 
where you can get it.”

Stamm is an underrecorded soloist, but even 
on the unlikelicst of sessions, his own work 
frequently surfaces. He has made his share of 
“jazz” records, on which he’s played “jazz” 
solos. Yet in researching this article, pegging 
Stamm's trumpet style was difficult. There is a 
certain feeling in his big band work (Pat Wil
liams’ Threshold and Introducing Duke Pear
son’s Big Band are prime examples) that I 

couldn’t get a verbal handle on, until Stamm, 
when pressed, did so for me: 1 guess if you 
had to say something, you’d say energetic 
. . .but that’s very vague.”

Next, 1 read Stamm a db review of his play
ing in concert at Carnegie Hall with Michel 
Legrand’s recent small group (also featuring 
Phil Woods). “No Thad Jones or Clark Ter
ry,” observed the critic, “but he is as techni
cally astute on the instrument as is possible.” 
(Ironically, Legrand wrote the arrangement 
behind the solo in question—on Pieces Of 
Dreams—expressly for Stamm.)

“I do have a style of my own,” Stamm re
sponded. “1 think it’s easily recognizable when 
I play. Certainly I’m no Thad Jones or Clark 
Terry. 1 don’t want to be Thad Jones or Clark 
Terry. I want to be me. Maybe this man was 
looking for Thad Jones or Clark Terry when 
he heard that concert. How do you describe 
someone’s style? Punctuated, like Clark Ter
ry? Totally limitless imagination, like Thad 
Jones? Those terms could describe a lot of 
players. 1 think the style is described in the 
music itself, and in certain ways, by 
familiarizing yourself with different players, 
you learn what their style is. Do you know 
Dizzy by the lick that he plays, or by the feel
ing of the sound?”

I observed that maybe Stamm had been too 
long a prisoner of playing other people’s 
music. Perhaps he had “felt” so many different 
kinds of “sounds” in his solos that he hadn’t 
developed his own recognizable charac
teristics. His solo on Quincy Jones’ Smackwa
ter Jack LP, actually, is a perfect example; it’s 
only a few bars with the bass and percussion, 
on Vince Guaraldi’s Cast Your Fate To The 
Wind. Stamm simply works through the core 
of the melody with a bare minimum of subtle 
flourishes and a gorgeous tone; he does the 
job, and then he’s gone. Who would guess?

Stamm said. “Maybe so,” but then added, “I 
guess another one of the things that’s part of 
my style is the ability to play all over the horn 
without being caught in certain niches. 1 feel a 
trumpet player should be able to play all over 
the horn like a saxophone player. A guy like 
Freddie Hubbard has certainly overcome the 
limits of the instrument in this way. Dizzy has. 
1 really don’t know how to describe my style. 1 
think, like anyone else, you have to listen, and 
know. I know people who listen to my playing 
and recognize it immediately.”

Stamm has made one solo album. “Verve 
put it out in 1968,” he told me. “It’s called 
Machinations. Johnny Carisi did all the writ
ing on it. It came out in a limited printing, and 
it’s now out of print. It was a big band record, 
with trumpet soloist ... an experiment, at 
that time, playing jazz with rock overtones. 
I’d like to do another album, using basically 
the quartet I’ve been working with the last two 
or three years: Kenny Ascher, acoustic piano; 
Bob Daugherty, acoustic bass, and Ronnie 
Zito, drums.

“We really don’t work that much. There 
doesn’t seem to be that much work for a semi- 
known person who’s only working occa
sionally for the enjoyment of it. About four 
years ago, we started going to one of the 
studios in town late at night and just record
ing, just for our own pleasure and just to hear 
things back. There was a young engineer in 
training, with fabulous ears, who wanted to 
get into this with us and it became a five-mem
ber family. We allowed no one in the room, 
nobody brought their girls up, it was strictly 
the five of us. We started out just to play some 
music, and we found that we enjoyed impro-



SALSA'S PRODIGAL SUN
“MLVly kid brother is nuts!”

—Musician Charlie Palmieri, from the cov
er of younger brother Eddie’s first LP.

Above all, Eddie Palmieri is nuts about 
music, specifically the marvellous Cuban 
music which made Havana of the ‘30s-*50s 
something of a Latin New Orleans—thus 
transforming New York City into a Latin 
Chicago. Now, as a pianist and leader of his 
own swinging band, an ensemble that happens 
to be more avant garde than anything in his 
field, Eddie Palmieri’s reputation is growing 
not only in the audience for salsa, but in the 
hip jazz community as well. It has all come 
about as the result of a creativity matched 
only by Palmieri’s reputation for eccentricity.

For a long period in the Latin musical com
munity, Palmieri’s name was synonomous 
with dynamite—if he showed up for the gig. 
Then there’s his rambling onstage discourse, 
in which he contrives to make succinct good 
sense while rarely finishing a complete 
thought. Add to this Eddie’s unabashed 
willingness to bring a steaming big band to a 
grinding halt in mid-riff if he doesn’t like the 
sound system, and you have a near-legend, 
furthered as much by personal idiosyncracies 
as by undeniable musical brilliance.

And the music is brilliant, make no mistake. 
But only in the past year or so has significant 
attention been focused on him. During 1975, 
Palmieri played a ground-breaking concert in 
New York’s Avery Fisher Hall with Gato Bar
bieri and Airto; he was featured in Time and 
Newsweek salsa pieces; and his The Sun Of Lat
in Music gained an honorable mention in the 
Stereo Review records awards last February, 
just before the same album won the first 
Grammy Award in the newly established 
Latin music category.

Palmieri is, in the words of trombonist-ar
ranger Barry Rogers (who helped develop Ed
die’s distinctive, two-trombone sound and has 
also worked for Carole King, Idris Muham
mad, Dreams, and the Fania All-Stars), “as 
creative as anybody in jazz.” Our conversation 
deals with the genesis of that creativity, its 
triumphs and a good measure of its tribula
tions.

Roberts: Why don’t you start by running it 
down biographically.

Palmieri: OK—born in Harlem and moved 
to the Bronx at about five years old, we lived 
there for about nine years. My father was a ra
dio-television man, but at that time he got into 
business with my grandfather and they opened 
up a luncheonette called "El Mambo,” the 
hippest candy store in town. We had a jukebox 
in the candy store with all the hip numbers.

My mother had put me on piano when I was 
eight years old. 1 had a variety of teachers. But 
my biggest influence was Miss Margaret 
Bonds, a classical pianist, who happened to be 
a tremendous teacher. She’s in the black 
history books, too. My brother Charlie was 
also her student.

But I wasn't into it. I really wanted to be my 
brother Charlie’s drummer. I knew Tito 
Puente’s solos inside out—Ran Kan, Kan and 
El Rey Del Timbal —the old recordings. When
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by John Storm Roberts

1 was 13 years old, 1 played drums with my un
cle Chico, who had a group with guitars. That 
eventually led me back to the piano, because I 
didn’t want to carry the drums!

Meanwhile, in those years, we had a group 
with Orlando Marin on timbals, and Joe Qui
jano singing (both later to become 
bandleaders), and that orchestra used to work 
the high school dances. Flutist-bandleader 
Johnny Pacheco was playing saxophone in 
those years and he was so bad! Every time

SELECTED PALMIERI 
DISCOGRAPHY
THE SUN OF LATIN MUSIC—Coco CLP 109XX 
UNFINISHED MASTERPIECE—Coco CLP 1 20 
SENTIDO—Coco CLP 103
THE HISTORY OF EDDIE PALMIERI—Tico TSLP 

1403
SUPERIMPOSITION—Tico SLP 1194
BAMBOLEATE (with Cal Tjader)—Tico SLP 1150
MOZAMBIQUE—Tico SLP 11 26
LA PERFECTA—Alegre LPA 81 7

Pacheco and I see each other we crack up: we 
have a private joke on that. He asked me at the 
Grammys, “You need a saxophone?” I said. 
"No, man! Don’t take that out again!”

So, when 1 was about 15 years old, I got on 
the piano again, and we had a nine-piece 
group without any bass. And to have a nine- 
piece group without a bass, that’s a killer! 
We’d take all the hit tunes from Tito 
Rodriguez, Tito Puente and make our own lit
tle arrangements.

Manny Hack I in, who used to run the Sun
nyside Gardens, told me “Eddie, your name is 
not commercial enough. If you want the job— 
change your name! Let’s see ... in place of 
Eddie—Eduardo. And Palmieri—Palmos. 
You’re Eduardo Palmos!” And I wanted the 
gig there, so I changed my name. My father 
almost killed me! A couple of years later, I 
met a gentleman called Claudio Saavedra, 
another teacher who was a major influence on 
my life.

In 1955,1 went with Johnny Segui. He had a 
great conjunto; let’s call him like Class A 
ball, ’cause the major leaguers were Tito 
Rodriguez, Tito Puente. Johnny Segui used to 
do copy work, would copy arrangements at no 
charge. “Let me make a copy for myself too,” 
you know. And once they’d recorded, they 
wouldn’t mind. So Johnny Segui acquired a 
very healthy book. My brother Charlie was 
working on his own at that time, playing in 
Virginia and Washington, D.C. with trios, 
quintets, those kinds of jobs. He would come 
into town for, say, three weeks and Johnny 
Segui would be in need of a pianist, so Charlie 
would play, and when he left he would recom
mend me. Late '55, going into ’56,1 went with 
Segui to the Club Caborrojeno. But they 
claimed I hit the piano too hard and 1 used to 
bust all the notes, so I got fired. Segui told me, 
“Either you go or the band goes. I’ll see you.” 
1 took it to the union, but it didn’t work.

But I was very fortunate that happened, be
cause in the interim, my brother had come 
into town, played with Vincentico Valdes, 
left, and recommended me again. That’s when 
I really started to learn my structures—how to 
present a composition, how to build it up to 
the exciter, to the high climax, you know. It 
started by my meeting Manny Oquendo, who 
was in that orchestra, and Tommy Lopez, the 
conga player ... they were my main in
fluences, especially Manny Oquendo. I also 
learned so much from watching a great 
vocalist like Valdes.

Roberts: Who had also been Puente’s singer.
Palmieri: Yes, in the ’50s. My brother was 

the pianist in that orchestra and Manny 
Oquendo was the bongo player. Mongo 
Santamaria played conga. Tito Rodriguez had 
another tremendous conjunto. They were 
getting good material from Cuba, and 
Rodriguez was a god singing.

Roberts: And Valdes had a conjunto?
Palmieri: A magnificent conjunto. But I 

didn’t catch him when they were really hot, 
’cause they had Ray Coen on piano. He’s 
Puerto Rican, but with tremendous Cuban and 
jazz influences.
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I stayed with Valdes off and on till 58 
when I went with Tito Rodriguez. That was 
another great experience; even though I ito 
didn't major in the big dance orchestras, he 
wanted to go into a show then. We hit Vegas, 
drove out to the West Coast twice, went to 
Miami and stayed there four months. And 
then, in late 1961, 1 went on my own.

Roberts: How did the trombones come in?
Palmieri: It all fell in when I met Barry 

Rogers in the Tritons, in the Bronx. Barry 
used to play there with an all-star type 
group—a jam session band. And then we 
started to work and hit it off. Then we met 
George Castro, the flute player, and brought 
him in.

I had used Barry Rogers for the first album. 
La Perfecta. 1 had four trumpets and two trom
bones and a Bute and rhythm section on most 
of the tunes. Then there were four other cuts 
with just one trombone and one Bute playing 
arrangements done for big brass. The budget 
was getting extremely high; and Al Santiago, 
who founded Alegre Records, told me that I 
had to come in with a smaller group. Later, we 
went to two trombones.

By ’67 or ’68, that whole orchestra dis
banded, mainly through faults of my own, you 
know. 1 was not taking care of business. It all 
fell apart ... I went into a complete mental 
recession there. 1 was really bananas by ’68. 
And by ’69, 1 had started to get out of it. I 

"As for the relationship of jazz and Latin here, I can really 
say that it hasn't been taken care of. If you don't know the 
Latin structures, well, I don't care what you write. You can be 
a tremendous arranger, and yet the arrangement ain't going 
to go nowhere, merely because of lack of structure—and the 
lack of faith and love for the folkloric rhythmical patterns of 
whatever country you're interested in."

went back to studying with Bob Bianco. I call 
him my guru, just a tremendous head. He has 
written books; he’s a guitarist whom they told 
that he couldn't play guitar, ’cause he's left 
handed; he’s a pianist.

1 started working with one trombone. Jose 
Rodriguez and my vocalist. Ismael Quintana, 
stood with me—we went down fighting! Then 
“Chocolate” Armenteros came into the pic
ture on trumpet, and later, Victor Paz. One 
trumpet with one trombone, that was the idea. 
But 1 still wasn’t taking care of business: I was 
still cancelling gigs, there were problems with 
shylocks and with the IRS, with the state, with 
all the promoters from whom 1 had taken 
money. And we were constantly recording, 
because 1 had signed with Coco Records. 
When Victor Paz came on, 1 didn’t use any 
other horn. The gigs were minimal. The ar
rangements were all lost, and just getting to 
the gig was ... I couldn’t take care of busi
ness. Just get there and bring some money 
home to eat .. . that’s what it came down to.

So we went on playing all over the city on 
the same horrible club cycle that we have 
here—horrible because I never see any exten
sion to get out of it—and we kept going that 
way till a couple of years ago. But meanwhile, 
the recordings were always positive, because 
they constantly sold.

Roberts: Tell me about your time in Cali
fornia last year.

Palmieri: I had a job there, and there was 
something that told me, “You’ve got to stay 
and check this out.” It’s virgin territory there 
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for Latin music. Now college stations are 
playing many things and a lot of community 
stations. The young are starting to get in
volved. The new wave is now helping tremen
dously. I landed a gig at that benefit concert 
Bill Graham gave for a school, which was 
headlined by Bob Dylan and Joan Baez, 
Jefferson Starship, Graham Central Station, 
Jerry Garcia, the Gratelul Dead, Santana, 
and—oh boy, down the line.

1 opened up the show. That was tremen
dous, a million-dollar exposure, T-shirts with 
our name on it, and merely because Bill 
Graham allowed us in. I’m sure there were 
other rock groups that could have gotten in. 
But it turned out as another spiritual embar
rassment, which 1 will correct the next time 
that 1 go to play on the West Coast and for 
Bill Graham. The morale of the orchestra was 
bad; we were living on sunflower seeds. It was 
cold that morning, and to hit a conga drum at 
nine o’clock in the morning, to get anything 
started, you know. ... Then the brass section 
didn’t show up. They had fallen asleep—two 
trumpets from the West Coast—and 1 had no 
drummer. I went up there with Ronnie Cuber, 
Mario Rivera, Chuckie Lopez, Eladio Perez, 
and a 16-year-old singer who did the Sun Of 
Latin Music album, Lalo Rodriguez. And he 
was there with mittens on and a scarf! What a 
mess! I told Bill Graham when we saw each 
other later, "I owe you a spiritual solid,” and 

we’ll repay that in Winterland soon when we 
go back.

At the same time, I was trying to negotiate a 
deal with Santana. Bill Graham had told me, 
“You should produce Santana’s album.” But 
the word on me was taboo: “This guy is still 
bananas and all he’s going to do is ask you for 
the dough.” What are you going to do? If you 
need the dough, you gotta ask for the dough. 
The motel bill was like the cancer; it con
stantly kept growing and ripping, and 1 
couldn’t fight it. 1 had sent back fast for some 
of my men, key men, and I started to book my
self out there. I lasted about four months until 
1 had to surrender!

What brought me back was the concert with 
Gato Barbieri and Airto at Avery Fisher Hall, 
which was another unique experience. So I 
made a deal with the promoter to send me a 
SI000 deposit immediately, plus one way 
tickets back. At that moment, I owed the 
motel S900. The check came, I paid the 
motel, and just got out of there.

Roberts: Things must have become easier 
with the media coverage you’ve had over the 
last year.

Palmieri: It’s a tremendous asset. But 
remember, as all these things were coming 
out, I myself was constantly struggling. The 
spirit was being closed in. Now everything is 
positive in my view of what is going to come. 
Now is when I really hit my instrument. 1 
really must get on to my instrument.

Roberts: Musically, you don’t just cut 
tracks. You have overall concepts.

Palmieri: The influence was in the studying 
that 1 did with Bob Bianco. We talked about 
my head to a tremendous degree, and we get 
involved in musical axes: how to excite the or
ganism—which 1 utilize in characteristics ot 
my intros-breaks within the composition, 
down the line, okay?

But I also want to record geographically, 
which I’ve been doing intuitively. That waltz 
in the Unfinished Masterpiece album was a 
three-quarter which could stand lor the folk 
music of Peru, because they used the waltz 
there. But 1 also wanted it to be as dynamic in 
the jazz tradition as possible, you know. I’ve 
also been studying the folk music ot Mexico, 
as far back as 1 possibly can. 1 want to see how 
to grab some of their compositions. Let’s give 
an example: Mananilas, a very simple melody, 
very simple. Put it into a danzon [an old 
Cuban ballroom dance rhythm). ...

Roberts: What about Afro-Cuban religious 
music?

Palmieri: 1 would like to go into a drum 
suite which has to do with the Cuban Yoruba 
Lucumi religion. There’s a god, called Osain. 
the god of the woods, and the drum suite 
must be done for him. And when it gets to 
things like that, I must sit with drummers like 
Julito Collazo, so I can ask questions before 1 
attempt to go into it. There’s a tremendous 
amount of research, because of the degree of 
respect you must have for what you are going 
to do.

That will lead me into my most major work. 
I’m really looking forward to getting started, 
but I must get back to my books and analyze 
this properly. We have certain toques [drum 
rhythms) which belong to certain gods. But 
I’m going to bring it into what is felt and un
derstood by us. And it could be done into a 
visual form. Not only could we hear the 
rhythm—because the rhythmic patterns are so 
complex that they tend to throw you off, if you 
don’t explain something first to ears that 
haven’t heard them. By explaining it, by work
ing around the variations of a theme, that 
theme could be played as a bossa nova, as a 
bolero, and as a danzon. From there we’ll go 
into a comparsa, same form as Un Dia Bonita 
on Sun Of Latin Music, but expanded.

Roberts: Can you talk a bit about Un Dia 
Bonito, since it’s one of your most ambitious 
pieces?

Palmieri: Un Dia Bonito has a simple mel
ody, which 1 wrote on a boat on the way to 
Bear Mountain. 1 wrote the words for Califor
nia because of something funny that happened 
with Dave Perez when we were working there 
in 1963 or ’64. We met one of those cranky 
clerks in the hotel, and Dave Perez said to 
him, “Isn’t it a nice day?” And you know in 
California the weather is heavenly almost ev
ery day. So the gentleman turned around and 
said, “Isn’t it always?” The theme’s based on 
fourth harmonies, instead of the traditional 
thirds, and sixes. And there’s contrary motion 
between my left and right hand in the intro
duction, where 1 stay in the fourth harmonies, 
plus 1 am playing in a form of variation on the 
theme in solo.

Then we also utilize the comparsa rhythm, 
which is the old conga. I’d like to commer
cialize that again soon. It could be done very 
simply; it would start out as a danzon and that 
would be like the formal getting up, like “May 
1?” And you could start to dance a danzon very 
comfortably like a ballad or a bossa nova, 
which is very easy to comprehend. And as 
soon as it falls into a comparsa, instead of



Return to Forever :The Masters
Chick Corea, Stanley 

Clarke, Lenny White and 
Al DiMeola have created 
a music that presents 
staggering technical de
mands, emphasizes inter
play between musicians, 
and insists on constant 
originality.

They’ve developed a 
style which is increasingly 
imitated. But there’s no 
doubt who the masters are. 
Return to Forever.

“Romantic Warrior.” A 
radically original album 
on Columbia Records 
and Tapes.



Ratings are:
***** excellent.**** very good.

*♦* good. ** tair. * poor

MONGO SANTAMARIA
AFRO-INDIO—Vaya XVS-38: Creepin'; Funk 

Up; Mambomongo; Funk Down; Los Indios; Lady 
Marmalade; The Promised Land; What You Don t 
Know; Song For You; Midnight And You.

Personnel: Santamaria, congas, bongos, claves; 
Justo Almario, tenor and soprano saxes and flute; 
Ray Maldonado, Victor Paz, trumpets; Greg Jar- 
mon, bongos, congas, chekere, cowbell; Armen 
Donelian. Rhodes piano; William Allen, bass guitar; 
Al Williams, alto sax; Steve Berrios, traps, timbales, 
percussion; Roscoe Mackey, bass guitar; Bob Por- 
celli, flute; Tom Maline, trombone and synthesizer; 
Bernard Purdy, drums; Paul Griffin, electric and 
acoustic piano; Tasha Thomas, Carl Hail, Barbara 
Maffey, vocals (track 6).★ ★ ★ ★

Making the most melodic dance jazz, 
smoothly instrumental music precisely ar
ranged and warmly blown. Mongo updates 
his concepts slightly with the inclusion of 
electric pianos, a Stevie Wonder tune and the 
expopular Lady. The union is a success, 
sealed with the conga master’s hand slap of 
approval; the electricity captures some of the 
sheen of a disco hit mix. Otherwise, the 
rhythm veteran’s latest is a natural extension 
of what he’s been doing all along, with the 
help of gleaming material and disciplined, 
imaginative sidemen.

Whether steaming or simmering, Santa
maria’s percussion accents the meaty ritflines 
of his horn section. Gravy thick bass patterns 
hook the listener into three tracks arranged 
by bottomman Allen; flashier and less com
plex are the charts contributed by Mongo’s 
former trumpet player, Marty Sheller, who 
has become his producer. Reedman and main 
soloist Almario’s arrangements are represent
ed by Creepin’, the chant-like harmonies of 
Central American Indios, the dreamy tenor 
solo and earthy small orchestra come-on of 
Land.

Jellies have always been too sweet for my 
palate, and this Marmalade is cloying, though 
hyper-tight, obviously programmed for the 
AM band. There are better candidates for a 
single on this album. Shelter's version of 
Don't Know offers a simple, soulful change 
and a spot of altoist Williams blowing hot, 
greasy licks. Almario’s flute figures promi
nently on Song and Midnight; it floats lightly 
along a liquid babble of finger popping, then 
squirms, pretty if a bit up tempo for a bolero 
(hug dance).

It should come as no surprise that the 
congaman recruits able sidemen; Santa
maria’s been graduating players into their 
own careers as regularly as drummers Blakey, 
Hamilton, or Roach. Hubert Laws fluted for 
seven years in Mongo’s band; other cohorts 
have included Pat Patrick, Bernard Purdy and 
Nat Adderley. The latest supporters also have 
strong potential. Pianist Donelian seems to 
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have learned the arts of negotiating Latin 
progressions and rhythms; his flexibility 
should extend in several directions. Al
mario’s soprano soars on Mambomongo, and 
Williams’ alto work on Up would make for 
fancy stepping if its twists and turns were fol
lowed. If the "guitar” breaks on Up and Mid
night are actually synthesized, Tom Malone 
deserves special mention for apt imitation.

Santamaria has struck again, with well- 
defined melodies, battering fingertips, and 
iust a drop of salsa sauce. —mandel

KENNY BURRELL
ELLINGTON IS FOREVER—Fantasy F-79005: 

Jump For Joy; Caravan; Chelsea Bridge; Mood Indigo; 
Don’t Get Around Much Anymore; C Jam Blues; It 
Don't Mean A Thing (If It Ain't Got That Swing): I 
Didn't Know About You; My Little Brown Book; Car
negie Blues; Rocks In My Bed; Jeep's Blues; The Creole 
Live Call; Do Nothin ’ fill You Hear From Me; Take 
The 'A' Train.

Personnel: Burrell, guitar; Thad Jones, cornet, 
fiuegelhorn; Snooky Young, trumpet; Jon Faddis, 
trumpet, piccolo trumpet; Joe Henderson, tenor sax; 
Jerome Richardson, tenor and soprano sax; Jimmy 
Jones, piano; Jimmy Smith, organ; Stanley Gilbert, 
bass; Jimmie Smith, drums; Richie Goldberg, Mel 
Lewis, percussion (track 2); Ernie Andrews, vocals 
(tracks 5 and 9).

In Jump For Joy, the opening selection of 
Ellington Is Forever, Kenny Burrell undertakes 
a moving guitar solo that says more about 
Duke Ellington's emotional influence on the 
modern musician than a volume of treatises 
on the same subject. It should also stand as a 
rather striking comment on the Duke’s dura
bility in popular music; Jump For Joy served 
as the taking-off point for at least a dozen fa
miliar tunes that followed, including Randy 
Newman’s masterpiece of melancholia, 1 
Think It’s Going To Rain Today. Burrell plays 
it quite unlike it’s ever been played before, 
calling upon his remarkable sense of the gui
tar’s harmonics, much in the same way one 
would expect from a piano player. And it’s the 
memory of a piano player that this album is 
all about.

White Kenny Burrell certainly possesses the 
credentials to make an album of Ellingtonia 
that features his guitar as the principal voice, 
he also commands better taste than to weaken 
such an endeavor by occupying the spotlight 
too much. Instead, he has enlisted a large cast 
of diverse musicians who share a common 
bond of devotion, and who care deeply about 
their purpose. As a result, even in the large en
semble numbers, nobody’s psyche gets in the 
way of the music.

The bounty of impressive moments is too 
rich to cite wholly, but a few special ones de
serve mention. Chelsea Bridge is a sleepy, 
after-hours performance, with Burrell and 
pianist Jimmy Jones buoying Jerome Richard
son and Snooky Young’s melodic phrases in 
classic Ellington style, emphasizing widely- 
spaced chords and doubling the rhythmic 
drive. It’s all a magic trick, but a highly effec
tive one. Mood Indigo, a dramatic and tense 
blues, features Jimmy Smith's best lush organ 
style and Burrell’s fleshiest sound. Ernie An
drews takes the blues uptown for his vocals on 
Don’t Get Around Much Anymore and My Lit
tle Brown Book, the latter a duet with Jimmy 
Jones. When someone finally assembles the 
Ellington vocal book on record, by virtue of 
his keen humor and bravado, Andrews de
serves a lead voice in that assembly. The only 
significant complaint I can muster against this 
album is that a few numbers call for an un

diluted, powerful treatment, and Burrell and 
company are reluctant to cut loose.

But it is hardly a solemn affair. As Patricia 
Wolland states in the liner notes, it is “a cele
bration of immortality,” and if this is really 
the first chapter of an annual series (as Kenny 
intends it to be), then both Burrell’s and El
lington’s futures are bright indeed. —giltnore

TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI— 
LEW TABACKIN BIG BAND

KOGUN—Japanese RCA 6246: Elegy; Memory: 
Kogun; American Ballad; Henpecked Old Man.

Personnel: John Madrid, Don Rader, Mike Price, 
trumpets; Bobby Shew, trumpet, fluegelhorn, 
Charles Loper. Jim Sawyer, Britt Woodman, Phil 
Teel, trombones; Dick Spencer, Gary Foster, alto 
saxes; Tabackin, tenor sax, flute; Tom Peterson, 
tenor sax; Bill Perkins, baritone sax; Akiyoshi, 
piano; Gene Cherico, bass, Peter Donald, drums; 
Scott Elsworth, voice (track 2 only).* ★ ★ ★

To date the Los Angeles big band orga
nized by Lew Tabackin and Toshiko Aki
yoshi has recorded two albums for the Japa
nese Victor label. Heartening news for the 
fan or orchestral music is that U.S. Victor 
plans to issue the second of the LPs, Long 
Yellow Road, early in the spring. For several 
reasons, however, it’s unlikely that this, the 
band’s first set, will find its way to your local 
record shop, and that’s too bad. Victor offi
cials deemed Kogun a much less commercial 
album than the later one, by which 1 think 
they meant the music is much less forthright 
and accessible than that offered in the Long 
Yellow Road set. In the main I agree that this 
is a pretty fair assessment, for the ambitious, 
austere music in Kogun is a bit harder to get 
into, requires closer, more attentive listening 
—but repays this with deeper, subtler, more 
lasting levels of enjoyment—than does the 
more obvious and conventional approach fol
lowed in Long Yellow Road.

The album is something of a triumph for 
Toshiko, as she wrote all the music and ar
rangements, most of which are very hand
somely turned, revealing an already sure 
sense of design, color and dramatic values 
certain to deepen even more as she continues 
to grow as writer-orchestrator. Mind, not 
everything in the album is equally or always 
totally effective. Elegy, a piece she composed 
and originally recorded almost 15 years ago 
on her Candid quartet album, here is taken at 
what I feel is too brisk a pace. Consequently, 
it is a bit sloppy in execution (though it has a 
nicely spirited feel as compensation) and is. 
in comparison with the balance of the writing 
on the album, rather conventional sounding.

A much more productive direction is sig
naled by Memory, a lovely, delicate mood 
piece whose shimmering textures and colora
tions recall Gil Evans without, however, 
being specifically imitative. Shew on fluegel
horn and Tabackin on tenor are effective 
soloists but it is the composition and its sen
sitive, interesting colors that really impress. 
The only thing marring what is otherwise a 
standout piece is the use of electronically al
tered speech sounds over the lambent theme, 
obscuring rather than aiding the music. Still, 
it indicates something of the provocative and 
striving nature of Toshiko’s writing: she’d 
rather take a chance than play it safe. Even if 
it doesn't always work, I say amen to that.

Kogun uses recorded cries and percussion 
effects from Japanese Noh drama as a canvas 
upon which Toshiko has limned an evocative 
bittersweet impression. Over and into its



wistful sonorities—the brass taking on the 
role of the Noh actor with his piercing cries 
—Tabackin’s reedy flute fits with atmo
spheric perfection. Throughout the piece 
there is a marvelous integration of composed 
and actual sounds, Toshiko’s music resonat
ing with and beautifully complementing the 
taped dramatic effects. Just from a technical 
point it’s an impressive achievement, but it’s 
artistically successful in the bargain. Trom
bonist Woodman is featured voice on Ameri
can Ballad—an appropriate choice if ever 
there was one, as the composition is an evo
cation of Duke Ellington’s characteristically 
full-bodied, uncloyingly romantic way with a 
melody—and he turns in a fine, big, blowsy 
reading of the lovely theme. The writing is es
pecially pretty, with a delicious use of wood
winds throughout.

Sparing use is made of the orchestra, and 
then only at the end, on Henpecked Old Man 
which serves primarily as a vehicle for the 
Rollinsesque Tabackin tenor, Shew’s flaring 
trumpet and Spencer’s quicksilver alto. It’s a 
crisp cooker, offering nothing profound but 
full of exuberant, invigoratingly rhythmic 
playing. It is a fine way to end the album. 
Since the LP will not be made available 
through RCA distribution channels, Ta
backin has been selling it by direct mail to 
interested customers. Write db for further 
info. —welding

BRASS CONSTRUCTION
BRASS CONSTRUCTION—United Artists UA- 

LA545-G: Movin'; Peekin'; Changing'; Love; Talkin'; 
Dance.

Personnel: Randy Muller, keyboards, flute, vocals, 
timbales; Larry Payton, drums, vocals; Wade Wil
liamston, bass guitar; Sandy Billups, congas, vocals; 
Michael Grudge. Jesse Ward, Jr., sax, vocals; Wayne 
Parris, Morris Price, trumpet, vocals; Joseph Arthur 
Wong, lead guitar.

V2
This is one more feeble effort to cash in on 

the disco boom. As functional dance music, it 
gets the job done about as well as most begin
ning junior high rock groups. As music, it is 
less than poor.

Ripping off the worst horn licks from 
groups like Chicago and BS&T, the most 
banal lyrics imaginable (for starters, how do 
“got myself together,” “movin’ on,” and 
"times are changin’” grab you?), and a 
rhythmic pulse that makes a Con Ed jack 
hammer sound sublime, Brass Construction 
h(ts fabricated a product that is just about de
void of content. In the lexicon of information 
theorists like musicologist Leonard B. Meyer, 
this is music of low entropy.

When United Artists was formed in 1919 by 
Charlie Chaplin, Doug Fairbanks, Mary Pick
ford and D. W. Griffith, the basic goal was to 
produce high quality, stimulating entertain
ment. Brass Construction is detritus that total
ly violates that aim.

Brass construction? Crass construction is 
more to the point. Corporate mental midgets 
which allow “product” like this to get to the 
marketplace should be immediately removed. 
United Artists’ stockholders and record buy
ers unite! Throw the rascals out! —berg

OLIVER LAKE
HEAVY SPIRITS—Arista-Freedom AL1008: 

While Pushing Down Turn; Owshet; Heavy Spirits; 
Movement Equals Creation; Altoviolin; Intensity; 
Lonely Blacks; Rocket.

Personnel: Lake, alto sax; tracks 1-3—Olu Dara, 
trumpet; Donald Smith, piano; Stafford James, bass; 
Victor Lewis, drums; tracks 4-6—Al Philemon Jones.

Steven Peisch, C. Panton, violins; track 8—Joseph 
Bowie, trombone; Charles Bobo Shaw, drums.

The three brief pieces by the New England 
Conservatory Oliver Lake Ensemble and the 
following solo (a Julius Hemphill song) are 
beautifully performed, with such clarity of 
harmony and dynamics that this presentation 
is among the year’s major events. Taken to
gether they offer an individualist charm and 
lyric wit, one of the major third-stream state
ments. Surprisingly, since Lake has worked so 
superbly in freely-improvising ensembles, 
they are the clearest example here of his 
uniqueness.

The genuine beauty of the strings’ sounds, 
harmonies and melodies in Movement—and 
the remarkable lack of resemblance to any 

other avant garde composer I’ve heard—make 
the work special. But the rhythmic contrasts 
in Altoviolin, and particularly the contrasts of 
agitation and flow, project Lake’s sense of 
drama, for the sardonic stresses verge on 
wicked irony. Intensity finds marvelous 
sounds in the strings’ long tones, then Lake 
makes long tones while the fiddles play a 
dance. There is no mistaking the mastery of 
composition and definition of line here.

The pastoral-mourning theme of Lonely 
completes the sequence. It’s broken briefly 
into rugged phrases, and there’s a fine instant 
near the end when firmly stated long tones are 
broken by a pianissimo objection in the low 
register.

The portrait of Lake is undeniable: a staged 
performer with occasional sharp flashes
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The surest way to get your song 
heard by the right people in 

the music business.

The American 
Song Festival

The break you’ve been looking for.
Chances are you know how frustrat

ing it is to get your song heard by the 
"right" people — those music business 
heavies who can give you the big break.

That’s why there’s an American 
Song Festival songwriting competition. 
It’s the surest and easiest w-ay to expose 
your song to the “right " people . . . Our 
judges are A&R pros, music executives, 
artists, and publishers. They listen to each 
song at least twice — constantly 
searching for new talent.

It has proven to be one of the best 
ways new songwriters can become 
professionals. Many of our entered songs 
have gone on to be . . . Recorded by the 
writers themselves on such labels as 
A&M, RCA, Epic, Asylum and Buddah 
. . . Released by such noted artists as 
Barry Manilow, The Stylistics, B. J. 
Thomas, The Oak Ridge Boys, Al Mar
tino, The Hagers and Ron Dante . . . And 
published by many of the top music 
publishers in the world. So if you've been 
dreaming about being in the music 
business, instead of just reading about it, 
the ASF could be the break you’ve been 
looking for.

All you need is a song.
It’s easy to enter and you can enter as 

many songs as you like. Just record each 
song on a separate cassette (lead-sheets 
aren’t necessary). Perform it yourself or 
have someone else perform it for you.

There are categories for all kinds of 
music. And there are separate divisions 
for amateurs and professionals.

Over a quarter-million dollars in cash 
prizes.

We've provided the largest cash 
prizes ever awarded in a creative compe
tition — more than a quarter million 
dollars in the last two years! And this year, 
we're expanding our prize structure to 
include more winners than ever before:

★ 600 Honorable Mention Winners 
(500 Amateur and 100 Professional) 
will receive $50.00.

★ 45 Semi-finalists (30 Amateur 
and 15 Professionals — 5 from each 
category) will receive $250.00.

★ 9 Category Winners (6 Amateur 
and 3 Professional) will receive 
$1,000.00.

★ 2 Grand Prizes will be awarded to 
a category winner in each division. 
The Prize will be an additional 
$5,000.00 for each.

Special Features:
You retain all rights to your song. It’s 

used only in conjunction with our 
competition.

You could win in more than one 
music category.

You may select the Judges’ Decision 
Option. This lets our judges place an en
tered song into an additional category 
where they think it may win (25% of the 
1975 winners won in the category that 
was picked for them by a judge).

What you get when you enter. . .
The 1976 Music Business Directory. 

It contains an up-to-date listing of the top 
100 record companies, the 250 most 
important music publishers, and 200 
recording studios. (Regular $4 value.)

The Songwriter’s Handbook. It 
provides important information that every 
songwriter should know about the music 
industry (i.e., copyright information, 
music publishing, performing rights, 
mechanical rights, etc. Regular $2 
value.

The Final List of 1976 Winners. 
You'll get the complete results of this 
year's competition.

Feedback on Your Song. After the 
winners are announced, you may obtain a 
Judge's Assessment of each song you 
submit and for each category in which it is 
competing.

What the judges look for.
The criteria for judging are: orig

inality, musical composition, and lyrical 
content when applicable. The song is all 
that counts. Elaborate instrumentation, 
vocal arrangement or production will have 
no bearing upon the judging. (In fact, the 
simpler the production, the better. Many 
of last year's winning songs were submit
ted as simple home recordings, with only 
a vocal accompanied by a single ins
trument).

Entry Procedure
1. Record the song on your own cas

sette. Start recording at the beginning 
of the cassette. Rewind tape before 
submitting. Only one song per cas
sette. (If your song has already been 
recorded on a disk or reel-to-reel tape, 
we'll duplicate it onto a cassette for 
one dollar per song.)

2. Complete the attached entry form or 
a reasonable facsimile, paying par
ticular attention to the following:
A. Write the title of your song on your 
cassette on the side on which you 
recorded your song.
B. Song Categories — You must 
designate at least one category in 
which the song is to be judged. The 
fee for entering each song in one cat
egory is $13.85. To enter your song 
in additional categories, indicate so 
on the entry form and enclose an ad
ditional $8.25 for each added 



category. You do not have to send 
in another cassette as we duplicate 
cassettes.
C. If entering more than one song, 
obtain another entry form or produce 
a reasonable copy for each entry.

3. Wrap your check or money order and 
entry form around each cassette, and 
secure the package with rubber bands 
or string wrapped both directions. 
Place the bound cassette in a strong 
envelope or box and send to:

THE AMERICAN SONG FESTIVAL 
P.O. Box 57
Hollywood, CA 90028

Once we receive your entry, we ll have 
a postcard with an acknowledgement 
in the mail within one week.
JUNE 3RD IS THE ENTRY DEAD
LINE. We are accepting entries now. 
(It'll take awhile to process your entry. 
So the earlier you mail your song, the 
sooner, you’ll receive the 
Songwriter’s Handbook and the 
1976 Music Business Directory.)

4. Copyrighting your song. It is not 
necessary to copyright your song 
when entering the competition. ASF, 
Inc. acquires no copyrights in your 
song. You retain all rights.

1976 Rules and Regulations
1. Competition is open to any person except 

employees of the American Song Festival, Inc. 
(ASF, Inc.), or their relatives, or agents appointed 
by the ASF, Inc.

2. The entrant warrants to ASF, Inc. that the entry is 
not an infringement of the copyright or other 
rights of any third party and that the entrant has 
the right to submit the entry to ASF, Inc. in ac
cordance with its rules and regulations.

3. No musical composition may be entered that has 
been recorded or printed and released or 
disseminated for commercial sale in any medium 
in the United States prior to 10/1/76, or the 
public announcement of the semi-finalists, 
whichever occurs first. All winners will be notified 
and all prizes awarded no later than 12/31/76. 
Prizes will be paid to songwriter named in item I 
of official entry form.

4. An entry fee of $13.85, an accurately completed 
entry form, and a cassette with only one song 
recorded on it shall be submitted for each entry. 
/Any number of songs may be entered by an in
dividual provided that each cassette is accom
panied by a separate entry form and entry fee.

5. The entrant must designate at least one category 
in which he wants his song to compete. Any song 
may be entered in additional category competi
tions by so designating on the entry form and 
including an additional fee of $8.25 for each such 
additional category. Such additional category 
may be left to the judges' choice by selecting the 
"Judges' Decision Option" which permits the 
judges to place the song in the category in which 
in their opinion it is best suited.

6. The entrant shall (or shall cause the copyright 
proprietor of the entry if different from the entrant 
to) permit ASF, Inc. to perform the entry in and as 
part of any ASF, Inc. awards ceremonies, to 
record the entry in synchronism with a visual ac
count of such ceremonies and to use the resulting 
account for such purposes as ASF. Inc. shall 
deem fit.

7. No materials submitted in connection with entries 
will be returned to the entrant, and ASF, Inc. as
sumes no responsibility for loss of or damage to 
any entry prior to its receipt by ASF, Inc.

8. Each entry shall be judged on the basis of 
originality, quality of musical composition and 
lyrical content if applicable. All decisions of the 
screening panels and judges shall be final and 
binding upon the ASF, Inc. and all entrants.

9. Cassettes with more than one song on them, 
cartridges, records, reel-to-reel tapes, or lead, 
sheets are improper submissions and will in
validate the entry.

10. Recorded cassettes and accompanying material 
must be postmatked by June 3. 1976. ASF. Inc. 
reserves the right to extend this date in the event 
of interruption of postal services, national emer
gency or act of God.

11. For the purpose of ASF division selection, a 
professional is anyone who: (a) is or has been a 
member or associate member of a performing 
rights organization such as ASCAP, BMI. SESAC 
or their foreign counterparts; or (b) has had a 
musical composition written in whole or in part by 
him recorded and released or disseminated com
mercially in any medium or printed and distribut
ed for sale. All other are amateurs.
© 1976 American Song Festival. Inc

Official Entry Form
1. SONGWRITER ______

(Print name)

2. ADDRESS_________

CITY______________

COUNTRY__________

PHONE Home ( )
Area Code

SEPARATE ENTRY FORM NEEDED FOR EACH SONG

STATE ZIP

Judges’ Decision Option
Check the box provided if you want our Judges to place your
an additional category which, in their opinion, it best fits.

song in

3. TITLE OF SONG _

Office ( )_
Area Code

4. CATEGORY SELECTION:
•Important: To determine whether you compete as an amateur or 

professional, see rules and regulations a 1 1.
FIRST CATEGORY
Select at least one category by checking the box corresponding to your 
first choice ($13.85 entry fee).

ADDITIONAL CATEGORIES
Often songs fit more than one category. You may have your song judged 
and compete in more than one category by checking the additional box 
or boxes you desire.
(Add $8.25 for each additional category selected)

AMATEUR DIVISION*

5. ENTRY FEE
FIRST CATEGORY $13.85 j

EXTRA CATEGORIES OR JUDGES' DECISION OPTION

$8.25x = $ |
Total Fee Enclosed $___________  ■

6. Did you collaborate in the writing of this composition?

Yes___________ No___________  ■

Collaborators' names__

7. Feedback on Your Song: Check the box provided if you desire the 
judge's assessment of each song submitted.

I hereby certify that I have read and agree to be bound by the rules and 
regulations of the American Song Festival which are incorporated 
herein by reference and that the information contained in the entry form 
is true and accurate.

SIGNED DATE
Top 40 (Rock/Soul) □ FolkQ

Country Q Gospel/Inspirational Q

Easy Listening [J Instrumental/Jazz Q Send entry to.
PROFESSIONAL DIVISION*

Top 40 (Rock/Soul) □ 

Easy Listening [J

Country □

THE AMERICAN SONG FESTIVAL 
P O. Box 57
Hollywood. CA 90028

A presentation of Sterling Recreation Organization

The1976American Song Festival «
An International Songwriting Competition

J



The great Gretsch sound is the heart of the 
Average White Band. At the hands of artists 

Hamish Stuart and Steve Ferrone.
Gretsch gives the timbre to Hamish's dis
tinctive and gutsy bass riffs. And stands up 

to Steve's devastating rhythms.
Hamish's playing calls for the most from his 
guitar. He plays the Gretsch White Falcon — 
the complete guitar. It gives him all the 
sound he wants — from the highest treble 
to the deepest bass. Rich, full sounds. With
out distortion. It's the guitar for all music.

Steve's drums combine great sound, beauty 
and dependability. They feature 6-ply, lam
inated, all-wood shells. And a lightning 
throwoff that can be released with just a 
flick. They contain the very finest workman

ship (Gretsch quality control is relentless).
Gretsch drums and guitars. You'll find them 
wherever great musicians are making waves. 
And you'll find more and more of them as 
time goes by. Because when The Sound 
Waves of the Future are made, they'll be 

made with Gretsch.
Write today for free Gretsch catalog.

When 
Hamish 
Stuart 
And 
Steve 
Ferrone 
Make 
Waves,

They 
Make 
Them 
With 
Gretsch.

UÂfJSCff
The 

Sound Wave 
of the

Future
1801 Gilbert Avenue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 

breaking his naturally graceful presence, his 
attention is toward lyricism and a very “live” 
melodic quality. Curiously, he is not a vir
tuoso technician, and his care for dynamic 
subtleties is fleeting—the drama lies in the de
veloping lines. But each work is self-con
tained, expansive within its broad yet careful
ly delineated outlines, a bit of perfection mere 
steps from profundity.

The remainder of the disc presents Lake in 
more familiar surroundings, with concepts no
where near as ambitious. His alto style derives 
from several sources, and he’s absorbed the 
dramatic quality of the younger Archie Shepp 
as well as aspects of the far less eclectic Ros
coe Mitchell. Not in the least a garish player, 
he offers long, interesting passages in Rocket 
and Owshet, particularly free with tempo and 
rhythmic outline in the latter. But he occa
sionally offers what seems to me an imcom- 
pleteness (Heavy, the Owshet call-and-re- 
sponse) that can even dissipate tension and 
lead to strain (Down Turn). My memory is dis
agreeably fallible, but I don’t believe his style 
has changed much since I first heard him in 
1967.

Rocket is a happy themeless blowout, and 
side one is in theme-solos-duets-theme form. 
Excellent musicians seem to appear in St. 
Louis with the profusion of spring dandelions 
elsewhere, and Lewis’ Down Turn solo partic
ularly places him squarely within the drum 
method outlined by Philip Wilson, Abdullah 
Yakub and Jerome Harris, Jr.—it’s truly ab
sorbing music. The other quintet players are 
good also, though in the trio 1 find Shaw 
somewhat effusive with his small kit and 
Bowie far from the sensitive level he’s 
achieved elsewhere. But this is Lake’s first LP 
for a major label, and the successes on side 
two stamp him a major artist for all to hear.

—litweiler

BLUE MITCHELL
STRATOSONIC NUANCES—RCA APL1-1109: 

Satin Soul; Creepin'; Bump It; Nutty; Melody For 
Thelma.

Personnel: Mitchell, trumpet and tluegelhom; 
Harold Land, tenor sax: Clarence McDonald, syn
thesizer and piano solo (track 2). Clavinet (tracks 1 
and 4): Cedar Walton, piano solo (track 1), synthe
sizers and piano (track 3); Hampton Hawes, piano 
solos (tracks 4 and 5); David T. Walker, guitar; 
Michael Anthony, guitar; Tony Newton, bass; James 
Gadson, drums; Gary Coleman, percussion. Horn 
section: Oscar Brashear, trumpet; George Bohan
non. trombone; Ralph Jones, tenor sax and flute; 
Terry Harrington, baritone sax; Gale Robinson, 
French horn.

* * V2
Disco is possibly the most interesting of 

self-contained musical forms to emerge with
in the last few years, due partially to its popu
list movement overtones and widespread 
commercial appeal. In fact, no such creature 
as non-commercial disco exists, although a 
case can be made for proponents in the 
parental fields of soul, jazz, and rock. That 
commercial element has provided the scope 
for several artists (including Hubert Laws, 
Esther Phillips, and the Brecker Bros.) to 
achieve the most elusive and highly prized of 
rock dreams, the hit record. While some peo
ple are put in a position of continually play
ing beneath their imaginative ability, others 
find the medium ideally suited to their limi
tations.

Much of Blue Mitchell’s Stratosonic 
Nuances is geared for the disco market, and 
like similar entries of the day, it subscribes to 
the principle of familiarity, or the clichd, a 
combination of arrangements, rhythms and
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melodies that reinforce the listener’s expecta
tions. Clarence McDonald handles most of 
the arrangements, and he has craftily con
structed them to complement Mitchell’s dis
position for blues phrasing. The best tracks 
in this mold, Barry White’s Satin Soul and 
Mitchell’s Bump It, integrate a multiplicity of 
instruments and rhythms into a dense—yet 
not crowded—pattern. But when Mitchell be
comes ambitious and attempts to stretch 
Stevie Wonder’s Creepin' into a tour de force 
blowing session, he fails with a boring thud. 
Part of the point in interpreting someone 
else’s material is to legitimate that act itself 
by adding some new or personal dimensions 
to the piece. What we have instead is a redun
dant and literally immobile restatement of a 
chord progression fused with echoing trum
pet lines. Mitchell performs at his best, inter
estingly, when he relaxes his zeal and con
centrates on lyrical playing, as on Monk’s 
Nutty and his own Melody For Thelma. The 
album’s overall impression is a pleasing one, 
but nothing to write or dance home about.

—gilmore

RON CARTER
ANYTHING GOES-Kudu KU 25-S1: Anything 

Goes; De Samba; Baretta's Theme; Can’t Give You 
Anything (But My Love); Quarto Azul; Big Fro.

Personnel: Carter, bass; Steve Gadd, drums (track 
1); Jimmy Madison, drums; Barry Rogers, trombone; 
Eric Gale, guitar; George Devens, Arthur Jenkins, 
Ralph MacDonald, percussion; Hubert Laws, flute; 
Randy Brecker, Alan Rubin, trumpet and 
fluegelhorn; Don Grolnick, electric piano; Richard 
Tee, organ; Mike Brecker, tenor sax; David Sanborn, 
Phil Woods, alto sax; Patti Austin, Marilyn Jackson, 
Maeretha Stewart, vocals.★

At their best, CTI-Kudu discs have been 
perfectly balanced interweavings of funk, 
soul, lush and improvisational input, with in
ventive, enthusiastic lead lines underpinned 
by a rhythm section of solid bedrock. Even at 
their worst, Creed’s creations have boasted a 
toe-tapping listenability, a poor yet tolerable 
substitute for ad hoc inspiration.

When taken at face value, the resultant 
slickness was forgivable. Up to now, Carter 
had been less guilty than most of his stable
mates: his solo albums (especially Spanish 
Blue), Jim Hall duet, and session work have 
always had enough to keep them interesting. 
Carter’s Latin bent, a matter of public record, 
served as a creative fuel, always keeping the 
rocket orbiting, high above the hackneyed 
fills of the Taylor Philharmonic The formula 
worked, until now.

Anything Goes? Well, just about anything. 
Next to this boring, charted, 33 minutes of 
Latin disco in jazz-funk clothes, Tony Mot
tola would even sound original. Okay, so 
Carter’s previous lead dates have not had the 
trailblazing import of Richard Davis’ Epistro- 
phy-Now’s The Time or Stanley Clarke’s 
volumes of pivotal electric bass liturgy. On his 
axe, he’s no Magellan, but a skilled pilot who 
flies over previously charted routes and knows 
each turn from memory. There is a point, 
however, that technical mastery begs for ex
pansion; so when Ron plays and plays, and 
comes up with nothing but endless wah-wahs 
reminiscent of the break on Tommy James’ 
acne-pore classic, Crimson And Clover, one 
must conclude that Carter is either goofing off 
or planning to storm the disco market as 
fallen fellow luminaries Hubert Laws, Lonnie 
Liston Smith, and Norman Connors have 
done. They all strut tunes on the latest disco 
charts, and it is not hard to imagine any cut 
on this record in such disreputable company.
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Annotation of the above indictment is 
hardly necessary, for in reality, all six tracks 
are stuck together in a cliched continuum. 
Does it really matter, for example, that the 
opening horn vamp on the title cut is a rote 
photocopy of Stevie Winwood’s I’m A Man, or 
that Eric Gale’s guitar on Big Fro (more like 
big process) sounds like George Benson with a 
hangnail? More parallels abound; the great 
Hubert Laws, lead player on most of these dit
ties (“works” would imply the presence of art) 
is no more original than Herbie Mann, play
ing bouncy, cute little passages through a 
seemingly castrated flute.

Carter, the subject of it all, is the main in
stigator. Obviously a demo tape for the Muzak 
Company, Anything Goes is accurately pulsed. 
Yet where are the double and triple stops, or 
the swan-like syncopative phrasings which 
warrant his reign at the top of the Readers 
Poll each year? Must we buy McCoy Tyner 
albums to hear the true Ron Carter? Or has 
this become the true Ron Carter, an endless 
soporific samba fugue in 4/4 time? It’s a 
sobering thought. —shaw

JIM HALL
JIM HALL: LIVE!—Horizon SP-705: Angel 

Eyes; 'Round Midnight; Scrapple From The Apple; 
The Way You Look Tonight; I Hear A Rhapsody.

Personnel: Hall, guitar; Don Thompson, acoustic 
bass; Terry Clarke, drums.★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Jim Hall is a musician’s musician. His 
Hall-mark is a terse, witty combination of 
large chords and pithy single note lines, given 
life by an incredibly rich, warm sound. He 
—along with players like Thad Jones, Stan 
Getz, Oscar Peterson and Paul Desmond— 
epitomizes mature, lyrical musicianship. So, 
with the appearance of this superb set of stan
dards recorded at Toronto’s Bourbon Street, 
we again have reason to celebrate. Jim Hall is 
alive and well!

In the company of two fine Canadian musi
cians—bassist Don Thompson and drummer 
Terry Clarke—Hall’s playing has an exuber
ance and energy that is somewhat of a depar
ture from his usually more introspective/re- 
flective orientation. Instead of just laying 
back and playing changes and time, Thomp
son and Clarke provide contrapuntal state
ments that push the trio into an interactive 
unit similar to that of Bill Evans. Listen, for 
example, to the high intensity of Scrapple 
From The Apple. The individual forays meld 
together in an exciting set of constantly de
veloping episodes. One immediately senses 
the musicians’ warm respect for one another 
and their desire to communicate with each 
other, the audience at the club, and us.

In addition to Hall’s customary high taste 
and polish, there are playful and risk-taking 
dimensions which infuse this music with an 
extra accent. This is Jim Hall with tabasco.

Horizon is to be commended for doing a 
first-rate job of packaging. Doug Ramsey’s 
notes and several paragraphs from each of 
the musicians provide useful background in
formation. I learned, for example, that 
Thompson and Clarke were prime movers in 
John Handy’s Quintet in 1965 before U.S. im
migration laws forced them back to busy 
schedules in Toronto’s recording studios and 
clubs. For musicians, there is a transcription 
of Jim Hall’s solo on The Way You Look To
night. There are also good photographic 
studies of Hall and his cohorts. In sum, the 
jacket focuses on the musicians and their 

music instead of a slick commercial artist’s 
“impression” of the artists’ “soul.” Horizon's 
packaging approach will, I hope, establish a 
new precedent. —berg

EARTH, WIND AND FIRE
GRATITUDE—Columbia PG33694: Afri- 

cano/Power Medley; Yearnin' Learnin'; Devotion; 
Sun Goddess; Reasons; Sing A Message To You; Shin
ing Star; New World Symphony; Sunshine; Sing A Song; 
Gratitude; Celebrate; Can't Hide Love.

Personnel: Maurice White, vocals, kalimba, drums, 
timbales; Verdine White, vocals, bass, percussion; 
Philip Bailey, vocals, congas, percussion; Larrv 
Dunn, piano, organ. Moog synthesizer; Ralph 
Johnson, drums, percussion; Al McKay, guitars, per
cussion; Johnny Graham, guitars; Andrew Woolfolk, 
saxes, percussion; Fred White, drums, percussion; 
Don Myrick, saxes; Louis Satterfield, trombone; 
Michael Harris, trumpet.★ ★ ★

Earth, Wind and Fire is the penultimate 
second generation band of the Sly 
Stone/Stevie Wonder school of funk. Their ar
rangements and vocals derive largely from 
Stevie and Sly’s mannerisms, and, similarly, 
their appeal cuts across all racial, radio, and 
disco barriers. While they have yet to carve 
any totally innovative niche for themselves in 
the musical pantheon, they certainly have pro
vided enough clues to their possible future 
directions to insure their malleability. In 
short, EW&F is more interesting than nine- 
tenths of the current soul-jazz-rock-disco 
bands, and their musicianship clearly matches 
their flash. Although a live album was a 
slightly premature issue on their part, the 
band needed a release to coincide with the 
distribution of the film That’s The Way Of The 
World. Gratitude is excellent filler, and 
EW&F is not above trading in a bit of their 
overnight mythology to advance their own 
profile.

Nearly three-quarters of this album was 
culled from live performances and provides 
an exciting showcase of their dynamic and 
progressive side. The opening jam, 
Africano/Power Medley, presents the band in a 
wide-open instrumental framework. The sax
ophone solos are brave and beautiful, the 
rhythm section propulsive and bass-heavy, 
and the transitions are quick and imaginative. 
They carry the crowd with them at every turn 
and passage, and they don’t bludgeon the au
dience with overstated goose-step funk solos. 
Although the unit has yet to learn the value of 
economy, I hear more daring quality here 
than I do on Herbie Hancock’s recent albums. 
When the band tackles their vocal numbers, 
however, they underline their need to develop 
a distinctive singing personality. Of course the 
harmonics are gorgeous and complex, but the 
lead vocals always sound like they belong to a 
harmony singer. Nonetheless, with the excep
tions of a boring New World Symphony and a 
miscalculated Shining Star, the live stuff is out
standing.

The studio tracks don’t fare badly, but they 
do reveal a quandary that this band should 
resolve. The studio permits too much oppor
tunity to sanitize a band’s dynamism, to cut 
back the rough and sharp edges and kill the 
bite. At the same time, the overdubs and the 
fondness for effects can cover the prolifera
tion of recycled hooks and ideas. EW&F is a 
band whose expressive abilities have always 
sounded compressed in the studio, and com
pression is not the same as economy. Still, 
Sunshine with its emotive vocal layers, and 
Sing A Song, with a fleshy hook guaranteed to 
make it a hit, ring true, although texture wins 
out over contrast. If this group can carry their
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YOU’VE COME A

BILLY COBHAM 
LIFE&TIMES

Billy Cobham has played with everyone from Miles Davis to the 
Mahavishnu Orchestra; from James Brown to Carly Simon.

From his own bands have emerged talents like the Brecker Brothers, Tommy Bolin 
and John Abercrombie. Now, on his new album, you can hear more of 

The Life & Times of Billy Cobham.

BILLY COBHAM. LIFE AND TIMES. 
ON ATLANTIC RECORDS AND TAPES

Produced by Billy Cobham and Mark Meyerson
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electronic music laboratories, ine. 
makers of ElectroComp Synthesizers

sense of excitement and progressivism over to 
the studio and forge the direction they ap
parently lean towards, they will be a formida
ble force to contend with. —gilmore

THE NEGATIVE BAND
STOCKHAUSEN—Finnadar SR 9009: Set Sail For 

The Sun; Short Wave.
Personnel: Michaek Fink, David Simmons, percus

sion, Earl Howard, alto sax; Denman Maroney, 
piano; Joseph Paul Taylor, synthesizer; Jonathan 
Weisberger, alto and soprano recorder, filter, locator; 
Howard, Maroney, Simmons, Taylor, radios.★ ★ ★ ★

This melange of alien, forboding sound is so 
overwhelmingly mechanical and impersonal 
that parts of Short Wave, especially, make the 
Cage-Tudor collaborations exercises in 
whimsical frivolity. One could, if only as a 
desperate measure to comprehend frequent 
Cagian absurdities, force a slight chuckle as 
bullets of random truth scoot by amidst the 
general chaos.

The music of Stockhausen, however, as in
terpreted by this sextet straight from the Cali
fornia Institute of the Arts, cannot be related 
to anything either human or emotive. The ulti
mate victory of the machine (how far away do 
you think it really is?) is chronicled with stun
ning, frightening intensity. The abstract, chill
ing tones are not pleasant, even compared to 
the works of Subotnick, whose mood and 
phase shifts are less subtle and more discerni
ble. Listening to all 50 minutes and six sec
onds is a force-feeding project, and once in
side the ear, does not go down gracefully. To
tal concentration is required. Then and only 
then, if and when your perceptions and atten
tion coexist on a similarly high plane, will you 
begin to understand what is going on here.

One can, without too much imaginative 
strain, conceive of a spaceship as it Set(s) Sail 
For The Sun. Lethal, thermal heat bounces off 
its hull, and is quite accurately portrayed here 
by the quivering, wavering whine of Joseph 
Paul Taylor’s Buchla 100 series synthesizer. 
We are also treated to Earl Howard’s fleeting 
sax bleats (Ayler’s ESP work comes to mind) 
and Jon Weissberger’s collection of superson
ic soprano recorder notes, barely within hu
man hearing range.

The main work, Short Wave, is the reason of 
being for the Negative Band, all disciples of 
contemporary avant-garde composer Karl
heinz Stockhausen. Radios, tuned to local (in 
this case Los Angeles) AM and FM fre
quencies introduce the random element, 
which clarifies a very loose, and general com
positional encyclical on general directions to 
be taken. Performers are free to take the piece 
anywhere they want. Here they opt for stac
cato, pedal-pushing, monochromatic piano 
rolls, flashes of the aforementioned Ayler and 
synthesizer fills of a shrill-technocratic, 
amelodic persona. At closing, the players drift 
off into the void from whence they came; no 
coda, no standard goodbye, just a fade-out.

—shaw

ROY ELDRIDGE
HAPPY TIME—Pablo 2310-746: Sweethearts On 

Parade; Willow Weep For Me; Makin Whoopee; Gee 
Baby, Ain't I Good To You; All Of Me; I Want A Lit
tle Girl; Sunny Side Of The Street; I Can’t Get Started; 
Stormy Monday; Let Me Off Uptown.

Personnel: Eldridge, trumpet; Oscar Peterson, 
piano; Joe Pass, guitar; Ray Brown, bass; Eddie 
Locke, drums.

There’s a good-natured ease about this set 
in which everyone seems to have a fine old 
time without taking things very seriously.
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Basically conceived as a showcase for El
dridge’s singing, it joins an honorable tradi
tion that began in 1936 with Fletcher Hen
derson and continued with Gene Krupa, the 
French Vogue sessions of the early ’50s, and 
others after that. Roy’s singing is as feisty as 
his playing, and comes strikingly close to 
Armstrong in the final bars of All Of Me. The 
selection of material complements his charm
ing croak.

His trumpet lines are lean and restrained, 
making up in incisive melodic insight what 
they lack in precise articulation. His two 
choruses on Sweethearts roll forth with a firm 
sense of direction and purpose. Nothing is 
left to chance. His tart, acidic muted tone 
against Brown’s bass on All Of Me sounds 
like a bomb about to go off.

Roy’s work on Willow, I Can't Get Started, 
and Uptown reflects the polish and sureness 
resulting from his long associations with 
these songs. There are no doubts, no uncer
tainties, and—one must add—no surprises.

His best work occurs on Sunny Side Of The 
Street in two wonderful open choruses that 
constitute the peak of the LP. They are mov
ing, dramatic and emotional and marvelously 
logical. Backup personnel offers fine support 
all the way. A good, workmanlike set, not 
particularly significant, but nice to have.

—mcdonough

ESTHER SATTERFIELD
ONCE I LOVED—A & M SP-3408; Lift Every 

Voice And Sing; Love Is Stronger; Jikele Maweni (The 
Retreat Song); Look To The Children: Summertime; 
Love Music; Just Leave Me Alone; Once I Loved; You 
Are The Sunshine Of My Life; The Summer Knows; For 
Once In My Life.

Personnel: Satterfield, vocals; Don Potter, guitar; 
Gap Mangione, electric and acoustic piano; Gerry 
Niewood, saxes, flutes, misc. percussion; Al Johnson 
and Ed Williams, bass; Ron Davis, conga; Joe LaBar- 
bara, drums; Chuck Mangione, fluegelhorn.★ ★ ★

A singer with exceptional vocal gifts, 
Esther Satterfield has recorded her first album 
with such a mix of material that, if nothing 
else, it proves she can do justice to any tune, 
even an old turkey like Once In My Life.

Until now she has been heard mainly in the 
context of Chuck Mangione’s big orchestra 
presentations; her rich, highly controlled 
voice, for example, was one of the more ap
pealing additions to albums like Mangione’s 
Land Of Make Believe.

In producing and arranging her debut 
album, Mangione has chosen to show off Ms. 
Satterfield’s considerable talent with a tight, 
uncluttered setting using musicians from his 
own quartet like Niewood and LaBarbara. 
The idea seems to have been to provide 
strong, but simple support—Esther Satterfield 
needs no musical props—and the result is 
unpretentious and relaxed. One wishes, 
however, that the material had been more im
aginatively chosen. Things like Summertime, 
You Are The Sunshine, and Once In My Life, 
although they hold status as standards, have 
been done and done again by so many artists 
of varying talent that there is little magic left 
in them.

On the other hand there are some truly fine 
songs here, notably Miriam Makeba’s Jikele 
Maweni, Mangione’s beautiful Look To The 
Children and the churchy Lift Every Voice.

A singer with good range, power and a 
polished, trained voice, Ms. Satterfield is a 
striking performer who needs to be 
challenged by music on a level with her tre
mendous abilities. —nolan

OLD WINE- 
NEW BOTTLES

ERIC DOLPHY AND
RON CARTER______________

MAGIC—Prestige P-24053: Bird's Mother; Ode 
To Charlie Parker; Far Cry; Miss Ann; Left Alone; 
Tenderly; It's Magic; Rally; Bass Duet; Softly. As In A 
Morning Sunrise; Where?; Yes Indeed; Saucer Eyes.

Personnel: Dolphy, alto sax, bass clarinet, and 
flute; Carter, cello and bass. On tracks 1-7: Booker 
Little, trumpet; Jaki Byard, piano; Roy Haynes,
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drums. On tracks 8-13: Mal Waldron, piano; George 
Duvivier, bass; Charlie Persip, drums.★ ★ ★ ★ ★

This Prestige twofer is an uncommonly 
balanced and consistently inspiring presenta
tion of some of the most varied and stirring 
jazz recordings of the early 1960s. Eric 
Dolphy anticipated and donated his spirit to 
the fomenting revolution of the decade, a 
movement that would not peak until years af
ter his death. Ron Carter predated a smooth, 
fluid fondness for narrow, warm blues foun
dations, and still ranks as one of the most un
affected and proficient bass players in the 
realm. Dolphy, it has been noted, bore the 
profound lyrical impressions of Johnny 
Hodges and Coleman Hawkins, and the far
sighted vision yet inherently circumscribed
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appeal of Charlie Parker and Ornette Cole
man. Carter, on the other hand, was and re
mains not an innovator, but a stylist, one who 
brilliantly traded ideas throughout the de
cade with Garrison, Davis, LaFaro, Cham
bers, and significantly, Mingus.

For all Dolphy and Carter’s seeming dis
crepancies, their music emanated from re
markably common human and vulnerable 
concerns, a gently probing, perhaps passive 
lyricism, and an innate, disarming sense of 
humor. They were strangers who graphed a 
land with their shadows. These collabora
tions are indispensable.

Sides one and two comprise Far Cry, 
Dolphy’s 1960 album which featured trum
peter Booker Little and pianist Jaki Byard, 
largely a bop excursion invoking the legend 
and manner of Bird. Little plays the straight 
role, laying subdued Gillespie lines out in 
Byard's tribute to Bird's Mother, bouncing off 
the humorous and maddening Dolphy, who 
bounces back and forth between octaves on 
his bass clarinet. Who else has ever been able 
to coax so much life and harmonic density 
out of such an instrument? Always the vir
tuoso, Dolphy displays his outlandish lati
tude on alto in Tenderly, a solo exercise, and 
his classical grounding as a flautist on Mal 
Waldron’s elegy to Billie Holiday, Left 
Alone.

Waldron, in fact, takes over the piano 
bench on the remaining sides, a later session 
under Ron Carter’s leadership, originally is
sued as Where? Immediately, in spite of the 
boppish cast of the opening Rally, the em
phasis is pronouncedly different. Carter 
places great value on interplay, particularly 
between Waldron and drummer Charlie Per
sip. and literally shines during his cello 
forays, uncannily precise and moody dis
charges which, hopefully, he will once more 
pursue. Dolphy plays sparingly, but with 
melodic aplomb, his flute work on Sy Oliver’s 
Tes Indeed being most notable.

Dolphy, principally by the force of his still 
underrated legacy, assumes the focus of near
ly all of his ensemble work. Gary Giddins, 
in his eloquent liner notes to Magic, re
peatedly refers the reader to another twofer, 
Eric Dolphy (P-24008). 1 can only reiterate 
his urging and add one of my own: Dolphy’s 
The Quest (P-7579). While the man left us 
with so many questions, he also provided us 
with enduring testimonials. —gilmore

VARIOUS ARTISTS
PORGY AND BESS—Bethlehem 3BP-1: com

plete score by George Gershwin, lyrics by Ira Gersh
win. libretto by DuBose and Dorothy Heyward. No 
individual songs or cuts indicated.

Personnel: Mel Torme, Frances Faye, Betty 
Roche, George Kirby, Johnny Hartman, Sallie Blair. 
Frank Rosolino. Loulie Jean Norman. Joe Derise, 
Bob Dorough, The Pat Moran Quartet, principal vo
cals: Duke Ellington, Claude Williamson, Ralph 
Sharon, Bryce Rhode, piano: Maynard Ferguson, Cat 
Anderson. Ray Linn. Frank Beach, Buddy Childers, 
Clark Terry, Willie Cook. Uan Rasey, Ray Nance, 
Howard McGhee, Don Fagerquist, trumpet: Tommy 
Pederson, Lloyd Ulyate, Joe Howard. Herbie Harper, 
John Sanders. Frank Rosolino. Bob Enevoldsen, 
Quentin Jackson. Britt Woodman, trombones; Herbie 
Mann. Sam Most, Dick Healey, flute; Bill Holman, 
Dick Healey, clarinet; Johnny Hodges, Russell Pro
cope, Bill Holman. Errol Buddle, Paul Gonsalves, 
Jimmy Hamilton. Harry Carney, sax; Erroll Buddle, 
bassoon; Sal Salvador, guitar; Max Bennett, Jimmy 
Gannon, Jimmy Wood, bass; Stan Levey, Alvin 
Stoller, Irv Kluger. Nick Stabulas, Sam Woodyard, 
drums; Alvin Stoller, Irv Kluger, timpani; Jack 
Brokensha, Alvin Stoller, Irv Kluger, vibes and 
chimes; Felix Slatkin, Irma Neumann, Erno Neufeld, 
Eudice Shapiro, Paul Shure, Marvin Limonick, Israel
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Baker, Marshall Sossoti, Gerald Vinci, Nathan Ross, 
violin; Alvin Dinkin, Paul Robyn, viola; Eleanor 
Slatkin, cello; John Cave, Vince DeRosa, french 
horn; Albert Pollan, tuba.

Bethlehem’s ambitious recording of Porgy 
And Bess, reissued here for the first time in 
many years, is the kind of work that demands 
a great deal of the listener, but pays off with 
an unusual and rewarding musical experience.

Arranger Russ Garcia coordinated the 
many facets of this project, bringing together 
several dozen singers and musicians for the 49 
individual selections that comprise the work. 
It was decided to add a narration, written by 
Al Moritz and spoken by Al Collins, and 
while this is occasionally awkward, it does 
place Gershwin’s compositions into a solid 
context which does much to enhance the lis
tener’s appreciation of the total work.

The best way to discuss the album, which 
follows the entire libretto of this folk opera, is 
to pinpoint certain highlights: Cat Anderson’s 
vibrant trumpet in the Duke Ellington per
formance of Summertime on side one: Betty 
Roche’s lovely vocal of that same song, re
prised several times; trombonist Frank Roso- 
lino’s singing debut in the role of Jake, doing 
hip justice to A Woman Is A Sometime Thing 
and It Takes A Long Pull To Get There, accom
panied by the tight, swinging sound of the Stan 
Levey sextet; and the brief but charming work 
of Joe Derise as The Honey Man, backed by 
the Australian Jazz Quintet, with Herbie 
Mann on flute.

It may be difficult to buy the idea of Mel 
Torme as the crippled black beggar Porgy, but 
his work on the album is full-bodied and con
sistently good, ranging from a raffish I've Got 
Plenty Of Nothin’ to a pair of intense love 
paeans to his Bess, played by Frances Faye. 
She has less to do on the album than Torme, 
but she soars spectacularly on her featured 
numbers, bringing special strength and feeling 
to Bess (I Is Your Woman). Oddly enough, the 
duets between Torme and Faye never resound 
as well as one would like, but their individual 
work is first-rate.

George Kirby does It Ain't Necessarily So 
and There’s A Boat That's Leavin’ Soon For 
New York in light, casual style, while Johnny 
Hartman brings considerable power to his two 
featured songs, If God Wants To Kill Me and 
Red Headed Woman.

Other vocal work is superior, with some 
choral harmonies (on Gone Gone Gone and 
Good Mornin') exquisite; only once does the 
Pat Moran group lapse into doo-wop-du-bop 
figures, dating the production of this album.

Instrumentation varies from cut to cut, giv
ing the album great variety and allowing spe
cial moments for groups ranging from the up
beat “picnic band” (Bill Holman, Frank 
Rosolino, Don Fagerquist, Buddy Childers, 
Alvin Stoller, and Betty Roche doing scat 
vocals) to the full-strength big band, contrib
uting an especially strong passage at the end 
of side one.

Amazingly, the many ingredients of this 
production are interwoven in such a way that 
the finished work sounds like a unified per
formance and not a potpourri. Credit here 
goes to arranger Garcia and producer Red 
Clyde.

But the complexity of the recording and the 
necessity of following a complicated libretto 
make Porgy And Bess the kind of record that 
demands careful listening, more than once, to 
bring out its many rich qualities.

The time is well worth investing. —maltin
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Sweets Edison

by léonard feather
Harry Sweets Edison's comments below concerning Jon Faddis, and the Hi need for originality, brought to mind a comment I made in introducing 0 Sweets' only previous Blindfold Test (db, 12/5/63). The element of per

sonality or recognizability, I observed, is at least as valuable as the quality 
of improvisational surprise.

■ If you have listened to Sweets fairly regularly over a span of more than 
' three decades, it will not be difficult to detect, here and there, certain I phrases that have become trademarks. Yet essentially these are only sign- I posts along a road that is liable to make an ingratiating variety of twists and 
' turns.
| The past 1 2 years, since he resettled in Los Angeles where he had been 
■ a busy studio musician from 1952-8, have found Sweets often in the TV 
' mills (specials with Sinatra, many series currently including the Sammy I Davis show), in the recording studios for numerous jazz dates, among them I his recent duo LP with Oscar Peterson; prominently on the sound tracks of 

such movies as Lady Sings The Blues; and frequently out of town for school 
| clinics, reuniting with his alma mater Count Basie, embarking on overseas 
| tours on his own or with Benny Carter. By the time this is read he will be in 
I Europe for several months of bookings, including the Nice festival in July.

1. OSCAR PETERSON & JON FADDIS. Les
ter Leaps In (from Oscar Peterson & Jon 
Faddis, Pablo). Peterson, piano; Faddis, 
trumpet.

Well, you couldn't mistake the pianist because 
he’s the world’s greatest: Oscar Peterson. And I 
think the record was made by one of the smartest 
impresarios of jazz in the world: Norman Granz. 
Also, one of Dizzy’s followers—he calls Dizzy his 
father—Jon Faddis.

Feather: How can you be sure it wasn't Dizzy 
himself?

Edison: Because he wasn't as sure of his horn as 
Dizzy is. Diz has all the confidence in the world in 
himself, because he originated that style of play
ing, and there’s no substitute for originality; Jon is 
a youngster and I think he has a fantastic future. He 
has everything to work with as a great trumpet 
player, and one of these days I hope he finds him
self, you know, what he wants to do with the horn, 
and when he does, he's going to be mean on that 
horn! Yes, he's going to be a monster, he really is.

As I've always said, it's better to be an originator 
than an imitator. Of course you've got to have an 
idol, but you can't just concentrate on what your 
idol does; you should deviate and use your own 
mind and try to originate something that nobody 
can do but you. It's quite a feat to accomplish—the 
style, the sound. You hear one note of Louis Arm
strong and you have no doubt that it's Pops. Dizzy's 
the same way. He's an originator and you can al
ways tell Dizzy.

But I have nothing but admiration for Jon be
cause he's one of the youngsters who has all the 
equipment to work with. I would rate this four 
stars. It's quite a challenge for Jon to make an al
bum with somebody like Oscar Peterson. I made 
one with him myself and I didn’t know what to play 
half the time.

2. BOBBY HACKETT. Embraceable You 
(from Strike Up The Band, Flying Dutchman). 
Hackett, trumpet; Zoot Sims, tenor sax.

I remember that chorus. One of my closest and 
dearest friends, he made the harmony to this 
chorus on Embraceable You, Bobby Hackett. He 
made that originally years ago, and, of course, it 
was such a beautiful ad lib chorus that I guess they 
decided to make it into an arrangement, the two of 
them, he and the saxophonist.

Feather: You caught that! You really had to 
know some jazz history to know that.

Edison: Oh yes, that was the most beautiful 
chorus I've ever heard on an instrument—Bobby 
Hackett played that. It sounded like Ruby Braff on 
trumpet here, or Bobby Hackett, but it has a lot of 
fire to be Bobby because he always plays a little 
more mellow than that. He has more of a velvet 
sound. It might have been him on one of his better 
days, but I would say it was Ruby Braff.

I'd give the record four stars.

3. THE BRECKER BROTHERS. Sponge 
(from The Brecker Bros., Arista). Randy 
Brecker, trumpet, composer; Michael 
Brecker, tenor sax.

This was very well done, but I'm completely 
confused. I'm not familiar with the electronics— 
who's on what. I would give the record three stars.

I liked the solos, I liked the instrumentation, and I 
liked the fire in it. But so far as trying to guess the 
personnel on the album I would completely louse 
up, so I'd rather not mention any names. But it’s 
fantastic. I like it, I really do. I like all types of mu
sic when it’s well done. I have an 11 year old 
daughter who makes me a little reluctant about 
playing rock and roll, I guess because she plays 
her records so loud. I know when she's home even 
if I'm a block away!

4. PLAS JOHNSON. Time After Time (from 
The Blues, Concord Jazz). Johnson, tenor 
sax; Ray Brown, bass; Jake Hanna, drums; 
Bobbye Hall, congas.

Well, I'd give that five stars. My favorite musi
cians ... the bass player, now that's how I like to 
hear a bass sound. That's Ray Brown on bass. And 
one of the most underrated tenor players in the 
world playing there, because he plays with me ev
ery Sunday night at the Baked Potatoe—that's 
Plas. And Jake Hanna on drums. I didn't hear a pi
ano. I think that was just a trio. I heard some bon
gos, unless it was Herb Ellis playing his guitar like 
he sounds a lot of times.

Feather: No, it's a girl named Bobbye Hall.
Edison: But I do know the principals, and Plas— 

he's one of my good buddies. I’m going to give him 
five stars because the album is good, and another 
reason, he works every day, so I can always get a 
loan from him!

5. EDDIE HENDERSON. Discoveries (from 
Inside Out, Capricorn). Henderson, trumpet, 
composer.

A very interesting track. If it isn’t Miles, it’s a 
disciple of Miles. I think it’s Miles Davis doing his 
new electronic thing. To me, Miles really doesn’t 
need all those electronics, if it is him, because he 
has such a distinctive style and ... of course it's 
always good to try something new when you 
haven’t got something going for you; but he had 
something going for him that nobody else has. I’m a 
great fan of Miles, before he started the elec
tronics. I love his ability and what he has to say on 
his horn.

I would give this two stars. I wouldn't say it was 
the most fantastic thing I’ve heard. And if it is 
Miles, I would give the trumpet quite a few more 
stars; but this track I can't say too much for. Too 
much going on.

6. STAN KENTON. Decoupage (from Kenton 
'76, Creative World). Kenton, piano, conduc
tor; Hank Levy, composer, arranger.

That's a good recording, I would say. I think it 
was Stan Kenton; it sounded like him. Of course he 
always writes well. And the mixture of the different 
times there was quite interesting. It was 5/4 and 
4/4.

I don't know the soloists, but I would give it four 
stars, because the old masters like Stan Kenton, 
they never do anything bad; they have too much 
pride in doing something unless it’s well done. And 
he's quite an authority on jazz. He's one of the fore
runners of the big bands. I give credit to fellows 
like Count Basie, Stan Kenton . . . well, I think 
they're about the only ones that really try to sacri
fice to keep a big band together. So I have com
plete admiration for him.

7. ZOOT SIMS. Zoot's Toot (from Strike Up 
The Band, Flying Dutchman). Sims, tenor 
sax; Richard Davis, bass; Hank Jones, piano; 
Mel Lewis, drums.

That's a good side. It's very well done. It sound
ed like Zoot Sims, who's one of my favorite tenor 
players. He always gives a good performance. I've 
never seen him when he didn't play, even when 
he's under the influence of a few little tastes of 
alcoholic beverages. He still is a mean saxophone 
player. If it isn't, it’s a follower of Zoot. And the 
bass player I couldn't tell too much, because t 
sounded like a Fender bass. It certainly didn t 
sound as dominant as Ray Brown, or Niels-Hen
ning, or some of the great bass players. But I would 
give this three stars, or three and a half.

Feather: You didn't mention the piano.
Edison: It's hard to distinguish who the piano 

player is. It sounded a little like Tommy Flanagan, 
or Barry Harris. You know, piano players in that 
era—you have to know them personally to distin
guish their styles. The only pianists I can tell are 
Hank Jones, or Teddy Wilson, Oscar, or Tommy 
Flanagan.

Feather: You just passed him by.
Edison: I did? Well, I'd say it was Tommy Flana

gan. Was it Hank Jones? db
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Profile._ _ J
RAY PIZZI
by frankie r. nemko
Ray Pizzi's music is all fire, passion, and unre

strained emotion, not to mention ecstasy and sin
cerity. It isn't pedantic: it isn't contrived. It all hap
pens on the spot and communicates to an au
dience with such intensity that one feels as 
exhausted and (exhilarated) as Ray himself at the 
end of a performance.

It was thus rather surprising to me that Ray 
would want to have a rather spiritual, ethereal poem 
of mine printed on the back cover of his album Ap
passionato. But the spiritual message evokes as 
many of Ray's attitudes about music as does the 
strongly physical aspect of his playing. He told 
me, somewhat shyly: "When I'm at my best, I feel in 
a way that God’s voice is coming through me, and I 
am just a means of translating that message.

"I've been blessed with the gift of being able to 
play an instrument, and it's my responsibility to 
share that gift with those who maybe don't have 
such expressive means. A lot of the time I really 
feel like I don't have anything to do with what's 
coming out of me. It's kind of like a universal tun
ing-in. The hard part, though, is letting that happen, 
allowing it to flow.”

Ray's background has nonetheless prepared 
him thoroughly. Born 33 years ago in Boston, he 
earned a degree in Music Education from Berklee 
College, which at that time was not an accredited 
institution. As a consequence, he studied simul
taneously at the prestigious Boston Conservatory. 
Boston, of course, has been a breeding ground for 
many fine musicians, and Ray frequently found' 
himself in the company of such notables as key
boardist Jan Hammer, guitarist John Abercrombie, 
bassist Rick Laird, and drummers Peter Donald and 
Don Alias on many gigs together in and around 
Boston. Pizzi also notes that one of his greatest in
fluences at this time was his bassoon teacher, Si
mon Kovar. His sensitive composition, Prayer for 
Simon, is a dedication to his mentor.

After graduation, Ray began teaching in junior 
high and high schools, organizing bands and chor
uses and writing and arranging for his students. 
His teaching experience, he says, has been inval
uable in his career as a professional musician. "I 
feel really confident about my ability to relate to 
people; when you've spent your day with 200 kids 
in a musical learning environment, it's hard not to 
reach an audience." But five years of teaching 
brought Ray to a point where he felt that he was 
“doing all this stuff to help others, showing kids 
how to become better. It was time I tried some of it 
myself. That's when I decided to become a full- 
time musician."

In 1969, he left Boston, heading for Los Angeles, 
knowing no one there except fellow saxophonist 
Don Menza, who gave him occasional sub work. 
"But the most important developments in my life, 
man, I brought about myself. I took my own initia
tive to plant the seeds, then tend and nurture them 
until they flowered. I met pianist Mark Levine dur
ing this time, who turned me on artistically.

"Gradually, my name got around and things real
ly started happening when Moacir Santos featured 
me on his three Blue Note albums. Maestro was my 
very first recording date, and I was really knocked 
out with the whole experience. Again, I was learn
ing, learning, learning, and it wasn't too long be
fore I was being called for other record dates.

"The most unusual and challenging was Ravi 
Shankar & Friends (Dark Horse) on which I played 
bassoon. That gig came about because certain 
people knew about my bassoon work, and Ravi 
was looking for a bassoonist who could improvise. 
So I found myself surrounded by a whole host of In- 
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dian musicians, who, of course, approach their mu
sic very differently than we Westerners do. They 
treat it quite religiously, almost as a meditation. 
That experience gave me some new insights into 
music and showed me new areas in which to take 
my own."

The light of all of the foregoing, it may initially 
appear incongruous that Pizzi is also a member of 
the staff band on the syndicated Dinah Shore tele
vision show. But he has been making such an im
pression on Ms. Shore, that in a recent, completely 
unconventional move, Ray was given a five-minute 
solo spot, playing one of his own compositions. 
Ray told me that the show came about through 
some jam sessions with drummer Mark Stevens 
and pianist John Rodby, who subsequently became 
Ms. Shore's musical director. Rodby had such a 
strong recollection of Ray's eclectic ability, that 

he didn't hesitate to recommend him for the band.
"Dinah is one of the most real people I've ever 

met ... a truly great lady. She's really into music, 
you know. Dizzy’s been on the show, and countless 
other musicians. The reason she featured me that 
time was because she saw I had enough faith in 
myself to put out my own album. She dug my 
strength and determination, and was even plug
ging the record on the show.

“I have to say that it was because of Dinah that I 
was able to take on such an incredibly expensive 
and time-consuming venture as producing my own 
album. I had the security and finances to make it 
possible. I had decided that with all the tunes I'd 
been writing over the years, it was time I did 
something concrete. Until then, they were just sit
ting in my piano bench, and as long as they stayed 
there, it wasn’t music!

“I also felt that people were ready to listen to 
something different. I think the uniqueness of my 
music comes from several angles. First, I write my 
tunes with space to play. In other words, I allow 
time to construct a solo so that it can build and 
build, becoming more and more passionate and 
emotional, finally reaching a high point in which 
the audience is carried right along with it.

"And then it seems there's a certain age group 
of musicians—and, incidentally, audiences—those 
who are somewhere between 25 and 35, who

came on the scene just in time to still be aware of 
the evolution of jazz, and yet also are right in the 
middle of the rock revolution. I’m really happy that 
I'm a part of it, and I do think it takes a certain dis
cipline to be able to successfully play rock and 
roll. You don’t just sit down and blow! I think you'll 
find some of the older cats are putting down rock 
for that very reason: they have no idea how it’s 
supposed to sound; they generally don't listen to it 
for their own pleasure.

"There are still a lot of people, however, who 
aren't ready for that much passion and fire. Most of 
us have come from a very structured musical 
place. Jazz, in particular, went through a heavy in
tellectualization during the '50s and early '60s. So 
what's happening now is that these 25-35-year 
olds have the sophistication and education, but 
they are also able to let go and get into their feel
ings.

“In my own group, I try to incorporate both these 
elements. I don't like to listen to the same kind of 
things for too long, so my music is written with that 
in mind. I think one of the advantages about my mu
sical upbringing was that I was never one for sit
ting down and copying licks from other saxophone 
players. Although my main influence was Coltrane, 
I was also very inspired by Bird, Rollins, Getz, 
Johnny Hodges, and others. I always tried to get 
the total picture. As a result, it has possibly taken 
me a bit longer to say what I have to say exactly 
the way I have to say it."

TOM HARRELL
by michael rozek
Trumpeter Tom Harrell, in Spring 1975: "I've 

been coming out of bebop largely, but I've also 
tried to function in musical circumstances not 
structured by harmony or time ... I'd like to do 
some Brazilian things . . Cuban ... I'd like to 
check out some different instrumentations and 
write more things for a larger group."

Harrell, in Winter 1975: playing bebop and 
"free" in the working groups of reedmen Jerry 
Bergonzi and Arnie Lawrence; working on a Brazil
ian chart for saxophonist Bob Mover's group; writ
ing and playing in a Cuban bag with Bobby Paunet- 
to's 11-piece unit; orchestrating for a "different 
instrumentation"—synthesizer—on Lenny White’s 
debut album. Such sweeping wish-fulfillment is not 
only a tribute to Harrell's pursuit of personal ex
pansion, but also to the variety of musical situa
tions he encounters while living in New York.

¡J Bergonzi's group, explains Harrell, attempts 
w "free playing while maintaining structure. We have 
-j a lot of unity. We've played one piece where we 
J stated the head and that was it—then the time 

stopped, the steady pulse was abandoned right at 
the conclusion of the melody. There was complete 
freedom, and it’s nice to be in that situation with a 
group that’s capable of other things too."

Lawrence's band relies on "even freer settings. 
We didn't rehearse for our first gig. But Arnie and 
Mike Richmond, the bass player (now with Jack 
DeJohnette). had been in Chico Hamilton's group, 
and the rest of us had played together here and 
there. We get ideas out of discussion. There’s less 
emphasis on the soloist with accompaniment, 
more on interplay, and different people are always 
sitting in. There's an added element of surprise."

For Paunetto's group (Tom can be heard on the 
recent Paunetto's Point on Pathfinder), Harrell is 
"reworking some things I wrote earlier, rewriting 
with Bobby in mind, adapting them to salsa; on one, 
I’m even modifying the bass line into a mozam- 
bique. because the rhythm section Bobby has can 
really burn."

And Harrell likes Bob Mover’s "knack of using 
tempo changes and shifting grooves while still 
keeping continuity. I'm trying to get a bossa nova 
together for him."

Finally, Harrell is pleased with the way Lenny 
White's album turned out. "I enjoyed working with 
him. It was the first time I had checked out that 
studio (Different Fur). It was awe-inspiring. Patrick 
Gleason is capable of so much on what he has 
there. First, there were some lower string colors



put down. Then I overdubbed, using a minimoog, 
some solo bassoon and a flute. Even though things 
had been prepared orchestrally, it was still pretty 
flexible. There was some experimentation with 
plucked acoustic piano strings; it sounded very 
harp-like, made a nice contrast with the synthe
sized sound ... It's funny how things like that seem 
so simple when you're recording—this was a little 
eight-note thing—but it really helped the total 
feeling of the piece, as a transition."

Harrell was born in Urbana, Illinois, in 1946. He 
started studying privately when his family moved 
to California a few years later. "In high school, I 
started working with a drummer and a bass player. 
The bassist’s now with the Oakland Symphony. He 
was one of the first truly dedicated musicians I 
met. The drummer turned me on to people I previ
ously couldn't relate to emotionally—Bill Evans, 
for example. I liked Bill Evans, but I couldn't really 
appreciate him until my friend turned me on to his 
feeling, his virtuosity."

While in and out of Stanford in the mid-’60s. Har
rell studied for a time with Lee Konitz. In college, 
his exposure to “a lot of classical music opened 
me up harmonically and structurally. In San Fran
cisco, I was sitting in a lot as well. I checked out 
bebop extensively. It was one of the more intense 
musical times of my life. I felt a degree of energy 
that I hadn't before. Then, around 1967,1 was play
ing in a club in Haight-Ashbury, mostly Wayne 
Shorter tunes with a guy named Joachim Young. 
When the psychedelic period came on, I wasn’t so 
much into rock as r&b.

Later, I came to New York with my folks and did 
a little sitting in, which gave me a desire to check 
out New York more. I played with Lou Donaldson, 
Idris Muhammad at Slugs, Tony Scott at the Dom 
(he had Charlie Haden, Jaki Byard, Beaver Harris 
with him). I went back to Stanford briefly, and then 
out on the road with Stan Kenton and Woody Her
man. Playing with Stan, in 1969, was the first time I 
had played six, seven nights a week. A regular 
schedule like that also helped me function crea
tively regardless of externals, with the traveling 
like it was.

"I got involved with Azteca (a Bay Area, Latin- 
jazz-rock group that also featured Lenny White) 
soon after because it was an opportunity to write 
and play in a musical context that seemed pretty 
open. We recorded two albums. At rehearsals, I 
could work over horn and rhythm section parts, 
and keep reshaping them. The level of musician
ship was so high that I wish I had done even more 
experimenting. I left in October of 1973 and came 
out to New York. Horace Silver had called, and I 
couldn't pass up such an opportunity. I've been 
with him ever since.

Harrell will join Silver for a summer tour of Eu
rope: the trumpeter is featured on both Silver 
N'Brass and Silver N'Wood. You can also hear 
Harrell's arranging and/or playing on Santana’s 
Caravanserai, James Vincent's Culmination, and 
LPs by Woody Herman and Cold Blood. More re
cently, Tom appeared on a Cecil Payne date for 
Muse, as well as Idris Muhammad's House Of The 
Rising Sun. Work with Chuck Israels' National Jazz 
Ensemble has also kept him busy.

“I haven't really found a musical identity yet,” he 
says. “But I guess I’d like to be schizophrenic in a 
sense, playing different ways with different peo
ple. And as far as playing itself goes . .. well, the 
other night I was working with Chet Baker, and I 
started hearing all kinds of melodic ideas that I 
usually wouldn't find myself playing. Chet really 
improvises when he plays. It seems like a lot of 
players, including myself, can fall back on a lot of 
things under their fingers. You need to be willing to 
take chances, which is risky since you open your
self up for something that may not be musically 
successful. It’s funny, but I feel like I have to disci
pline myself more to keep evolving naturally."

caught..
JOE FARRELL QUARTET
The Longhorn Eating Emporium and 
Saloon, Minneapolis
Personnel: Farrell, tenor and soprano saxo
phones, flute; Barry Finnerty, electric guitar; Jeff 
Berlin, bass; Victor Lewis, drums.

Twin Citians were very excited about the 
Longhorn’s schedule of monthly appearances 
by big name jazz artists. Once again, after a 
lapse of about five years, there was a jazz club 
in one of the Twins—Minneapolis—where 
Tafi’s and the Cafe Extraordinaire had folded 
in 1971 after too brief careers.

The Longhorn’s upstairs Music Room has 
been the scene for better than a year of much 
good local jazz featuring the quintet, Natural 
Life, as house band. Natural Life has devel
oped a solid following, yet the area’s jazz buffs 
naturally were anticipating the big guys, start
ing with Farrell.

Unfortunately, the reedman and his group 
did not provide a solid start. The group 
opened a four-night stand on a Thursday and 
got to the Twin Cities from New York with lit
tle sleep. An hungry as Twin Citians were for 
jazz, Farrell and colleagues utterly failed to 
arouse the eager audience.

First, for those who had not heard any of 
Farrell’s CTI albums, it was a surprise that he 
was into jazz-rock or what some call fusion 
music. His last appearance here was in July, 
1969 with Elvin Jones’quartet. Those present 
at the Longhorn who were among the sparse 
Guthrie Theater audience six-and-a-half years 
ago remembered the brilliant mainstream jazz 
playing of Mr. Farrell.

But Joe’s group is playing very electric, very 
loud, often very monotonous music. As one 
musician later put it, you could have left the 
room for something and come back later not 
having missed anything. Farrell alternated on 
tenor, soprano, and flute in his first set of 
tunes, taken mostly from the Penny Arcade 
album on CTI. The set opened with it Lewis 
tunc, 7th Avenue, played very fast, featuring 
soprano Farrell and a long rock solo by Fin
nerty. Farrell switched to amplified flute for 
Outback, and the pattern was set: a heavy, loud 
layer of rhythm which nearly obliterated Far
rell’s horn in the lower register and would 
dominate the music the rest of the night. Far
rell got off a marvelous unaccompanied solo, 
quite a demonstration of technique with its 
speedy runs and tonguing and use of the in
strument's full range.

Sophisticated Squaw was another Lewis tune 
marked by a squawking or cackling sound 
from Finnerty and Farrell on tenor. It had a 
heavy soul beat, almost a tom-tom sound, with 
Farrell playing in bursts. Berlin’s lower regis
ter solo rattled teeth but the bassist (who had 
played the Longhorn with guitarist Pat Mar
tino) provided one of the evening’s few inter
esting moments when he slipped momentarily 
into a rhythm and blues beat and the other 
guys picked it up and went rocking and roll
ing. There actually was some audience reac
tion to this.

Cloud Cream, Latin-flavored, featured some 
nice unison playing between Farrell (flute) 
and Finnerty; the latter seemed pleased that 
he was able to execute some of the passages 
fairly well. Finnerty’s flamenco-like solo

Farrell’s Follies . . .

Mongo’s Moods . . .
(with a soupçon of belly-dancing music) might 
have demonstrated his most creative playing 
of the set. He used spaces neatly and played 
some very fast clusters, always keeping the 
tune’s melody within earshot.

The closer was Hurricane Jane, and al
though the tempo matched the tune’s title— 
last and faster!—the audience was unmoved, 
probably because Finnerty’s uptempo solo 
sounded just like the previous one, only taken 
faster.

There seemed to be much disappointment 
that Farrell is following the fusion path, but 
the audience also had reason to be upset with 
the group’s mediocre execution, its failure to
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establish any kind of rapport with its au
dience (by talking to it. for instance), and its 
very brief show, (which reportedly resulted 
through a misunderstanding with the club’s 
management.)

Fortunately, the Bill Evans Trio, in its ap
pearance later, proved to be everything Twin 
Cities jazz audiences were awaiting. Packed 
houses (the room holds 200) responded 
warmly and enthusiastically to all eight shows 
during the trio's four-night run. As a result, 
owner Pat Blumenthal was confident that the 
club’s big name jazz policy was gaining ac
ceptance and would continue to attract 
customers in the months ahead.

—bob protzman

MONGO SANTAMARIA
Village Gate and Town Hall, New 
York City
Personnel: Santamaria, leader, conga drums; Jus- 
to Almario, tenor and soprano sax, flute, or Roger 
Rosenberg, tenor sax, flute; Al Williams, alto and 
baritone saxophone, flute; Mike DiMartino, trum
pet; Armen Donelian, electric piano; Rosco Mac- 
key, electric bass; Steve Berrios, drums; Greg 
"Peaches" Jarman, percussion.

The Village Gate appearance by this fine 
Latin band was one of WRVR’s live broad
cast Mondays; it proceeded by only ten days 
what was to have been a full-blown concert 
date by Santamaria under the auspices of Jazz- 
mobile. Neither appearance showed this or
ganization to particularly great advantage.

The Gate set was highlighted by flash and 
talent, the former sometimes outweighing the
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latter. Funk Up was a Cubano-rock affair, 
starting as an introspective and serious latin 
composition. But the loping rhythm, border
ing on what has come to be known as salsa, 
was infectious; and by the time the piece end
ed, both the band and the customers were 
loose enough for some jazz.

Santamaria did not write Watermelon Man; 
he just helped Herbie Hancock to make his 
first million. However, he did write, Afro Blue 
which, with lyrics by Oscar Brown, Jr., was 
used in Oscar’s Broadway show Joy. At the 
Gate, the tempo was taken at a very easy 6/8 
with the accents placed to give it a rhythmi
cally writhing Latin air. Mongo’s romantic 
solo spot featured some of the most melodic 
Latin drumming I've yet heard.

Mongo’s Town Hall set, closing a program 
that also featured George Coleman and Irene 
Reid, was cut down after his predecessors ran 
long. DiMartino opened with some clean, 
crisp high notes. The beat was a scintillating 
cha-cha, giving movement to the hit Lady 
Marmalade. The tune lends itself perfectly to a 
Latin band, especially one with a definite dis
co bent like this one.

Promised Land featured Rosenberg, former
ly on baritone in Buddy Rich’s band, now on 
tenor with Mongo. His introductory solo on 
Land had a jazz bent, contrasting more with 
the piece’s subsequent Latin tempo than did 
Almario's intro to the same selection at the 
Gate.

Al Williams’ Bute solo was the feature on 
Afro Blue this time around with Mongo’s con
gas right behind at their melodious best. San
tamaria uses more palm and heel as opposed 
to the finger dexterity of Barretto and Azzadin 
Weston. Mongo’s is the lustier sound.

Song For You was simply a beautiful ballad. 
Rosenberg and Williams were in front on 
flutes throughout while Santamaria stroked a 
quiet bolero under it all. —arnold jay smith

BARRETTO continued from page 18

Latin percussionists in the rock groups mak
ing so much more overnight than any Latin 
player who is living that music—knowing it 
and playing it, we feel resentful. There is 
knowledge behind banging on a barrel with 
skins over it: one has to know what beat 
should go with what music or what social 
function—or commercially, how to play a 
mambo as opposed to a cha-cha-cha, as op
posed to a sonmontuna, which sounds like a 
cha-cha-cha, but you must.feel the difference. 
It’s a whole other ballgame. If you have lived 
it, it’s as clear as night and day.

Smith: What arc your feelings about non
Latins playing Latin music? Let’s take some 
examples like Roger Rosenberg, (with Mongo 
Santamaria), Barry Rogers, and Ronnie 
Cuber.

Barretto: History is dotted with non-Latins 
playing the music. When 1 started out with 
Puente, about 75% of the Latin bands had 
non-Latin brass sections. There just weren't 
that many good Latin players. Those that 
played with the Latin bands were just not 
quite good enough to make it with Kenton or 
Herman, so they spilled over. They had a very 
condescending attitude towards Latin music.

The young cats are different in that they 
look upon it as good training. Barry Rogers is 
as thoroughly versed in different Latin 
rhythms—in the social and religious meanings 
of those different rhythms—as he is with any
thing else. Ronnie Cuber’s been doing it for 
years. I don't know too much about Roger 

Rosenberg—only that he’s got good chops.
Smith: You are trying to expand your au

dience. There was a rumor about an Atlantic 
record date. What happened?

Barretto: Nothing! We had a deal pending 
in which 1 was going to do a salsa album for 
them. Everybody feels that it is time for salsa. 
I’m not so sure it is, at least in terms of making 
a foray into American pop. A lot of people in
sist that it’s going to happen and now’s the 
time. Anyway, Atlantic was supposed to take 
over the distribution of my next album, but it 
just didn’t come across. We haven’t stopped 
trying.

Smith: Where is salsa going?
Barretto: The music will stay. That is fairly 

obvious. One of the reasons that is has taken 
on the kind of importance that it has is be
cause there are more Latinos in this country 
than ever before. Their impact is making itself 
felt. Latin communities are in big cities, and 
the network of communication that exists be
tween them gives the music a niche in which 
to grow. Whether that will spill over into 
other communities remains to be seen. We 
have seen it grow into the black areas because 
they have a predisposition for it. They are at 
ease with it. A little known fact is that Latin 
music is one of the heaviest forms of music in 
Africa. I’ve been there twice. Others from 
Cuba go there all the time. Groups like Or- 
questra Aragon, Los Papines. There are 
groups in Africa that emulate Latin groups.

Let’s face it, we all are trying to have our 
music spill over into the young, white market, 
the money market. Even the jazz people are 
doing it: Freddie Hubbard, Donald Byrd, 
Stanley Turrentine. Some fail. Dizzy’s Cornu
copia album didn’t make it. Charlie Parker 
tried it with strings. So did Clifford Brown, 
Tommy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, and Harry 
James.

Salsa had strings as far back as the charanga 
in the ’60s. Maybe all this string stuff is a 
rebellion against the primitive aspects of rock 
and we are trying to make it more civilized. I 
don’t want to psychoanalyze the situation. All 
that just makes it more difficult for the young 
white audience to get into Latin. It’s the 
raunchiest, the most free, the most sensual of 
music. I once referred to it as the last bastion 
of honest music. We are still groping to find a 
way “to thine own self be true’’ . . . and how 
to make some money.

For myself, I would like to find something 
in between Mongo, Eddie (Palmieri), old Bar
retto, and form a larger band, find a route that 
the Latin community will favor. I have some 
ideas kicking around in my head which 1 can
not verbally define. 1 can only play it, and by 
a process of elimination come to a fresh ap
proach with an amalgamation of the old and 
the new. The trick is, of course, not to 
sacrifice yourself as an artist.

Smith: What about the new talent and its au
dience?

Barretto: The young contemporary Latin is 
really torn between two things. He has been 
exposed to rock, to the sythesizers, to the 
electronic things, to amplifiers. He's also 
heard Coltrane, Miles, his contemporaries in 
other fields. But he has also been imbued with 
the tradition, what his parents have given him, 
what he hears on the Latin radio stations. 
How much tradition do we hang on to? That's 
the conflict. The decision, more and more, is 
that it’s time to stretch out, but we’ve got to 
take the dancer with us. We’ve got to make the 
dancer start listening as well as dancing, db
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STAMM continued from page 20

vising together. Now when I say ‘improvising,’ 
I mean creating totally off the top of our 
heads by associating with one another. We 
had two rules: listen, and don’t play unless 
your idea fits with whatever’s being played at 
the moment. If it stands by inself, don’t play 
it. And our personalities came through. 
There’s also a lot of good music on tape.

“There was no form at all. We had the engi
neer turn the tapes on, and we were sitting in a 
room that was dimly lit. Sometimes nobody 
would play a note for two or three minutes. 
Then someone would feel something and play. 
And we would let that idea develop. Maybe 
that person would play alone, and maybe not. 
It came to be a series of vignettes, and maybe 
there'd be a totally new direction from one to 
the next. We found out that because we are 
not chaotic people, it never got into the chaos 
that free improvisation can reach. Tempos got 
wild, but it was always lyrical, even when 
energy was being created.

“Kenny Ascher and I started playing one 
night, and we got into a similar feeling to a 
12-bar blues, except we always left some part 
out. It went on for five minutes. And at the 
end, the four of us just totally broke up with 
laughter. It probably started out with Kenny 
just playing a chord, and it turned into some
thing very lyrical and very interesting. A while 
back, we worked three or four weekends 
upstairs at the club Buddy Rich had. We did a 
lot of free improvisation, and it was very re
warding for all of us. When we started play
ing, we could hear a pin drop. And this was a 
nightclub; these were East Side people who go 
somewhere to be seen, rather than to hear 
what’s going on.”

hile Stamm does most of his work on 
radio and television commercials, he is also 
routinely called to enhance more exotic musi
cal situations. From the fall of 1974 until 
mid-1975, he worked with Benny Goodman’s 
group. Recently, he recorded an album in 
Montreal with an odd aggregate known as the 
Hotel Orchestra; while his role was to recre
ate the sounds of big band trumpeters from 
earlier eras on classic charts, there was also a 
synthesizer on the date. Last summer. Stamm 
played the Columbia Records Convention in 
Toronto with Paul Simon: "... Wayne An
dre, George Marge, Dave Sanborn, a string 
quartet and a rhythm section. I find Paul to be 
a very interesting writer and lyricist, very 
musical . . . the whole creative situation was 
high quality and the players were fantastic. 
The writing was done by Bob James and Dave 
Matthews, and Kenny Ascher conducted and 
did a little editing. We rehearsed six evenings 
and we rehearsed long hours. Paul has a total, 
personal relationship with his music, and he 
knows just how he wants it. He stamped his 
personality on everything.

“Another thing I really enjoyed—I went in 
with a trumpet section to overdub some brass 
on the album Lena (Horne) And Michel 
(Legrand). The tracks were just fantastic. Mi
chel had written for the trumpets with just that 
feeling of layin’ it down. I think we had Jon 
Faddis, Alan Rubin, Thad Jones, Joe New
man, and myself. It was a ball; we spent three 
hours really having fun with Michel. I did 
another session with a guy named Jeff Hest. 
He did it for Enoch Light . . . four flutes, 
rhythm section, fluegelhorn, and voice. The 
voice and the horn were matched; she was 

singing notes and syllables. (Note: This session 
has been released under Hest's name as Tip Of 
The Iceberg.) And it was just done so 
musically. Good music can come from any
where.”

Stamm’s musical influences and idols 
reflect his belief in two standards: profes
sionalism and a completely musical approach. 
He recalls his days in the Thad Jones-Mel Lewis 
band (on the band’s Consummation, for ex
ample, you can catch his solo work): “Prob
ably the most creative situation I ever worked 
under was with Thad. He could inspire you to 
heights. He thinks in such totally musical 
terms with no limitations. Certainly there are 
rules; but whatever Thad feels, Thad plays. To 
hear him play something out of an exercise 
book, he’s not the greatest trumpet player in 
the world. But to hear him pick up an instru
ment like he does and play things that, God 
knows, any symphonic or jazz trumpet player 
who played six hours a day couldn’t do, and 
... he hears it in his mind and plays it. The in
strument is no obstacle. Dizzy’s mastered the 
horn in the same way.

“Miles and Dizzy were two big influences 
on me in college, but the third was Charlie 
Mariano. Charlie was just one of the most 
emotional players I’d ever heard, and in a 
totally unique way. There were some records 
that I’d heard, and then I taught some sum
mers with him, and we played together. As a 
matter of fact, the first jazz album I ever 
made, outside of one with the college big 
band, was one with Charlie, on the Regina 
label, written by Don Scbesky. It was three 
different settings; one was a quintet with Rich
ard Davis, Albert Heath, Jaki Byard, and me. 
It was Charlie’s lyricism, the feeling, the idea 
of the horn as no more than an extension of 
your inner self—that really was a strong in
fluence on me. It touched me greatly.

“1 hear people that are recorded all the time 
who, frankly, bore the hell out of me. When 
do you see somebody offer Thad an album— 
Thad and a rhythm section? Or Frank Foster, 
one of the most creative saxophonists in the 
world. I haven't seen an album by Frank in a 
long time. (Note: Stamm’s solos are featured 
on Foster’s Manhattan Fever, released a few 
years ago.) Roland Hanna, as a single, is just 
beginning to get his due. Dick Hyman, Pepper 
Adams. ... It seems that jazz is dependent 
on whatever style’s prevalent at the time, and 
if you don’t play that style, then you’re out.”

I asked Stamm about his writing, and he 
said he’s never done any, and really has no 
desire to start. He than launched into an ob
servation that Garnett Brown was a fantastic 
writer, and if only his saying this in print 
would prod Garnett into writing more. ... I 
asked Stamm about his quartet: was he trying 
to get their work on record? He told me if he’s 
got to “force,” it doesn’t mean anything to 
him, and though one company has some tapes, 
he is not that interested in talking to anyone 
else. “One of the reasons 1 decided to get into 
studio work” he stressed, “was because I knew 
that when I did get to play, I could do what I 
wanted to, because my livelihood was secure.

“And then I found other things in life I love 
as much as music: time to myself; I’m very, 
very much in love with my wife; my daughter 
... all these things mean something to me. I’m 
36 now, and 1 feel that my taste in what 1 want 
has changed. 1 don’t feel the burning desire to 
be Mr. Jazz that I had when I was 22. It’s not 
that 1 don’t love the music, but it still comes 
out of being a person and living a life.” db
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PUENTE/MACHITO continued from page 16

He brought his native rhythmic intensity to these shores with a veng
eance quickly tuned into by the jazz cognescenti. It was about 1950 
when his Afro-Cuban melodies finally clicked; but he had been telling 
us about it since 1929, via his music. Through it all, he sees that per
haps there is nothing in Latin music he hasn't experienced. Only the 
names have been changed. . . .

“That’s basically what it is, a new name. I've played with young guys 
constantly; there are always new people coming into the band. Each 
gives it his own inflection. Quality has been lost somewhat in the main 
instrumentalists. Take any arrangement for the same number of musi
cians—good arrangements by Chico O’Farrill or René Hernandez— 
give them to mediocre musicians, and you will get a different ap
proach than if you gave them to topflight musicians. The reverse is 
also true.

“Music appeals to all ages, and now that there is so much around, 
the younger musicians are learning at a younger age, especially

Latinos who live with the music practically around the clock. Founda
tion and learning is never wasted.”

The charts for the great Machito bands of the '50s were penned by 
Hernandez, A. K. Salim, Ray Santos, and Herbie Mann. They were far 
from simplistic, and the musicians had to be more than mere readers. 
Machito’s former percussionists are still very much on the scene to
day, Carlos "Potato” Valdez and Jose Mangual. The featuring of jazz 
musicians was no accident. Both the players and the arrangers knew 
what they had to deal with: intricate, rhythmic patterns in different 
meters than they were accustomed to as a steady diet.

Concerning the present state of Latin music, Machito says: “We 
haven’t changed; harmonies don’t change. We use the same configura
tions. My band caters to the type of place we arc playing, but that’s all. 
We might play slow for the Café Madrid crowd, but not when we go to 
the Corso where there are a lot of young kids. . . . The arrangements 
don’t change, they just slow down, or speed up. Salsa is going to be 
around forever, like mambo and cha-cha-cha. And we’ll be here.’ db

PALMIERI continued from page 22

going bananas and heading for the nearest 
exit, we will just form a chain! You see? The 
old conga chain.

And something else for the future is using 
the lyrics in more concentrated form, so that 
they can be comprehended more easily. We 
have a number now called Lucumi-Macumba- 
Voodoo, which is an attempt to do a rock 
crossover by using the rock beat and the Mo
zambique beat, which is complementary to 
rock on the back beat, and Brazilian instru
ments on top of that. It should be very, very 
interesting. ...

Roberts: You mentioned that Manny 
Oquendo had taught you the basics of the 
Cuban style. I’d like to get into that a bit.

Palmieri: That goes back to 1956, with Vi- 
centico Valdes. When I took a solo on a com
position, I sounded like a nickelodeon. Noth
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ing was happening! So Manny Oquendo took 
me up to a restaurant in the Bronx and put a 
nickel in the jukebox and told me, “I want you 
to listen to this, let me know what you think.” 
It was Me Voy Contigo by Felix Chapotin [a 
great Cuban trumpeter] and that did it. That 
was my direction and my dedication from that 
moment on. 1 couldn’t believe what 1 was 
hearing: the questions and answers between 
instruments, conga and bongo, it’s not just 
putting it in between your legs and hitting it.

So now, I started to hit something which I 
never knew existed. I had heard of Benny 
More—1 had a tune by the Benny More or
chestra—but I had never heard of Chapotin, 
Conjunto Casino, Orquesta Aragon, Dias del 
Cuaenta, Orquesta America. ... Every time I 
could get to the record store, 1 went berserk, 
man. And Al Santiago, who started Alegre 
Records, would help me, because in those 
days his record store, Casalegrd, was the hip 
store. I used to get the Panart Records, 
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Machito records, and lie right in front of the 
speaker and be actually playing with them be
cause it—oh, it fulfills you, you know?

Roberts: What pianists were you listening 
to?

Palmieri: At that time it was Lili—Luis 
Grinan. He was with Arsenio Rodriguez first, 
then with Chapotin. And then the pianist for 
Arcano, who was Jesus Lopez. He just blew 
me away.

Roberts: And what about jazzmen?
Palmieri: McCoy Tyner! McCoy Tyner is a 

natural god that was sent here, you know! And 
my favorite. Maybe because 1 love what he 
does with that left hand. I happen to be a 
leftie! I got a head start on that one! And he 
does wonders there. And in the modern tech
niques, Herbie Hancock and Chick Corea.

I used to listen a lot to Thelonious Monk and 
Art Tatum, even though I didn't adopt that 
type of fingering because of a lack of study. I 
really dropped myself out of any other playing 
but the Cuban. You have to understand that 
there was nothing on the piano that interested 
me but the Cuban music.

Roberts: Can you briefly get into what the 
Cuban piano style was all about? What are the 
most important factors in making fine piano 
playing?

Palmieri: Well, there has to be technique 
and talent of course, but also the feeling and 
the timing. Remember you're working in an 
orchestra. Your guajeos (rhythmic patterns] 
push the rhythm section. Your instrument is a 
percussive instrument, so you’re part of the 
rhythm section. The bass player feeds you that 
tumbao [bass patterns] that gives you your left 
hand; he’s carrying you. It’s very hard to play 
piano for a conjunto: you don’t just sit down 
and play, you’ve got to get in there and push 
them. And these Cuban pianists did it. They 
were very aggressive when they’d solo, push
ing, getting in there, which tightens up the 
rhythm section. And that sounds so beautiful 
when it’s well-played!

Roberts: Most New York salsa groups still 
play a lot of Cuban standards, but you don’t, 
do you?

Palmieri: On my records, there’s a minimum 
of Cuban music, though there’s Cuban struc
ture. 1 stayed away from Cuban compositions 
because of the tremendous respect and love 
that I have for them. I couldn’t even think of 
doing them equally as well, much less any bet
ter, unless I felt I could do something with the 
arrangement of a particular composition. I 
played some good Cuban numbers, but if you 
listen to them and listen to the originals, 
they’re distinct in certain lights; they go on 
their own. I’m thinking of Sujetate La Legua, 
on the Mozambique album. That was heavy. 1 
mean, we played it well!



Roberts: Can you give a breakdown of the 
structure of a salsa number? It’s something 
special, and I think people will relate more to 
the music if they understand it.

Palmieri: Well, you have your introduction, 
which could be one trumpet or an arrange
ment ’round the chords of the tune—or if it’s 
an arranger who likes to get a little bit out, 
there he may get into the modulations and 
other keys, then bring it back in—whatever!

From there, you have the singer to let you 
know what the song’s all about, and the vocals 
lead you right into the coro after a break, and 
what we call the inspirations come—the 
singer starts to improvise.

And when he starts to improvise, the 
rhythm section changes. While he was singing, 
and in the intro, the bongo player was on his 
instrument. But when he gets into the coro, the 
bongo player drops the drum and picks up the 
cowbell, which tightens things up. The conga 
player will take the other cowbell, or the big 
timbale bell, and the rhythm starts taking an
other change. The piano player and bass 
change tumbaos to make everybody more 
comfortable. You’re starting to get that move
ment now. ...

At that point, it has to go into a piano solo 
or violin solo—whatever—and from that solo, 
it must be presented back to a rhythm man. 
You’ll notice that on my recordings, after the 
piano solo, I’ll make a statement for the conga 
player to make him comfortable. When he 
picks that drum up. the bongo player may stay 
on the ball or take up the other drum, and an
other musician can pick up the bell to keep it 
riding.

From that rhythm solo, it must go to the full 
orchestra coming in for a mambo [a section of 
contrasting riffs]. There are different varia

tions that you can do, but you have the break, 
the exciter, and hit the mambo. After that, the 
whole band rides. The coro comes in now, the 
singer’s hitting in again—this is after the 
mambo—and you can have the trumpet on top 
again, and the band is riding. And after that 
mambo, you’re going to come out, you’re com
ing down now—and you got 'em!

Roberts: What about the whole area of in
terrelationship between jazz and salsa? 
You’ve used a number of men known also as 
jazz musicians. ...

Palmieri: Yeah, Jon Faddis ... Ronnie 
Cuber, who’s constantly with us and won a 
down beat award as Talent Deserving Wider 
Recognition for baritone sax. They have a 
love and comprehension of the Latin rhythm 
patterns.

Roberts: How did you get on with Cal 
Tjader on the albums you did with him?

Palmieri: Oh, excellent, excellent. As a mat
ter of fact we were talking about a third album 
together.

Roberts: He knows his Latin forms?
Palmieri: Cal knows his clave and that, but 

when he made his real tremendous break was 
with Mongo Santamaria and Willie Bobo in 
the band. They actually adapted his jazz num
bers to make themselves comfortable.

When you grab a jazz tune without any con
sideration of your composition’s foundation, 
which is its rhythm—without thinking about 
how it would rest on the rhythm—I always 
find it completely uncomfortable and really 
restricting. Too often, arrangers don’t build 
the arrangement to suit the rhythm section, to 
get it to jell and help the number to move. The 
arranger just says, “Oh man, 1 want to do the 
chart! This chart is heavy, what do you mean it 
don’t swing?” You have to be really careful to 

get a jazz tune out, to have it really sharp.
As for the relationship of jazz and Latin 

here, I can really say it hasn’t been taken care 
of. If you don’t know the Latin structures, 
well, I don’t care what you write! You can be a 
tremendous arranger, and yet the arrangement 
ain’t going to go nowhere, merely because of 
lack of structure—and the lack of faith and 
love for the folkloric rhythmical patterns of 
whatever country you were interested in. It 
was Cuba for me. My mission is to get out the 
structures that 1 feel within me, so that my 
work can be extended on. improved on.

Roberts: Well, the Grammy award looks 
like you're getting across. Were you surprised? 
I heard you didn’t want to go to the ceremony.

Palmieri: Well, it wasn't that 1 didn’t want 
to go. But to get to an award, that means being 
properly dressed. 1 haven't put on a suit or 
seen a tailor in years! I love to be in dungarees 
and sneakers, jeans and T-shirts, or sweat
shirts.

I finally went to get a suit with a vest, the 
whole thing, and when I pick it up the day of 
the award the pants are baggy! You know how 
you feel, like it’s two balloons or something! 
The vest was loose ... I was going nuts.

Roberts: But the announcement did a tailor
ing job on it?

Palmieri: Yeah, everything fit then. And it 
was Chick Corea who gave us the award. 1 
have the deepest respect for Chick—he’s such 
a great pianist. And he made me very comfort
able when I received it. He said, "Go ahead. 
Eddie. You deserve it. Come on, relax— 
relax.” I’d started to tighten up.

I took it on behalf of Latin music and in 
memory of the late Tito Rodriguez—you 
know, a giant in our field. And that broke the 
house up, and it was nice. ... db

The GRAMMY WINNERS 
Trust the leaden

QUALITY CONG4S mo PUENTE TlmBdLES
Unmatched 
combination of:
• Superb sound 

quality judged 
best 
for recording.

• Unmatched 
durability.

• Sizes for every 
application.

DIZZY GILLESPIE

Trust the 
leader

Write for NEW catalog

III I¡XI PE III ISMOV
P.O. BOX BB • DEPT. OB • PALISADES PARK. N.J.« 07650

EDDIE PALMIERI
Write for NEW catalog

I.ITIX PERCUSSIONS
P.O. BOX BB • DEPT.DB • PALISADES PARK. N. J .« 07650
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FIRST TIME PUBLISHED

JAZZ BAND ARRANGEMENTS
Original compositions designed for concerts 

and festivals from the JAZZ CORPORATION, 
an up-and-coming professional big band. 
These charts offer a fresh approach to contem
porary big band literature, emphasizing the 
style and feel of today's jazz.
BASIC INSTRUMENTATION:

5 saxes—A, F1, SS; A, Cl; Ten,Fl; B,F1; 5 trumpets;
4 trombones; P,B,D; Pere, optional.
Sax doubles are not used in every arrangement. 

BROTHER DAVID—Barry McDonald composer/ar- 
ranger. Mixed meter gospel feel. Solos in 3/4 for B, Tpt. P. 
Top Tpt. E—duration 7 min: grade 3-4. $20.00
SHE SPEAKS SO SOFTLY—B. McDonald composer/ 
arranger. Lush ballad featuring trombone. Solos: Ten A 
Top tpt. G—duration 5 min: grade 3 $17.50
CHARLENE—B. McDonald composer/arranger. 
Medium slow bossa nova, unusual changes. Solos: P. Ten. 
Top tpt. D—duration 4:30 min: grade 3 $15.00
SUNSHINE JENNIFIER ANNE—George Tidwell com
poser/arranger. Long concert piece opening with ballad 
section, moves to hard jazz rock ensemble, moves back 
into ballad section for quiet effective ending. Solos: Tpt, 
SS, Ten. P. Top tpt. E—duration 8 min: grade 4-5. $30.00 
LITTLE RABBIT—G. Tidwell composer/arranger. Con
temporary Latin jazz ala Mangione, double time section. 
Rhythmic and energetic. Solos: Flugel. SS—duration 7 min: 
grade 4-5. . , „ $25 (X)
THANK YOU, MASKED MAN—G. Tidwell com
poser/arranger. Multi-sectional piece in very fast modal 
Jazz style with out of tempo tone row ending. Solos. Tpt, 
Trom, Grade 5-6 $25.00
HAPPY FOOT—B. McDonald composer/arranger. 
Moderately bright. Modal canon-type 5/4 head. Solos in 
3/4 for Tpt. Alto. P with interesting background. Top tptt— 
duration 5 min: grade 6. $30.00
DECISION—Jamey Aebersold, composer/B. McDon
ald, arranger. Bright tempo, mixed meter, modal head. 
Solos in 4/4 and 3/4 for Alto. Tpt. Ten, Trom. P. Drums_JoP 
tpt. E—duration 9 min: grade 6 $25.00
Parts professionally copied and reproduced. (Full scores 
included).
ALBUM ONLY—Contains all of the above compositions. 

$5.95
Buy three arrangements and receive FREE COPY of the 
JAZZ CORPORATION S first LP Stereo album, "Thank You, 
Masked Man" _ ,

Send P.O. Check or Money Order to:

JAMEY AEBERSOLD
1211-D AEBERSOLD DRIVE 
NEW ALBANY, IND. 47150

HOWTO choose clinic-types and clinicians
by Dr. William L. Fowler

DRUMMERS
Do you own the most 
revolutionary drum 
books ever written?

Jim Chapin's

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES 
FOR THE MODERN DRUMMER

Vol. I list $5.00
Vol. II list $35.00

Drum instruction albums also available.
Send check or money order.
JAMES F. CHAPIN 
50 Morningside Drive 
New York, NY 10025 
Tel: 212-UN-4-4636

1976 SUMMER
JAZZ CLINICS 

18th Annual BIG BAND Clinics 
Rich Matteson, Director

5th Annual COMBO/IMPROVISATION Clinics 
Jamey Aebersold, Director

For complete information, write todayl

| SUMMER JAZZ CLINICS 8
I P.O. BOX 221,
I SOUTH BEND, IN 46624
I Please send me free brochure with full details on
| 1976 Summer Jazz Clinics.
| Name______________________________________ - |

I Street ________________________________ -——
j City State Zip---------------- |

| Instrument Age-------------- |
L______________________________J
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. Learning From Performers, an experimental program designed to encourage greatly in
creased contact between students and professional practicing artists and to provide a unique op
portunity for purposeful interaction between the best of the artistic and academic worlds. 1 take 
great pleasure in inviting the professional artistic community to join us in this new and exciting 
venture. ... The visiting artists can expect a roomful of intelligent, creative, and inquisitive stu
dents who are eager to meet them and profit from such first-hand experience.

—Derek C. Bok
President
Harvard University
1975

Ho-hum news for those who have been activating jazz clinics throughout this past decade? 
Maybe for some, but not for me! I view Harvard’s jump to jazz, belated though it may be, as an 
incontrovertible signing of music education’s Declaration of Dependence on jazz. It cuts the toot
ing from under the ho-ho/hmmm-hmmm/no-no establishment crowd: they can t stay staid once 
Harvard’s strayed! Satisfaction-smiles from national clinic pioneers Kenton and Morris at such 
Ivy-league accreditation of their ideas. . . . Fresh ammo for local-clinic budget seekers. ... So 
right now might be a good time to look at the current clinic scene.

Design an all-encompassing curriculum of the skills necessary to success in jazz; assign that 
curriculum to a staff of pro specialists in all the subject; place that faculty in some well-equip
ped music department building for a week during summer vacation; then charge prospective stu
dents a reasonable tuition. Result: one of the full-blown, annual jazz camps which, for some 18 
years, have been generating giant steps toward jazz competency for thousands of participants, be 
they students, educators, or whoever.

For anyone eager to comprehend chords, to create charts, to improve improvisation, and/or 
to sharpen axe-chops, attendance at one of these comprehensive clinics is easy; they re located 
regionally throughout the country every summer. And the number of locations grows each year. 
But during-the-school-year clinic activity is expanding, too. Many a big band has now de
veloped a flexible set of streamlined clinics suitable for short-term daytime instruction at a sin
gle school or a group of closely-situated schools or a whole school district. And after clinic- 
time such a band is always ready to demonstrate its teachings and to help defray its own costs 
via a public concert. Any non-conflict weekend is generally OK for that concert. But both clinic 
and concert require weeks or months of preparation by administrators and students alike. And 
to carry out such a project, even a bare-essential checklist would need to designate: an overall 
project director who becomes the action instigator, the communications center, the problem 
solver for all concerned; chairpersons for publicity, transportation, housing, clinic scheduling, 
concert facilities, etc.; and student committees—they’re the energetic legworkers.

If the pre-event timetable has dealt with sufficient details, the visiting band will deal efficiently 
with their teaching and concertizing.

Although summer jazz camps and school-year band visits offer the broadest subject matter, 
smaller clinics are easier to plan and carry out, and there are opportunities aplenty to schedule 
them. They can supplement such related events as stage band festivals or music education con
vocations. They can be established as annual enrichment features for the regular curriculum. 
They can be part of special school celebrations, like Founders Day or National Education 
Week. Or they can be held simply because some great clinician has an extra day or two to stop 
off on the way from one gig to another. r ,

But excepting this last case, the mere scheduling of clinics doesn’t furnish clinicians. And find
ing that just-right person for a particular subject emphasis can frustrate any planner. Does the 
student body include a parcel of promising Parkers or a bunch of budding Buddys? If so, the 
clinician better be a super-saxer or a dream-drummer! .

The solution of such problems can be to call a company. Most major instrument manufactur
ers, responding to the escalating national jazz education needs, have developed staffs of special
ists in the instruments they manufacture. In addition to their instrumental prowess, these spe
cialists know how to teach! Many are prominent profs in topnotch music schools. And all have 
vast experience in clinicking. Furthermore, they’re readily reachable via any local store han
dling their instrument line. . . .

While all these clinic-types are especially effective for those in their formative years, the ma
ture jazzer might benefit more from a less-specialized, less-structured format. Bring a socially- 
aware composer/arranger/conductor/performer right out of the studios or right off a tour onto a 
campus for a week or so, there to mingle unshackled by any rigid schedule of events. 1 he first 
day likely will turn out to be nothing more than get-acquainted time. But thereafter will come 
action-in-education as the band learns new charts and new ways to play, as jam sessions jell, as 
harmonic insights augment, as improvisations sharpen, as new ideas flow among new friends.

President Bok was wise in choosing this format for the Harvard experimental program in jazz: 
all it needs for success is the right visiting artist and some serious students.

CHEROKEE A LA POWELL
transcribed and annotated by Stan Polanski

Here’s a segment of Bud Powell’s solo on Cherokee from his Piano Modern disc on Verve 
VSPS/13. Note Bud’s use of short melodic ideas to offset long stretches of eighth notes. Also 
check out the chromatic approach figures and passing tones, as well as the way Bud permutâtes 
two-note and four-note groupings for rhythmic contrast. And throughout the solo, be aware of 
the alternation of scalar figures and arpeggios.
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Trumpet:
Danny Stiles 
Lew Gluckin 
Bob McCoy 
Jimmy Maxwell 
Joe Newman 
Gerard Schwarz 
Red Rodney 
Ted Weiss 
Chet Baker

Trombone:
Wayne Andre 
Eddie Bert 
Buddy Morrow 
Allen Ostrander 
David Taylor 
Bill Watrous 
Charles Small 
Urbie Green

Saxophone:
Eddie Barefield 
Lenny Hambro 
Lee Konitz 
Jan Konopasek 
James Moody 
Phil Woods 
Charles Lagond 
Paul Jeffrey 
Peter Yellin

Tuba:
Don Butterfield 
Sam Pilafian

For information, write,
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French Horn:
Lester Salomon
Julius Watkins

Bass:
Major Holley
Larry Ridley
Rich Laird

Film Scoring 
Music for Films

Keith Robinson
Piano:

Harold Danko
Roland Hanna 
Barry Harris 
Walter Bishop, Jc 
Hal Galper

Guitar:
Ted Dunbar
Larry Lucie
Vic Gaskin

Percussion:
Wm. V. Kessler
Sam Lllano 

Arranging, Theory, 
Jazz Improvisation:

Dr. Maury Deutsch 
Mercer Ellington 
John La Barbera 
George Russell 
Walter Bishop, Jr. 
Paul Jeffrey 
Peter Yellin 

phone, cable:
CHARLES COLIN STUDIOS

315 W. 53rd. St. New York, N.Y. 10019 
Phone: (212) 581-1480
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THE EVOLVING BASSIST by RUFUS REID 
The finest book to date, with 146 pages for 
the doublebass and the 4 and 6 string 
electric basses. Develop strong modern 
jazz sounds and strong bass lines from 
chord symbols. Includes transcribed solos 
and a selected discography.

$12.50 plus 60c handling. Foreign orders add $2.00 

MlW Lock box 503' 2138 E- 75th St.LIMITED Chicago, Illinois 60649

CR
ŒhTNG MUSIC STUDI®

Woodstock, New York
JUNE INTENSIVE: June 1—14, 76 

Two weeks of concerts, rehearsals, workshops, 
discussions; including the 

CREATIVE MUSIC SUMMER STUDIO FESTIVAL 
in New York City 

Limited enrollment: call/write 
CMS, PO Box 671, Woodstock, New York 12498 

(914) 679-9245

FREE ★ 'Che J\leu> 
tAll Star CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

CATALOG
Over 200 outstanding records, cassettes, books, practice and playalong 

kits, arrangements, scores by 31 all star musicians (educators and
professionals) SEND FOR IT TODAY?
FIRST PLACE MUSIC • Dept DB15
12754 Ventura Blvd. Studio City, California 91604

SUBSCRIBERS!
Please include a down beat address label 
whenever you write us about your subscrip
tion. The numbers on your address label are 
essential to insure prompt and accurate ser- 
vice CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Please let us know six weeks before 
you move.

send to Subscribers Service 
down beat

222 W. Adams Street Chicago, III. 60606
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/workshop—

ADVANCED IMPROVISATION (with 90 min 
cassette) by David Baker. First edition 1974, 
8'/2"x11", spiral bound, over 400 music plates, 
256 pps. High fidelity 90 min. cassette features 
20 of Baker's compositions coordinated with 
text and music—performed by Peter Bankoff, 
piano; John Clayton, bass; David Derge, drums.

MW 9 . . . $25.00 
"David has surpassed himself in this new book This is 
going lo be my guide and workshop for years to come

—lames Moody

JAZZ STYLES & ANALYSIS: ALTO SAX by David 
Baker. Second Printing 1975,104 pps., 11 "x8’/2", 
spiral bound, 121 transcribed and annotated 
solos from 103 alto saxophonists.

MW 10 . . . $12.50 
"Short of actually playing with ¡azz musicians, studying 
and playing their accurately transcribed solos are inval
uable learning experiences."

—Cannonball Adderley 
•

JAZZ STYLES & ANALYSIS: TROMBONE by 
David Baker. Second printing 1975, 114 pps., 
11''x8'/2", spiral bound, 247 transcribed and an
notated solos from 191 trombonists.

MW 8 . . . $15.00 
"Dave has to be one of the world's leading authorities 
on the /azz trombone This book is a must for all /azz 
trombonists". • —Phil Wilson
JAZZ IMPROVISATION (A Comprehensive 
Method of Study for All Players) by David Baker 
Ninth printing 1975, 184 pps. 8’/2"x11", spiral 
bound. MW 1 ... $15.00
"In the.growing body of /azz literature, the present vol
ume stands out as one of the most useful and most sore
ly needed." —Gunther Schuller

ARRANGING & COMPOSING (for the Small 
Ensemble: jazz/ r&b/ rock) by David Baker. 
Fourth printing 1974, 184 pps. 8’/2''x11", spiral 
bound. MW 2 . . . $15.00
"This book is an intensive study Dave gets into pi
ano trios, /azz quartets, he explores four and five-voice 
writing, chord substitutions, r&b voicings and bass pat
terns, and a whole lot of other mind stretchers it's a 
great trip through the working foundations of modern 
music." a —Quincy Iones

TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVISATION 
(in four volumes) by David Baker

Vol. I, A METHOD FOR DEVELOPING IM
PROVISATIONAL TECHNIQUE (Based on the 
Lydian Chromatic Concept by George Russell), 
seventh printing 1974, 96 pps, 8’/2''x11", spiral 
bound. MW 3 . . . $9.00
Vol. II, THE 11 V7 PROGRESSIONS, sixth print
ing 1974, 76 pps, 8’/2"x11", spiral bound

MW 4 . . . $9.00
Vol. Ill, TURNBACKS, second printing, 1974, 86 
pps, 8’/z"xH", spiral bound. MW 5 . . . $9.00 
Vol IV, CYCLES, second printing, 1974, 250 pps, 
8’/2"x11", spiral bound. MW 6 . . . $15.00 
"These books have helped me so much to find and ex
plore new directions in my playing Today's musi
cians are very inquisitive, they want to know and people 
like Dave Baker make it possible lor them to know "

Save 15%—order the four volume set of 
TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVISATION!

MW 3-6 .. . $35.70

GUITAR PATTERNS FOR IMPROVISATION by 
William Fowler (Professor of Music, Univ of 
Colorado; Jazz Consultant, Westminster College; 
Education Editor, down beat). Third printing, 
1975. 28 pps, 8’/2"x11". Develops a thorough 
knowledge of the guitar fingerboard, together 
with proficiency in the use of modern chord 
progressions and almost unlimited melodic ma
terials. MW 7 . . . $4.00

I down beat • Dept. BKS 2046
| 222 W. Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606

Please send me the books I have checked 
____ MWP 1  MWP 4  MWP 7

[  MWP 2  MWP 5  MWP 8
____ MWP 3  MWP 6  MWP 9

Enclosed is my remittance for $___which includes 
। 60 < postage charge to any address

Name __________________________________________

1 Address---------------------------------------------------------- -----------
| City----------------------------------------------------------------------------

I State zip---------------------
I_______________________________________________
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IT HAPPENED

1928—Charlie Johnson and His Orchestra re
cord The Boy in the Boat, utilizing a Latin- 
style beat in the rhythm section.
1930—Xavier Cugat establishes himself as a 
leading Latin musician in the U.S. through his 
film score for In Gay Madrid. His Latin band 
then becomes among the most successful of all 
time.
1934—Raphael Mendez, Mexican trumpeter, 
demonstrates South-of-the-border virtuosity 
as soloist with the Chicago Symphony orches
tra at the World’s Fair.
1935—Duke Ellington indicates musically 
things to come by recording his Porto Rican 
Chaos twice. But neither cut gets issued!
1940 — Duke Ellington again recognizes 
Latin rhythm by recording The Flaming Sword 
and Conga Brava. Both get issued.
1947—Band leader Stan Kenton persuades 
Brazilian guitarist Laurindo Almeida to come 
to America to join the band.

NEW YORK
New York University (Loeb Student Center): 

“Highlights In Jazz" presents Blossom Dearie and 
Oscar Brown, Jr. (4/21 ).

Gulliver’s (West Paterson, N.J.): Nina Sheldon 
(4/8,11,15,18); Jackie Cain & Roy Kral (4/9-10); 
Dennis Quinn (4/12).

Yellow Brick Road: Entertainment nightly.
Reno Sweeney: Blossom Dearie (cocktail

1947—Havana-born percussionist Chano 
Pozo adds rhythmic excitement to the Dizzy 
Gillespie Orchestra.
1950’s—Afro-Cuban bandleader Machito re
verses the trend, incorporates jazz ideas into 
his Latin orchestra by employing such soloists 
as Charlie Parker, Flip Phillips, Howard Mc
Ghee, and arranger Herbie Mann.
1954—George Shearing adds Latin to his fa
mous sound in the person of Cuban percus
sionist Armando Peraza.
1957—Brazilian composer Antonio Carlos 
Jobim teams with singer Joao Gilberto on a 
surprise smash record. Jobim describes the 
style as bossa nova.
1962—Stan Getz teams with Charlie Byrd to 
record their Jazz Samba, a smash hit which 
starts a new wave of interest in Latin music 
This wave comes to be known as bossa nova.
1964—Stan Getz teams with Astrud Gilberto 
to record Girl from Ipanema, another Latin 
smash which reignites interest in bossa nova.
1970—Brazilian percussionist Airto Moreira 
adds his “little instruments” to the electro-fu
turistic ensemble known as Miles Davis’ Fill
more Band.
1976—The newest Latin musical style, salsa, 
continues to spread throughout the U.S.

time); name entertainment other nights.
Cookery: Dolly Dawn (Mon. thru Sat.); Dick Hy

man (Sun.).
Bradley's: John Bunch (4/1 2-24).
Michael’s Pub: Jay McShann (thru 4/17).
Sonny's Place (Seaford, L.I.): Mike McGovern 

Quartet (4/9-10); Billy Mitchell (4/13); Arnie Law
rence's Treasure Island (4/15); Wayne Wright 
Quartet (4/16); Artie Doolittle Trio (4/20).

Sweet Basil: The Great New York Guitar Festi
val: Barney Kessel and Herb Ellis (4/9); Sam Brown 
and Eddie Diehl (4/10-12); Joe Pass (4/13-18); 
Jack Wilkins (4/19-21); Chuck Wayne & Joe Puma 
(start 4/22).

Three Sisters (West Paterson, N.J.): Jazz all 
week.

Sherry Netherland Hotel (Le Petit Cafe): Hank 
Jones.
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Tin Palace: Ted Curson Septet (4/9-11,16-18); 
Cathy Chamberlain (4/13-14, 20-21); Warren 
Chiasson (4/15, 22).

Riverboat: The Crystals (Thru 4/18).
Village Vanguard: Barry Miles Quartet (thru 

4/11); Clark Terry Quintet (4/13-18); Cecil Taylor 
(starts 4/20).

My Father's Place (Roslyn, L.I.); Live music 
weekends.

Hotel Carlyle (Bemelman's Bar): Barbara Car
roll.

P.S. 77: Bucky Pizzarelli (Mon., Thurs.-Sat.).
St. Peter’s Church (64th & Park): Jazz Vespers: 

Leon Atkinson (4/11); Howard McGhee (4/18).
Westchester Premier Theatre (Tarrytown, N.Y.): 

Sinatra (thru 4/11); Marvin Gaye (4/16-18, 
4/22-25).

Bottom Line: Robert Palmer (4/19-20); Pat Mar
tino (starts 4/22).

Town Hall: 5:45 Interludes: Mirabal & Josh 
White. Jr. (4/14).

Creative Music Studio (Woodstock, N.Y.): 
Spring session of workshops, concerts, record
ings, and talks (now thru 5/30).

Carnegie Hall: The Chieftans (4/22).
Madison Square Garden: Bad Company (4/5).
Ladies Fort: Festival of Artists Deserving Wider 

Recognition: Marty Cook and the New York Sound 
Explosion (4/8); Suki Vaz Quez (4/9); John Hicks 
Trio (4/10); Aboriginal Music Society (4/11); Ed
die Gomez (4/12); Debra Eastman (4/13); Sound 
Creation (4/14); Alison Mills (4/15); Blue Winds 
featuring David Eyges (4/16); Sheila Jordan 
(4/17); Jo Jones. Jr. and the Jazz Express (4/18); 
Prince Daniel Ben Zebulon (4/19); Al Horne En
semble (4/20); Brobocar with Fred Farrell (4/21); 
Monty Waters with his big band (4/22).

Fisher Hall: Preservation Hall Jazz Band (4/11).
Monty Python's: Clifford Jordan (thru 4/9).
Boomer's: Name jazz Mon. thru Sat.
Churchill's: Duke Jordan or Al Haig.
Eddie Condon's: Balaban and Cats (Mon. thru 

Sat.); guest soloist (Tues.); guest group (Sun.).
Gregory’s: Groups including Brooks Kerr Trio 

(Wed.-Sun.). Call club for other days.
Hopper's: Top groups (Mon. thru Sat.).
Where to hear live salsa: Manhattan—Casino 

14, Club Caborro Jeno, Chico East, Corso, Habana 
San Juan, Happy Hills Casino, Ipanema, La Maga- 
nette, N.Y. Casino Tower Suite. Bronx—Chez Sen
sual, El Duboney, Epocha, Caramba. Brooklyn— 
Salsa Disco, Arion Mansion. (Thanks to Latin N.Y.).

____________ BOSTON____________
Sandy’s Jazz Revival (Beverly): Kenny Burrell. 

Joe Venuti & Bucky Pizzarelli. Earl Hines & Marva 
Josie. Check listings. Clark Terry reopened club.

Jazz Workshop: Jack DeJohnette's Directions 
with John Abercrombie (4/5-11); Les McCann 
(4/27-5/2).

Whlmsey: Dave McKenna or Ray Santisi or Jim
my Lyons (solo piano, weekday luncheons 1 2-2, 
Sunday brunch 12-4).

Sheraton Regal (Hyannis): Dick Johnson Quar
tet (Tues.-Sun.).

New England Conservatory: Ran Blake's Third 
Stream Gospel Concert (4/14); small jazz ensem
bles (4/15); "The Wiz" (4/15).

Berklee College: Paumalu Symphony under 
James Williams (4/8); Lazar and the Quantum Me
chanics (4/16); student composers' concert under 
Fred Lilienkamp and Neil Olmstead (4/28); Mike 
Levine's "Collision of Worlds" (4/13); Spring Con
cert Orchestra under Rich Allen (4/20); John La- 
Porta concerts (4/20, 21,27, 28). Senior recitals: 
James Seabra, percussion (4/14); Robert Heinink, 
guitar (4/19); James Grantham, sax (4/21); Joseph 
Macaro. bass (4/23). "Evolution of Jazz "with Tony 
Teixeira and Ray Copeland (4/30).

Pooh’s Pub: Claudio Roditi with Cucho, Rick. 
Kiki and Akira (Mon.); Talent night (Tues.); Carol 
Crawford 5 (4/7-11); Ralph Graham (4/14-18); 
Year of the Ear (4/21-5); John Patton & Grachan 
Moncur (4/28-5/2); Abintra (5/5-9).

Zircon (Somerville): Pat Metheny/Jaco Pastor- 
ius/Bob Moses (4/6-8); Band X (4/14-15); Yarbles 
(4/20); Baird Hersey. Year of the Ear (4/21 -25).

Merry Go Round Room: Julie Wilson (4/5-17); 
Glen Covington (4/19-5/1); Matt Dennis (5/3-15).

Papillon: Lenny Hockman 3 (Wed.); Bill Mollen- 
hoft 2 (Thurs.); Peter Kane 3 (Sun.).

Scotch & Sirloin: Yankee Rhythm Kings (Sun., 
4-8); Bob Connors 5 (Sat.).

Sticky Wicket (Hopkinton): New Black Eagle 
Jazz Band (Thurs.).

Oxford Ale House (Cambridge): Quality jazz 
Mon. incl. Stanton Davis & Ghetto Mysticism.

Jazz Celebrations (Emmanuel Church): Sundays 
at 6 pm. Hecate (Lowell Davidson. Jon Voight, Billy 
Elgart) (4/25); Phil Wilson, Stu Dempster and Rich 
Allen's Big Sand blow "God's Trombones" (5/2).

Elma Lewis School of Fine Arts: Sunday after
noon free concert series. Black Persuasion (5/2), 
Cheryl Bibbs (4/11).

Reflections (Cambridge): Steve Tapper & Yaron 
Gershovsky (4/9-11); Larry & Mike (4/16-18); 
Kemp Harris & Frank Scott (4/23-5); Ted Sexton & 
Jeff Gardner (4/30-5/2); Pete Kalo & Pete Kon- 
trimas (5/7-9).

Charles Playhouse: Greg Hopkins/Wayne Naus 
Big Band (Mon.).

Governor Carver (Plymouth): Drootin Brothers 
(Thurs.-Sat.).

Wally's: Peyton Crosley (weekends).
Boston Jazz Society: Alan Dawson Group with 

Ray Copeland (4/29). Call 488-5742.
Fifth Annual Boston Sackbut Week: Details: 

495-2000. (5/5-9).

Rates: one insertion $1.35 per word (S20. minimum); three 
insertions $1.25 per word; seven insertions $1.20 per 
word; 13 insertions $1.15 per word; 22 times $1.05 per 
word. Payment must accompany copy except when placed 
by accredited advertising agency. Word count: count each 
word, symbol or number in body copy and company name; 
street address or post office box as one word; city, state, & 
zip code as two words. First words set in bold caps at no 
extra charge. No illustration or db box number permitted. 
All copy subject to publisher's approval. All advertisers 
must supply publisher with permanent address and tele
phone number. Deadline for copy and payment: eight 
weeks prior to cover date, down beat/Classified. 222 W. 
Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606.

_____________ ET CETERA_____________
CHARLIE PARKER T-SHIRTS! Also Ellington. Coltrane. 
Billie Holiday. Mangione, Lester Young, Dolphy. Original 
designs, satisfaction guaranteed. S-M-L-XL, $5.00. BIRD 
LIVES. P.O. Box 4583, Boulder. CO 80302.

DATES GALORE! Meet exciting singles—anywhere. For 
free application, call DATELINE, toll-free anytime (800) 
451-3245.

OLD DOWN BEATS and Metronomes bought and sold. R. 
Fitzner; 1942 S. East Ave.. Berwyn, IL 60402.

MUSICIANS! Earn $800 weekly in your own business. Free 
information packet. Kerns, 7249-D Fairbrook. Baltimore 
MD 21207.

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL JAZZ FEDERATION & GET 
FREE: JAZZ FORUM Magazine. SWINGING NEWSLETTER, 
EUROPEAN JAZZ CLUB'S GUIDE, JAZZMEN'S REFERENCE 
BOOK, etc., plus free advertisement. Information; Interna
tional Jazz Federation. P.O. Box 671, A-1011 Vienna, Aus
tria.

INSTRUMENTAL METHODS
GUITAR TEACHERS—Free catalog. New and better 
teaching publications that MOTIVATE and MAINTAIN stu
dent interest. GAGNER GUITAR PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box 
55—DB, Dover, N.H. 03820.

JAZZ BASS LINES by Dan Pliskow. Written for the Rock 
player interested in learning Bass lines to standards and 
blues. $8.00. Dan Piskow, 1134 Oakdale Dr.. Smyrna. GA 
30080.

SELF-STUDY DRUM COURSES—Conga. Rock Complete 
charts plus recordings. Details free Tip Publishing, 2689 
Limekiln. Dept. DB, Glenside, PA 19038.

JAZZ GUITARISTS ENCYCLOPEDIA. Ideas. Runs. Pro
gressions. S4.25. 9383 Goldengate Ave.. Orangevale, CA 
95662.

PIANO/ORGAN "PRO-LIKE" FUN! Simplicity approach. 
Pro recommends. Satisfaction guaranteed. $5.95. CHORD- 
IALLY YOURS. 1358 Loring St., San Diego, CA 92109.

INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES
UP TO 60% DISCOUNT! Name Brand Instruments. Catalog. 
Freeport Music, 114T. Main St.. W. Babylon, NY 11704.

30% to 50% DISCOUNT! Any Model: Guitar Amp. Drum, 
Banjo, Dobro! Warehouse. D-91. Box 11449, Fort Worth. TX 
76109.

MELLOTRON Sales. Service. 400SM Conversions. Ren
tals: Double Keyboard. 400SM, Tapes. SOUND SALES INC.. 
Sherman. CT 06784. (203) 355-1256.

BUFFALO
Tralfamadore Cafe: Jazz every Fri. and Sat.
Jack Daniels: Jazz every Tues, and Sun. with

Spyro Gyra.
Statler "Downtown" Room; Gap Mangione 

(4/6-18); Earl "Fatha" Hines (4/20-5/9).
Klienhans Music Hall: Laura Nyro (4/10).
Bourbon Street West; Jazz every Wed., Fri., and 

Sat.
McKinley High School: Buffalo Jazz Ensemble 

(4/11,25, 5/9).
Rochester Auditorium Theatre: Laura Nyro 

(4/9).
Ericson Lounge (formerly the Royal Arms): Lit

tle Johnny Taylor and his revue (4/1 -4); Power City 
(4/8-11); Transcontinental Funk (4/15-18).

Mulligan's: Jazz or rock on weekends.
Cotton Club: Jazz every Fri. and Sat.
New Century Theatre: Bob Marley and The Wall

ers (5/6).
Loew’s State Theatre (Syracuse): Laura Nyro 

(4/11).

________ PHILADELPHIA________
Charlie’s Playboy Lounge: Houston Person w/

Etta Jones (3/22-27); Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis w/

THE AMAZING SILENCERS REDUCE PRAC
TICE SOUNDS 50% Trumpet Silencer $5.95; Trombone 
$7.15 Delivered. Write for prices: Clarinet & Sax Models 
Prompt Delivery—Money Back Guarantee. PRAC 
TICE SILENCER CO.. Dept DB, 4525 Boulevard Place. Des 
Moines. IA 50311

______________ LIGHTING______________
LARGEST MUSICIAN’S HANDBOOK. Dimmers. Spots^ 
Color Synthesizers. Foot & minimanual controls. Strobo
scopes. Fog, Kaleidoscopes. . . . Send $3.00 shipping 
Roctronics, 22-DB Wendell. Cambridge. MA 02138.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MUSICIANS REFERRAL SERVICE. "Musicians looking for 
Musicians." Call 24 hours. (214) 690-0828 or (800) 
527-6180. toll-free.

★ ★★★★★★★★★WWW***
4 MUSICIANS!! *
* PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS' REFERRAL *

(a subsidiary o' Boyd Hunt Enterprises»

♦ is the LARGEST national registry of individual * 
musicians seeking groups and groups seeking

* new members. CALL TODAY! *
♦ (61 2) 825-6848 or (800) 328-8660 — Toll Free *

(void where prohibited by law,

__________ RECORDS & TAPES__________
FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service—foreign orders 
welcome—sena for FREE LP sales list. Jaybee Jazz, Box 
24504, Creve Coeur, MO 63141

OLDER JAZZ, SWING LPs—lowest prices. Monthly lists 
OC's, soundtracks, auctions! RECORDS, Box 1138D Whit
tier. CA 90609.

FREE JAZZ AUCTION LIST: 10". 12". LP s and 45 s. Elm
wood Record Sales. Box 10232. Elmwood, CT 06110.

OUT-OF-PRINT RECORD AUCTIONS. Compiled from re- 
quests. Send your wants. All Categories except classical 
no 78's. List free. Record Undertaker. Box 152C, Catskill 
NY 12414.

RARE Out-of-Print Jazz & Popular Vocal LP's sold by auc
tion. Free Lists. Leon Leavitt. 824'4 North Las Palmas. Los 
Angeles, CA 90038.

JAZZ AND BLUES COLLECTORS—Many Out of Print LP's 
45 s. Free List. Crazy Rhythms, 4 Newman Ave.. Verona nJ 
07044,__________________________

COLLECTING JAZZ LPS? Try Us. We offer 1000s of hard 
to find jazz albums a year. Free lists. JB. Box 4485. Long 
Beach. CA 90804.

__________WHERE TO STUDY__________ 
DRUM INSTRUCTION. Innovative! Revolutionary! Results 
within six weeks! Better than the local teacher! Instruction 
available in Manhattan or through tape home study. Not for 
beginners. Send $1.00 for information to the Stanley Spec
tor School of Drumming. 200 W. 58th St., Dept. 373, New 
York., NY 10019. Phone: (212) 246-5661.

SCHOOL OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC (Striving to build a 
new way). Jazz-Classical-Rock. Full or part-time study. 
Monthly enrollment—professional diploma. APPROVED 
FOR VETS. Jeffrey D. Furst, Director, 2001 Beacon St 
Brookline, MA 02146. (617) 734-7174.

HOME STUDY courses in modern theory, arranging, and 
composition for beginners and advanced. Personal faculty 
attention. Applied Music School. 505 W Hillsborough 
Tampa. FL 33603.
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Jazz styles & analysis: ALTO SAX by Harry Miedema, 
edited by David Baker Chicago down beat Music 
Workshop Publications, first edition 1975. 104 pps 
11" x 8'/?”. spiral bound; 125 transcribed and an
notated solos from 103 alto saxophonists

MW 10 $12.50

Short ot actually playing with jazz musicians, 
studying and playing their accurately transcribed 
solos are invaluable learning experiences. The 
goal is not to imitate but to gain a sense of what 
we at the professional level continuously strive 
tor. —Cannonball Adderley

It still seems incredible to me what Charlie Parker 
and other innovative soloists could create with 
such spontaneity and musicianship. Listening to 
and studying their improvised compositions open 
to all ot us the unlimited genius of the human 
mind. —Paul Horn

js&a: ALTO SAX contents include:
• Foreword by Roger Pemberton
• Glossary & musical examples
• Transposition chart for Eb Alto Saxophone
• Fingerings for Altissimo Register, with charts
• How to Transcribe Solos by David Baker
• Time-style chart places 119 alto players in their re

spective chronological and stylistic eras.
• down beat Poll Winners on alto sax, 1936-1975
• Index of Tunes
• Solos & Soloists—125 different solos, each analyzed 

for study and performance, transcribed from the origi
nal recordings; 103 famous soloists, each with career 
sketch. The soloists are: Cannonball Adderley. Gabe 
Baltazar. Polo Barnes. Gary Bartz. Earl Bostic. An
thony Braxton. Boyce Brown. Pete Brown. Marion 
Brown, Ted Buckner, Scoops Carry. Benny Carter, Or
nette Coleman. Buddy Collette. Hank Crawford. Sonny 
Criss, Quin Davis. Paul Desmond. Jerry Dodgion. Eric 
Dolphy. Arne Domnerus. Lou Donaldson. Jimmy Dor
sey, Joe Eldridge. Stomp Evans. Jimmy Ford. Sonny 
Fortune, Earl Fouche, Herb Geller. Al Gibbons. Bill 
Graham. Bunky Green. Gigi Gryce. John Handy. Toby 
Hardwicke, Julius Hemphill. Ernie Henry, Woody Her
man. Johnny Hodges, Charlie Holmes, Paul Horn. 
Derek, Humble, John Jackson. Joseph Jarman. Hilton 
Jefferson. John Jenkins. Budd Johnson. Louis Jordan, 
Charlie Kennedy. Robin Kenyatta, Eric Kloss, Lee 
Konitz. Ronnie Lang. John La Porta. Fred Lipsius. 
Jimmy Lyons, Joe Maini, Charlie Mariano. Hal McKu
sick, Jackie McLean. Charles McPherson. Roscoe 
Mitchell, James Moody. Frank Morgan. Lanny Morgan, 
Ted Nash. Oliver Nelson. David Newman, Lennie Nie
haus. Tony Ortega. Glyn Paque. Walter Parazaider. 
Charlie Parker. Jerome Pasquall. Art Pepper, Bobby 
Plater, Doc Poston. Russell Procope. Gene Quill, 
Sonny Red, Vi Redd. Don Redman. Jerome Richard
son. Marshall Royal. Edgar Sampson. David Sanborn. 
Davey Schildkraut. Bud Shank. Sonny Simmons, 
Buster Smith, Tab Smith, Willie Smith, James Spauld
ing, Sonny Stitt, Frank Strozier. Martin Tchicai, Eddie 
Vinson. Earle Warren. Ernie Watts, Charles Williams. 
Phil Woods. Leo Wright, and Pete Yellin.

jazz styles & analysis: ALTO SAX is an essential 
learning aid and reference work for alto saxophon
ists at all levels of competence; serious contem
porary players of any instrument interested in ac
quiring a basic jazz repertoire: arrangers and com
posers: and all music libraries.

Order now!

I------------------------------------------------ 1
I down beat • Dept. BKS 2046 |
| 222 W. Adams St., Chicago. IL 60606
I Please send me___ copies of jazz styles & | 
| analysis: ALTO SAX at $12.50 each. Enclosed | 
| is my remittance for $---------------- which in- j

eludes 60c postage charge to any address, i

I Name______________________________________ __

Address--------------------------------------------------------------

I City---------------------------------------------------------- —--- I
| State -----------------------------Zip -------------------------------  |

I___________________________ J 
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Gerald Price Trio (4/1-5); Irene Reid w/ Gerald 
Price Trio (4/7-10); Jimmy McGriff (4/12-17). 
Matinee every Sat., 4-7:00 pm.

Just Jazz: Charles Earland (3/30-4/4); Willie 
Hutch (4/6-11); Carman McRae (4/20-25).

Spectrum: O 'Jays/Commodores (4/4); Bad 
Company (4/10); Tony Orlando and Dawn (4/11).

Bijou Cafe: Betty Carter (4/5-10); Lana Cantrell 
(4/30-5/8).

Academy of Music: Melissa Manchester (4/11).
Tower Theatre: Gil Scott-Heron (4/10); John 

McLaughlin/Weather Report (4/24).
Gert’s Lounge: Tony Williams Trio (Fri.-Sun.); 

Jam session every Mon. 6-11:00 pm.
Grendel's Lair: Jazz every Mon.
DelMar Lounge: Jazz Wed.-Sun.
Trey's: Philly Joe Jones & Le Grand Prix. Thurs.- 

Sat., 10-2; Sun., 5-10.
Foxhole Cafe: Sun Ra (3/26-27); Clifford Jor

don w/ Wilbur Ware (4/3-4); Conjunto Libre 
(4/9/10); Marvin “Hannibal'' Peterson (4/30-5/1).

DETROIT
Baker’s Keyboard: Gabor Szabo Quartet 

(4/6-11): Danny Brubeck Quartet (4/23-5/2).
Clarenceville High: Buddy Rich (5/2-3). 
Presidential Inn: Tom Saunders (Mon.-Sat.). 
Cymbal Motor Inn: J. C. Heard (Tue.-Sat.). 
Rapa House: after hours jazz (every Sat.). 
Clamdiggers: Bob Seely. Bob Milne (Tues.- 

Sat.).
Delta Lady: Mickey's Pulsating Unit (Wed.-Sat.).
Bimbo’s (Ann Arbor): New McKinney's Cotton 

Pickers (4/25); Mother's Boys Jazz Band with Kerry 
Price (5/2).

Raven Gallery: Little Sonny (to 4/11): Bolfo 
(4/20-5/2): Josh White Jr. (5/4-23).____________

KANSAS CITY
Holiday Inn Downtown: Means-DeVan Trio with 

Cindy Fee.
Mr. Putsch's: Bettye Miller and Milt Abel.
Plaza Inn International: Don Gilbert Trio with 

Janie Fopeano.
Top of the Crown: John Elliott Quartet with 

Gloria Edwards.
Alameda Plaza Roof: Frank Smith Trio.
Jeremiah Tuttle’s: Pete Eye Trio.
Music Hall: Chick Corea (4/14).
Wichita Jazz Festival April 24 and 25 at Century 

II: Buddy Rich Big Band. Clark Terrry, Supersax, Hu
bert Laws, Louis Bellson, Al Cohn. Bobby Brook- 
meyer, Jimmy Rowles, Eddie “Lockjaw’’ Davis. All- 
Star All Girls Jazz Band.___________________  
__________CLEVELAND__________

Eastown Motor Inn; New Jazz Emporium Room: 
Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers (3/30-4/10), 
Jimmy Smith (4/13-4/18).

The Theatrical: Glen Covington (4/5-10), Doro
thy Donegan (4/12-24), Harold Betters 
(4/26-5/8).__________________________________  

___________ PHOENIX____________
Civic Plaza: Marshall Tucker Band (4/14); Ro

berta Flack (4/1 5. tent.); Fleetwood Mac (4/23).
Scottsdale Center: Buddy Rich Big Band Ma

chine, Kai Winding (4/20).
Boojum Tree: Freddie Hubbard (4/11-13); Ar

mand Boatman Trio (nightly).
Caravan Inn; Caution.
U. of Arizona (Tucson): NAJE Band Directors 

(4/9-10).
Reuben's: Phoenix w/John Hardy.
El Bandido: Pete Magadini Quartet (Thurs.- 

Sat.); Jerry Byrd Trio (Sun. night jam); Big Band 
Night (Mon.).

Century Sky Room: Maurice Cotton Band.
Page Four: Buddy Weed Trio (to 4/23).
Match Cover: Charles Lewis Quintet (Sun.- 

Mon.); Flavours (Thurs.-Sat.).
Jed Nolan’s: Hot Jazz Society (Sun., 6 p.m.). 
Varsity Inn: Grant Wolf's Night Band (4/12). 
French Quarter: C. C. Jones (to 4/1 7).
A.S.U.: Jazz Arts Quartet (4/13); Jazz Forum 

(4/14, 4/21).
Final Score: Jazz Jam (Sun.).
Black Angus: Silver Creek.
Saddleback: New Horizon

________ SAN FRANCISCO________
Keystone Korner: Eddie Harris (4/6-11); 

Charles Mingus (4/13-15); Sam Rivers Trio 
(4/16-25); Dave Liebman and Lookout Farm 
(4/27-5/2); Muscarella (5/3); Art Blakey and The 
Jazz Messengers (5/4-9).

Berkeley Community Theatre; Chick Corea and 
Return To Forever (4/23).

Great American Music Hall: The Great Gui
tars—Charlie Byrd, Herb Ellis, and Barney Kessel 
(4/15-16); The Meters (4/23-24.)

The Reunion: Johnny Hammond (4/2-3); Garnett 
Brown (4/9-10); Art Pepper (4/16-17); Azteca 
(4/23-24); Herb Ellis (4/30-5/1).

LOS ANGELES
Concerts By The Sea: Carmen McRae (4/6-11);

Mongo Santamaria (4/13-25).
Lighthouse: Johnny Hammond (4/6-11); Art 

Blakey (4/20-25).
Concerts At The Grove: “Guitar Greats" Barney 

Kessel, Herb Ellis, Charlie Byrd (4/17).
Donte’s: Jazz all week; details 769-1566.
Studio Cafe: llliad (Wed.); Vince Wallace Quar

tet (Thurs.-Sat.); Sunday jams (12-5 pm).
Hungry Joe’s: Gene Harris Quartet featuring 

Henry Franklin (Tues.-Sat.); various artists (Sun. 
5-9 pm).

Jimmy Smith's Supper Club: Chuck Niles Trio 
(Mon.); Jimmy Smith Trio (Fri.-Sun.).

Baked Potato: Lee Ritenour (Tues.); Don Randi 
(Wed.-Sat.); “Sweets" Edison (Sun.).

Parisian Room: Jazz all week; details 
936-8704.

Memory Lane: O. C. Smith & Jack Wilson Trio.
Roxy: occasional jazz; details 878-2222.
The Cellar: Les De Merle & Transfusion (Mon.); 

details 487-0419.
Total Experience: Top soul groups; details 

296-3457.
Monterey Mansion (Newport Beach); Dave Pike 

Quartet.
Rudolph's Fine Art Center: John Carter Ensem

ble (Sun., 3-5 pm).
Irish Knight (Toluca Lake): Jazz nightly.
Eagle Rock High School: Concerts (2nd Sun. of 

the month).
Troubadour: occasional jazz; details 276-6168.
Come Back Inn (Venice); Charisma (Fri.-Sat.).

TORONTO
A Space: Oliver Lake and Joseph Bowie 

(4/10-11); Karl Berger and Dave Holland 
(4/24-25).

Albert’s Hall: Kid Bastien (Mon.-Wed.); Vintage 
Jazz Band (Thurs.-Sat.).

Basin Street (864-1070); Jim Galloway with 
guests to be announced (Mon. thru Sat.).

Bourbon Street: Bobby Hackett with Rob Mc
Connell (to 4/10); Frank Rosolino (4/12-4/24), 
Don Menza (4/26-5/8); Gerry Niewood Quartet 
(5/10-5/29).

Chez Moi: Silverleaf Jazzmen (Sat. afternoons).
D. J.’s Tavern: Climax Jazz Band (Mon.-Tues., 

Thurs.-Sat.); U of T Restoration Jazz Band (Wed.).
El Mocambo (961-2558): Various name folk, 

rock and jazz acts to be announced.
Garden Party (961-1114): Joel Shulman and 

guest (4/18, 5/2, 5/16). Reservations required.
George’s Spaghetti House: Moe Koffman (to 

4/10); Bernie Senensky (4/12-4/17); Brian 
Browne (4/19-4/24); Moe Koffman (4/26-5/1); 
Alvinn Pall (5/3-5/8); Ian McDougall (5/10-5/15); 
Guido Basso (5/17-5/22); Moe Koffman 
(5/24-5/29).

Grossman's Tavern: Various groups (Mon. thru 
Thurs.); Kid Bastien (Fri-Sat. afternoon and eve
ning).

Mother Necessity Jazz Workshop (368-0971): 
Gary Williamson (to 4/10); John Swan (4/20-4/21); 
Mike Malone (4/22-4/24); Dave McMurdo 
(4/29-4/31); Ed Bickert (5/4-5/Q); Bernie Senensky 
(5/11-5/12); Sam Noto (5/13-5/15); Mother 
Necessity Big Band (Sun.).

Music Gallery: Daytime workshop and sessions 
(Mon. thru Fri.); Canadian Creative Music Collec
tive (Fri. evening); Avant Garde Jazz Revival 
Band (Sat.)
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SELMER

For years, many of 
the world’s top saxophone 
players have regarded the 
Selmer (Paris) Mark VI as 

the ultimate. And they 
were right. Until now. 

Because now, there’s some
thing even better. Introducing the 

Selmer (Paris) Mark VIL

A

ZhENR?S


	Micromoog.

	the first chorus

	JAZZ AIDS

	□ TIME TO PLAY MUSIC! Vol. 5

	Awards Acclaim

	Brubeck Blooper

	The Old Bugaboo

	The details make the difference.

	Feather To The Rescue

	Konitz Klunker

	Critical Blast

	Red Hot Rumor

	Where’s Kuhn?



	Introducing SynKey. The synthesizer

	you can program.

	EML o

	Armstrong Memorial


	GRAMMY WRAPUP


	THIS PICTURE MADE DRUM HISTORY.

	Owens Scores Winner


	NeiATReleases

	MJQ—ROUND TWO

	Count Does Bottom Line

	SOUNDS FROM THE SALSA SOURCE:


	TITO and iUA€HITO

	T	!:

	A



	Technical magic/suode persuasion

	SALSA'S PRODIGAL SUN

	“M

	EIHHE

	Return to Forever :The Masters

	MONGO SANTAMARIA

	★ ★ ★ ★

	KENNY BURRELL

	TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI— LEW TABACKIN BIG BAND


	* ★ ★ ★

	BRASS CONSTRUCTION

	OLIVER LAKE




	The surest way to get your song heard by the right people in the music business.

	The American Song Festival

	The1976American Song Festival «

	BLUE MITCHELL

	RON CARTER

	★


	REVO LUTION ARY

	JIM HALL

	★ ★ ★ ★ ★

	EARTH, WIND AND FIRE


	★ ★ ★

	THE NEGATIVE BAND


	★ ★ ★ ★

	ROY ELDRIDGE

	ESTHER SATTERFIELD


	★ ★ ★

	OLD WINE- NEW BOTTLES

	ERIC DOLPHY AND

	RON CARTER	

	★ ★ ★ ★ ★




	‘Drírmmers „ 'Drum, iriv.

	VARIOUS ARTISTS

	Ybu make it professional.

	The 80-8

	Less than $3000.00*

	TEAC

	RAY PIZZI

	TOM HARRELL



	caught..

	JOE FARRELL QUARTET

	MONGO SANTAMARIA



	The Boss

	TripleTier Stand

	The GRAMMY WINNERS Trust the leaden


	QUALITY CONG4S

	III I¡XI PE III ISMOV

	I.ITIX PERCUSSIONS

	CHEROKEE A LA POWELL

	CATALOG

	SUBSCRIBERS!

	IT HAPPENED





